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Abstract. Waste foundry sand is generated by the metal casting industry and has great potential to be 
used as a construction material. Nearly 70 % of the waste foundry generated is disposed of as a landfill 
which poses a threat to the surrounding environment. The negative impact of landfill disposal of waste 
foundry sand on the environment has invited the intentions of research faculty. In this research work, the 
impact of waste foundry sand as sand replacement on the properties of concrete cured in water as well as 
sulfate solution were explored. Test results indicate that the compressive strength of concrete cured in 
sulfate solution decreases with the use of waste foundry sand as partial substitution of natural sand. 
However, a chloride ion penetration resistance of concrete hikes on the accumulation of waste foundry 
sand. Up to 56 days, a concrete mixture made up of 15 % waste foundry sand showed optimum strength 
properties. Ultrasonic pulse velocities through concrete mixtures cured either in water or sulfate solution 
were almost identical. Energy dispersive spectroscopy analysis showed traces of sulfur in concrete 
mixtures cured in a sulfate solution. 
Citation: Singh, J., Siddique, R. Performance of waste foundry sand concrete in sulfate environment. 
Magazine of Civil Engineering. 2023. 118(2). Article no. 11801. DOI: 10.34910/MCE.118.1 

1. Introduction 
Foundry sand (FS) is used to create molds for casting purposes in metal (ferrous and non-ferrous) 

casting industry. It is recycled and reused number of times till it loses its characteristics of consistency and 
cleanliness. When the foundry sand becomes unsuitable for reuse to create molds, it is discarded and 
disposed of as landfill. The non-usable foundry sand generated by foundries is called waste foundry sand. 
Worldwide, about 100 million tons of waste foundry sand [1] is engendered by the foundries by the year 
and India is the World’s fourth-largest producer of waste foundry sand. Waste foundry is non-hazardous 
and is black in appearance. The physical properties of waste foundry sand are similar to river sand. The 
use of waste foundry sand in place of natural river sand will help in protecting the environment by reducing 
the mining of river sand. 

Recently the researchers have made an attempt to utilize waste foundry sand as a substitute for 
natural sand in a concrete. Some published research studies by Khatib and Ellis [2], Aggarwal et al. [3], 
Guney et al. [4] and Naik et al. [5] show a decrease in concrete’s strength characteristics made up of used 
foundry sand as a partial substitute of natural river sand. However, according to studies by Basar and Aksoy 
[6], Prabhu et al. [7], Prabhu et al. [8], and Torres et al. [9] without compromising mechanical properties of 
a concrete maximum 20 % waste foundry sand can be utilized as a substitute for natural sand. Another 
study by Mastella et al. [10] also reveals that the reduction in compressive strength of on concrete blocks 
containing up to 75 % waste foundry sand was not considerable. However, there are some studies by 
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Etxeberria et al. [11], Singh and Siddique [12], Kaur et al. [13], and Siddique et al. [14] show an increase in 
strength properties of concrete made with up to 20 % waste foundry sand. An investigation by Siddique et 
al. [15] exhibits a marginal increase in some strength properties of concrete incorporating waste foundry 
sand. According to the study by Siddique and Sandhu [16] higher compressive strength can be achieved 
with 10 % incorporation of used foundry sand in self-compacting concrete and concrete mixtures made with 
higher substitution levels i.e. 15 and 20 % exhibited lower compressive strength. Most of the studies on the 
use of waste foundry sand in concrete are focused on strength properties. Limited data is available related 
to the investigation on resistance of concrete made with waste foundry sand against chemical attacks such 
as acid, sulfate attack. However, these studies on resistance of concrete against sulfate attack show 
contradictory findings. According to the study by Prabhu et al. [8] reduction in compressive strength can be 
observed with the use of used foundry sand in the sulfate environment. Whereas, the study by Thaarini and 
Ramasamy [17] shows no negative effect on the resistance of geopolymer concrete made with waste 
foundry sand against sulfate attack. Another study by Smarzewski and Barnat-Hunek [18] indicates an 
improvement in the resistance of concrete against sulfate with use of waste foundry sand. 

Intensive literature is available related to mechanical characteristics of concrete incorporating waste 
foundry sand. Limited data is available related to durability properties such as resistance of concrete 
incorporating waste foundry sand against acid and sulfate attack. The present investigation related to 
concrete has been carried out to assess the impact of waste foundry sand on sulfate resistance. The study 
evaluates the compressive strength, ultrasonic pulse velocity, chloride ion penetration, expansion, and 
microstructure of concrete incorporating waste foundry sand cured in water and 10 % sulfate solution. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Materials 

In the study Ordinary Portland cement was used who’s specifications are affirming to Indian code 
IS 8112: 2013. Cements characteristics were gauged as per Indian codes IS 4031(Part 1): 1996 and IS 
4031 (Parts 3 to 6) and are presented in Table 1. Coarse aggregates with a maximum size of 20 mm 
confirming to IS 383:1970, was used. Physical characteristics of natural sand, coarse aggregate, as well 
as waste foundry sand were evaluated in line with Indian Standards IS 2386 (Part 3):1987  and are 
mentioned in Table 2. Waste foundry sand’s chemical constitution is shown in Table 3. The grain size 
distribution curves of coarser aggregate, river sand as well as of waste foundry sand are presented in Fig. 1. 
Waste foundry sand’s SEM morphology and EDS analysis is presented in Fig. 2 and 3, respectively. 
Properties of the sodium sulfate used in the investigation are mentioned in Table 4. 

 
Figure 1. Particle size distribution curves of river sand and waste foundry sand. 
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Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy image of waste foundry sand.  

 
Figure 3. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy chemical characterization spectrum of waste 

foundry sand. 
Table 1. Properties of OPC. 

Physical property Result values 
Standard values 
(BIS 8112: 2013)  

Fineness (Retaining  
on 90 µ Sieve (%)) 1.2 10 Max 

Standard consistency (%) 29 – 

Soundness (mm) 2.7 10 Max 

Specific gravity 3.06 – 

Initial setting time (min.) 75 30 Min 

Final setting time (min.) 235 600 Max 

Compressive strength 
7-days (MPa) 

32.6 33 Min 

Compressive strength 
28-days (MPa) 

41.5 43 Min 

Color Gray – 
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Table 2. Physical characteristics of coarse aggregate, river sand and waste foundry sand. 

 

Table 3. Chemical properties of waste foundry sand. 
Compound Value (%) 

SiO2 77.22 
Al2O3 1.84 
FeO 8.10 
CaO 6.4 
TiO2 0.23 
MgO 0.25 
Na2O 2.59 
K2O 1.3 
SrO 0.47 
MnO 0.08 

 

Table 4. Properties of sodium sulfate. 

Property Value 

Chloride (%) < 0.002 
Heavy metals (%) < 0.001 

Arsenic (%) < 0.0002 
Calcium (%) < 0.005 

Iron (%) < 0.001 
Magnesium (%) < 0.01 

Loss on drying at 130ºC < 1 

PH (5% Water) – 7.5 

2.2. Mix proportioning, casting and curing 
In the investigation concrete of strength 25 MPa after 28 days was considered as a control concrete 

and the concrete was designed as per IS 10262: 2009. 5, 10, 15, and 20 % quantity of waste foundry sand 
was used in the investigation as a substitute for natural river sand. In Table 5 the quantity of ingredients 
used in the concrete are mentioned. To evaluate the compression strength as well as the ultrasonic pulse 
velocity of concrete, cubes of size 150 mm were prepared. For determining the chloride-ion permeability 
cylindrical shaped samples of 200 mm length and 100 mm cross-section were used. Prism specimen of 
size 75×75×285 mm were cast to determine the expansion of concrete. 

Table 5. Mix proportions of concrete. 

Concrete 
mix 

Cement 
(kg/m3) 

WFS (%) 
Fine 

aggregate 
(kg/m3) 

WFS 
(kg/m3) 

Coarse aggregate 
(kg/m3) W/C 

ratio 
Water 
(kg/m3) 

10 mm 20 mm 
Control 

concrete 
(CC) 

456.1 0 509.8 0 454.16 681.24 0.42 191.58 

FS5 456.1 5 484.31 25.49 454.16 681.24 0.42 191.58 
FS10 456.1 10 458.82 50.98 454.16 681.24 0.42 191.58 
FS15 456.1 15 433.33 76.47 454.16 681.24 0.42 191.58 
FS20 456.1 20 407.84 101.96 454.16 681.24 0.42 191.58 

Property 
Coarse aggregate 

River sand Waste Foundry sand 
10 mm 20 mm 

Specific gravity 2.68 2.59 2.54 2.8 
Water absorption (%) 1.44 1.01 1.03 1.43 

Fineness modulus 6.23 6.88 3.21 3.0 
Bulk density (kg/m3) – – 1784 1454 
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2.3. Testing procedure 
Compressive strength was evaluated after proper curing as per Indian standard BIS 516: 1959. The 

procedure adopted to evaluate chloride-ion permeability was as per ASTM C 1202-12 [29] (Test standards 
are in Table 6) and the samples were tested after 7, 28, and 56 days. Expansion of concrete and ultrasonic 
pulse velocity were determined as per ASTM C 1012-10 [30] and ASTM C 597-02 [31], respectively. X-ray 
diffraction pattern of powdered concrete passing through 60 µm sieve was recorded with X-ray 
diffractometer with CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) at diffraction angle 2θ varies from 10° to 70° in steps of 2θ 
= 0.013°. X’PertHighScore Plus software tool was used to analyze the phases present in concrete. 
Scanning electron microscope instrument was used to examine the framework of different phases that 
exists inside the hard concrete. 

Table 6. Chloride permeability classification (ASTM C 1202-12) [29]. 

Charge passed (coulomb) Chloride permeability 
< 100 Negligible 

100-1000 Very low 
1000-2000 Low 
2000-4000 Moderate 

> 4000 High 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Characterization of material 

Waste foundry sand is mainly composed of silica (77.22 %), iron oxide (8.14 %), calcium oxide 
(6.4 %), and aluminum oxide (1.84 %) and small traces of magnesium oxide, manganese oxide, potassium 
oxide. The fineness modulus and specific gravity of waste foundry sand were 3.0 and 2.8, compared to 
3.21 and 2.54 of river sand, respectively. Water absorption of river sand is less comparative to waste 
foundry sand. The particles of waste foundry sand are sub-angular to angular in shape. Some platy particles 
of waste foundry sand were observed in the SEM image. The rough-surfaced particles of waste foundry 
sand improve the bond with the paste. All the above stated information is mentioned in the section 2.1. in 
detail. 

3.2. Compressive strength 
3.2.1. Concrete cured in water 

Fig. 4 shows the compressive strength of concrete incorporating was as fine aggregates at 7, 28, 
and 56 days of normal water curing. It is evident from Fig. 4, that the compressive strength of concrete 
increases with an increase in up to 20 % waste foundry sand content. Concrete mixture FS15 displayed 
optimum compressive strength at the all curing periods. As compared to control mix (CC), different mixes 
named as FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 shows 1.14 %, 3.42 %, 7.6 %, and 0.8 % more compressive 
strength at a curing period of only 7-days, respectively. At 28-days, these concrete mixes exhibited 
compressive strength of 33.8, 34.7, 36.5, and 34.8 MPa, respectively, and the control mix (CC) shows 
33.65 MPa strength. At 56-days, concrete mixtures FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 showed 3.8 %, 6.2 %, 
10 %, and 2.1 %, respectively, higher compressive strength comparative to control mix (CC). The 
improvement in compressive strength of concrete having waste foundry sand can be attributed to the 
packing effect of particles of waste foundry sand. At 28-days, hike in the value of compression strength of 
different concrete mixes FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 with respect to that at 7 days was 27.06 %, 27.57 %, 
28.97 %, and 31.3 %, respectively, compared to 27.94 % of control mix (CC). Similarly, at an age of  
56-days, positive impact on compressive strength was observed as 51.12 %, 29.04 %, 50.05 %, and 
43.01 %, respectively, 47.1 % of control concrete as compare to compressive strength at 7-days.  
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3.2.2. Concrete immersed in 10 % sodium sulfate solution after initial 28 days of water curing 

Concrete’s compressive strength comprises of different waste foundry sand content cured in sulfate 
solution up to 7, 28, and 56 days is presented in Fig. 5. No negative impact of waste foundry sand on 
concrete’s compression strength can be seen in Fig. 5 till 28-days of curing in 10 % sodium sulfate solution. 
A same increasing trend can be observed in all mixes till 56-days of curing in a sulfate solution. It can be 
noticed that till the replacement level of 15 %, compressive strength of waste foundry sand concrete 
improved even after immersion in 10 % sulfate solution up to 56 days. After 7 days of immersion, concrete 
mixtures FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 displayed compressive strength of 30.2, 33.6, 36.7, and 34.6 MPa, 
respectively and the control mix shows 27.4 MPa strength. Alike fashion was seen even after 28-days of 
sulfate curing. Hike in compression strength after 28-days sulfate curing of different mixes FS5, FS10, FS15 
and FS20 with respect to control concrete was 6.60 %, 8.70 %, 16.81 % and 15.31 %, respectively. 
Strength of concrete mixes CC, FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 were 44.5, 41.1, 42.8, 44.6, and 39.2 MPa 
after 56-days of sulfate curing. From the results, it can be contemplated that concrete containing waste 
foundry sand shows more compressive strength even beyond 28-days of curing in sulfate medium. The 
concrete mixture FS15 exhibited optimum compressive strength at all the periods of curing in 10 % sulfate 
solution. This trend of compressive strength in all concrete mixtures indicates that the hydration process 
continued even during immersion in 10 % sodium sulfate solution. 
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3.2.3. Comparison of compressive strength of concrete cured in 10% sodium sulfate and normal 
water after initial water curing of 28 days 

Before determining the compressive strength, all the concrete samples were firstly cured in normal 
water for 28-days and then some of the samples were water cured and some of they were cured in 10 % 
sodium sulfate solution, results are shown in Fig. 6 to 7. At 35 days of the total age of curing i.e. water 
curing for 28-days and sulfate curing for 7-days, concrete mixtures control concrete, FS5, FS10, FS15 and 
FS20 showed a decrease of 24.31, 19.25, 10.16, 3.4, and 5.72 % in compressive strength comparative to 
corresponding concrete mixtures cured in normal water. Similarly, at 56 days of age i.e. 28-days of water 
curing and 28-days of 10 % sulfate curing, a decrease in compression strength of these concrete mixes 
were 13.95, 11.69, 11.92, 8.69 and 1.28 % relative to those concrete samples which were normal water 
cured. At 84 days of age, the margins in concrete’s compressive strength after water and 10 % sulfate 
solution curing reduced to 2.84, 3.29, 1.38, 4.29, and 2.73 %, respectively. In both types of curing conditions 
results reveal a similar trend of increase in compressive strength. But a rise in compressive strength of 
10 % sulfate solution cured concrete was comparatively less than that of normal water cured concrete. It 
could be due to higher concentration of sulfate solution which may lead to more absorption of sulfate ions 
by C-S-H gel and thus make C-S-H gel of lower quality i.e. binding ability of the gel reduces [32]. High 
sulfate content also hinders in early hydration of binder or C3A and thus results in lesser compressive 
strength [33, 34]. 

 
Figure 6. Compressive strength of concrete mixture after immersion in 10% sulfate solution and 

water at total age of 56 days. 

 
Figure 7. Compressive strength of concrete mixture after immersion in 10% sulfate solution and 

water at total age of 56 days 84 days. 
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3.3. Expansion of concrete specimens 
3.2.4. Concrete cured in sulfate solution 

Change in dimensions of a concrete specimen is a key factor to assess the impact of sulfate attack. 
The change in length of prism specimens of various concrete mixtures cured in 10 % sulfate solution after 
initially curing in water for 28 days is presented in Fig. 8. After curing for 28-days in 10 % sulfate solution, 
control concrete FS5, FS10, FS15 and FS20 exhibited expansion strain of 87.72×10–6, 70.175×10–6, 
70.175×10–6, 52.631×10–6 and 94.736×10–6, respectively. After 56 days of immersion these figures 
increased to 105.263×10–6, 87.72×10–6, 98.245×10–6, 70.175×10–6 and 105.263×10–6, respectively. 

As per the test results mixture FS15 exhibited minimum expansion whereas control concrete and 
FS20 mixtures showed maximum expansion after 56 days of immersion. The expansion of concrete cured 
in sulfate solution occurs due to formation of ettringites inside concrete on reaction with sulfate ions, these 
by-products formed so are expansive or swallowing in nature, so it may cause an expansion in concrete. 

 
3.2.5. Comparison of expansion of concrete cured in 10 % Sodium Sulfate and Water 

Expansion of concrete prisms was also examined under water curing in a similar way as was done 
for concrete mixtures cured in 10 % sodium sulfate. After 84 (28+56) days of total age, control concrete, 
FS5, FS10, FS15 and FS20 cured in water exhibited expansion strain of 45.614×10–6, 35.087×10–6, 
45.614×10–6, 45.614×10–6 and 70.175×10–6, compared to 105.263×10–6, 87.72×10–6, 98.245×10–6, 
70.175×10–6 and 105.263×10–6 expansion strain shown by these concrete mixes after curing in 10 % sulfate 
medium for a period of 56-days prior to this, 28-days normal water curing was done. The difference in 
expansion of concrete mixtures cured in sulfate solution and water can be considered as the expansion 
due to the action of sulfate. Afterward 56-days of 10 % sulfate solution curing, the net expansion of concrete 
mixes FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 due to sulfate attack was 52.633, 52.631, 24.561 and 35.088, 
respectively, compared to 59.649 of control concrete. 

3.4. Chloride ion permeability 
3.2.6. Concrete cured in water 

The test results of Waste foundry sand concrete are presented in Fig. 9. It can be observed in Fig. 9 
that with an increase in age and with the inclusion of waste foundry sand, chloride ion permeability reduces. 
Concrete mixture FS15 displayed the lowest chloride ion permeability at all the curing ages. Concrete mixes 
FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 showed 4.65, 14.95, 23.27, and 25 % reduction in total charge passed 
compared to that of control concrete after 7-days of curing. At 28-days of curing, charge flows across 
concrete mixes were 2196, 2078, 2042, and 2140 Coulomb, respectively, compared to 2205 Coulomb for 
control concrete (CC). At 56-days there was 9.57 %, 15.65 %, 20.37 %, and 12.4 %, reduction in charge 
flow in concrete mixes, compared to control concrete. With an increase in age from 7 days to 28 days of 
different concrete mixes, the reduction in charge flow was 37.7 %, 35 %, 31.05 %, 24.9 % and 19.45 % 
respectively. Similarly, at 56 days, chloride ion passing ability through these concrete mixtures reduced by 
41.95 %, 44.95 %, 42.43 %, 39.75 % and 32.18 % compared to that at 7 days. 
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3.2.7. Concrete immersed in 10 % sodium sulfate solution after initial 28 days of water curing 

In Fig. 10 results of chloride ion permeability are shown, in which concrete mixes were firstly water 
cured for 28-days and then cured in 10 % sodium sulfate solution. Total charge passed through control 
concrete, FS5, FS10, FS15 and FS20 was 2125, 1998, 1822, 1668, and 1688 Coulomb, respectively, after 
7-days of sulfate curing. Charge flows through concrete mixes was 1822, 1725, 1728, 1503 and 1561 
Coulomb, respectively after 28-days of sulfate curing. Similarly, after 56-days of immersion, charge flow 
were 1522, 1199, 829, 811, and 964 Coulomb, respectively. According to ASTM C 1202-12 [29], after 7 
and 28 days of immersion, concrete mixtures showed moderate chloride ion permeability. After 56 days of 
immersion, control concrete and concrete mixture FS5 showed low chloride ion permeability whereas 
concrete mixtures FS10, FS15, and FS20 exhibit very low chloride ion penetration in line with 
ASTM C 1202-12 [29]. The reduction in charge passing ability may be as sulfate solution penetrate inside 
microstructure of concrete and then sulfate particles may crystallize inside concretes voids or fissure and 
make concrete more impermeable. 
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Figure 9. Total charge passed through concrete mixtures cured
in water.
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in 10% sulfate solution after initial water curing of 28 days.
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3.2.8. Comparison of chloride ion permeability of concrete cured in 10 % sulfate solution and 
water 

To compare the chloride ion permeability of concrete mixtures cured in water and in 10 % sulfate 
solution, rapid chloride penetration tests were performed on different concrete mixes at an equivalent age. 
Total charge passed through concrete mixtures immersed in sulfate solution and cured in water are 
presented in Fig. 11 and 12. At 35 days of total curing age i.e. 28-days of initial water curing after that 
7 days of sulfate curing, charge flow though control concrete, FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 was 2125, 1998, 
1822, 1668, and 1688 Coulomb, respectively. When these concrete mixture was cured in water up to 
35 days, the values of charge passed were 2168, 1908, 1889, 1702 and 1722 Coulombs, respectively. 
Similarly, at 84 days of total curing age, total charge passed through control concrete, FS5, FS10, FS15, 
and FS20 immersed in sulfate solution was 1522, 1119, 829, 811, and 964 Coulombs compared to 1481, 
1407, 1238, 1189, and 1473 coulomb of charge passed through concrete mixtures cured in water. In both 
types of curing, a concrete mixture containing 15 % waste foundry sand displayed the lowest total charge 
passed.  

After total curing of 56-days, mixes FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 cured in 10 % sulfate solution 
showed a decrease of 7.25, 6.5, 11.74, and 8.66 % in total charge passed comparative to corresponding 
concrete mixtures cured in normal water, respectively. The control concrete mixture displayed 8.8 % 
decrease in total charge passed when immersed in 10 % sulfate solution compared to charge flows through 
a water cured sample of concrete. Similar trend of decrease in chloride permeability was noticed after 84-
days of curing. Less charge penetration through different concrete mixes cured in sulfate solution may be 
due to the formation of ettringite along with hydrates of calcium silicate in empty spaces in concrete 
microstructure and thus making the concrete more non-porous. Sulfate particles may also crystallize in 
voids in concrete and make the concrete more impermeable. 

 
Figure 11. Total charge passed through concrete mixtures cured in water  

and 10% sulfate solution at total age of 56 (28+28) days. 

 
Figure 12. Charge flow through concrete mixes cured in water as well as  

in 10% sulfate solution at total age of 84 (28+56) days. 
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3.5. Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity 
3.2.9. Concrete cured in water 

Pulse velocity values of concrete incorporating waste foundry sand as a substitute of river sand are 
presented in Table 7. Concrete mixtures FS15 displayed optimum value of ultra-sonic pulse velocity at all 
curing ages. However, there were no major changes observed in pulse velocity values with the use of waste 
foundry sand in concrete. After 7-days of curing increase in the value of pulse velocity of different concrete 
mixes FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 were 0.32, 0.40, 0.73, and 0.32 % compared to that of control concrete. 
At 28 days of curing age, pulse velocity of waste foundry sand concrete mixtures was 6220, 6260, 6280, 
and 6255 m/s, compared to 6200 m/s of control concrete, respectively. At 56 days of curing age, pulse 
velocity of waste foundry sand concrete mixtures was higher by 0.47 %, 0.79 %, 1.26 %, and 0.79 % than 
that of control concrete. With the rise in curing duration from 7 days to 56 days, waste foundry sand concrete 
mixtures displayed 2.66 %, 2.9 %, 3.0 %, and 2.98 % increase in pulse velocity compared to control 
concrete whose rise is 2.5 %. Higher values of pulse velocity indicate that denser the microstructure of 
concrete mixtures. 

Table 7. Comparison of pulse velocity of concrete mixtures immersed in 10% sodium sulfate 
solution after initial 28 days water curing and cured in water. 

Age 
(days) 

Sodium sulfate curing Water curing 

Pulse velocity (m/s) 
CC FS5 FS10 FS15 FS20 CC FS5 FS10 FS15 FS20 

28+7 6325 6333 6330 6360 6320 6300 6330 6360 6360 6272 
28+28 6380 6380 6369 6440 6360 6335 6360 6380 6410 6360 
28+56 6580 6580 6580 6610 6490 6520 6580 6520 6640 6520 

3.2.10. Concrete immersed in 10 % sodium sulfate solution after initial 28 days of water curing 
Pulse velocity values of concrete mixtures cured in 10 % sodium sulfate after the initial 28 days of 

water curing are mentioned in Table 7. Experimental results show that ultrasonic pulse velocity value 
increases with the rise in curing duration. However, it was observed that the pulse velocity of waste foundry 
sand concrete and control concrete as well, was almost the same at every age of immersion in a sulfate 
solution. This may be due to the reason that the sulfate particles may crystallize inside concretes voids and 
make concrete more impermeable and denser.  

3.2.11. Comparison of pulse velocity of concrete cured in 10 % sulfate solution and water 
To compare the pulse velocity of concrete mixtures cured in water and in 10 % sulfate solution, 

ultrasonic pulse velocity tests were performed on concrete specimens cured in water at an equivalent age. 
The pulse velocity of concrete mixtures immersed in sulfate and cured in water are presented in Table 7. It 
is evident from the Table 7 that no major change in the pulse velocities of different concrete mixes cured 
either in normal water or in 10 % sulfate solution at every equivalent age. After 7-days of 10 % sulfate 
curing, concrete mixes FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 displayed pulse velocity of 6333, 6330, 6360, and 
6320 m/s, respectively, compared to 6325 m/s for control concrete. These concrete mixtures, when cured 
in normal water for total duration of 35 days, displayed pulse velocity of 6330, 6360, 6360 and 6272 m/s, 
respectively, compared to 6300 m/s for control concrete. According to IS 13311 (part-1): 1992 [(Standards 
are mentioned in Table 8), the quality of concrete mixtures either immersed in sulfate solution or cured in 
water can be termed as excellent at all the ages. 

Table 8. Pulse velocity as concrete’s quality grading (BIS 13311 (part-1)). 
Pulse velocity (km/sec) Concrete quality grade 

> 4.5 Excellent 
3.5-4.5 Good 
3.0-3.5 Medium 
< 3.0 Doubtful 

3.6. Microstructure Analysis 
Scanning electron microscopy, as well as Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy analysis, were performed 

on a small fractured sample of control concrete and concrete specimens FS5, FS10, FS15, and FS20 after 
28 days of sodium sulfate curing and normal water curing. The specimens were placed on the SEM stubs 
and the gold layer was applied over it. To determine chemical compositions of different phases of concrete 
microstructure EDS was performed which approximately tells about the oxide composition of different 
compounds. Fig. 13 and 14 show SEM micrographs and EDS spectrum of control concrete mixture cured 
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in 10 % sulfate solution. Fig. 15 and 16 show SEM micrographs and EDS spectrum of concrete mixture 
FS15 cured in 10 % sulfate solution. Fig. 17 and 18 show SEM micrographs and EDS spectrum of concrete 
mixture FS15 cured in water. The major phases present in concrete were Calcium silicate hydrate (CSH), 
Portlandite (Ca(OH)2) and ettringnites etc. CSH looks like fibrous flakes, blocky mass, granular etc., calcium 
hydroxide appears like platy crystals and ettringnite were like a needle in shape. The morphologies of 
different phases have been identified and marked on SEM images. SEM images of concrete mixtures show 
CSH gel is uniformly scattered throughout the images. According to the study by Gurumoorthy and 
Arunachalam (2016) [36] CSH gel formation in concrete improves on the inclusion of waste foundry sand. 

 
Figure 13. Scanning electron microscopy image of control concrete (CC) after 28 days of curing in 

sulfate solution after initial curing in water. 

 
Figure 14. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy spectrum of control concrete (CC) after 28 days 

of curing in sulfate solution after initial curing in water.  

 
Figure 15. Scanning electron microscopy image of FS15 after 28 days of curing in sulfate solution 

after 28 days of initial water curing. 
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Figure 16. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy spectrum of SF15 after 28 days of curing in 

sulfate solution after initial water curing.  

 
Figure 17. Scanning electron microscopy image of SF15 after 56 (28+28) days of water curing. 

 
Figure 18. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy spectrum of SF15 concrete after 56 (28+28) days 

of water curing. 
Chemical characterization of concrete mixtures was determined at four/five locations on each sample 

by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The results of the elemental analysis carried out using 
EDS are presented in Table 9. The results show that no sulfur traces were detected in concrete mixtures 
except control concrete cured in water. Whereas, elemental analysis of concrete mixtures immersed in 
10 % sulfate solution shows the presence of sulfur traces in all the concrete mixtures. Sulfur traces were 
detected at all the locations on control concrete, FS15, and FS20 concrete mixtures after sulfate curing. In 
the case of a concrete mixture FS10, sulfur traces were detected at three out of four locations. However, 
sulfur traces were detected at only one location on concrete mixture FS5 after immersion in a sulfate 
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solution. Traces of sulfur detected by EDS analysis in concrete mixtures immersed in sodium sulfate 
solution shows that sulfate ion (SO42–) entered inside a concrete microstructure. 

Table 9. Chemical configuration of concrete after sulfate solution and water curing. 

Element 
Cured in 10 % sodium sulfate solution Cured in water 

Maximum / minimum composition by weight (%) 
CC FS5 FS10 FS15 FS20 CC FS5 FS10 FS15 FS20 

Ca 30.63/ 
16.96 

27.38/ 
17.31 

53.40/ 
2.58 

41.28/ 
25.34 

32.27/ 
19.97 

43.45/ 
20.15 

23.19/ 
5.57 

48.77/ 
16.72 

17.26/ 
17.11 

31.98/ 
18.97 

Si 14.72/ 
9.53 

12.88/ 
8.77 

22.50/ 
7.26 

11.86/ 
6.92 

19.89/ 
0.82 

8.73/ 
1.68 

14.74/ 
4.68 

19.80/ 
4.62 

11.01/ 
9.67 

12.48/ 
8.78 

Al 6.33/ 
2.66 

5.38/ 
1.70 

16.98/ 
2.66 

4.67/ 
2.60 

13.10/ 
2.71 

2.51/ 
0.42 

11.21/ 
2.12 

7.7/ 
0.88 

5.26/ 
2.21 

4.17/ 
2.32 

K 2.73/ 
1.17 

2.01/ 
1.09 

2.66/ 
2.33 

1.59/ 
1.46 

2.32/ 
1.82 

3.62/ 
0.07 

1.35/ 
0.74 – 2.62/ 

1.69 
2.24/ 
1.48 

O 59.85/ 
45.49 

60.31/ 
51.63 

49.97/ 
23.94 

52.28/ 
36.56 

57.47/ 
41.44 

55.86/ 
51.34 

60.23/ 
53.47 

52.17/ 
34.42 

61.92/ 
59.02 

56.92/ 
49.22 

C 8.29/ 
0.88 

10.13/ 
0.79 

6.66/ 
1.68 

3.10/ 
1.34 

4.71/ 
2.93 

8.25/ 
1.59 

5.71/ 
0.58 

7.99/ 
3.35 

6.13/ 
0.25 

0.46/ 
0.13 

S 2.47/ 
0.56 

1.46/ 
0.0 

7.0/ 
1.65 

6.37/ 
0.81 

2.37/ 
0.42 

0.31/ 
0.10 – – – 0.57/ 

0.0 

Mg 0.78/ 
0.26 

0.67/ 
0.19 

1.13/ 
0.46 

0.76/ 
0.18 

1.59/ 
0.10 

0.89/ 
0.11 

1.49/ 
0.14 

0.30/ 
0.08 

0.76/ 
0.63 

2.77/ 
0.27 

Fe 3.14/ 
0.72 

3.38/ 
0.96 

3.04/ 
0.62 

1.91/ 
1.20 

2.56/ 
1.43 

0.91/ 
0.0 

25.99/ 
1.17 

4.01/ 
0.41 

1.68/ 
1.07 

4.29/ 
2.67 

Na 0.43/ 
0.14 

0.15/ 
0.05 

0.45/ 
0.19 

0.41/ 
0.15 

0.71/ 
0.05 

0.47/ 
0.35 

0.15/ 
0.09 

0.23/ 
0.0 

0.33/ 
0.22 

0.53/ 
0.16 

 

Fig. 19 to 22 present the XRD spectrum of concrete mixtures. The XRD spectrum of concrete 
mixtures shows weak peaks of ettringite and no peak of gypsum and thaumasite which indicates that no 
major damage was caused by sulfate attack till 28-days. Most commonly compounds seen in the analysis 
are quartz (Q), portlandite (P), CSH gel (CSH), calcite (C), and ettringnite (E). The presence of CH indicates 
the hydration process of cement and the absence of gypsum indicates that no reaction taken place between 
sulfate ions and portlandite in all sulfate cured samples. It can also be predicted that CSH gel absorbs 
sulfate ions and thus degrades its quality and binding ability, due to this content of sulfate ions reduced in 
the solution and thus gypsum will not form and Ca(OH)2 remain unreacted [34]. 

 

 
Figure 19. XRD spectrum of control concrete cured in sulfate solution for 28 days after curing in 

water for 28 days (E is Ettringite, Q is Quartz, P is Porlandite, C is Calcite, CSH is Calcium silicate 
hydrate, G is Gismondine). 
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Figure 20. XRD spectrum of SF15 concrete cured in sulfate solution for 28 days after curing in 

water for 28 days (E is Ettringite, Q is Quartz, P is Porlandite, C is Calcite, CSH is Calcium silicate 
hydrate, G is Gismondine). 

 
Figure 21. XRD spectrum of control concrete at 56 (28+28) days of water curing  

(E is Ettringite, Q is Quartz, P is Porlandite, C is Calcite, CSH is Calcium silicate hydrate,  
G is Gismondine). 
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Figure 22. XRD spectrum of SF15 concrete at 56 (28+28) days of water curing  

(E is Ettringite, Q is Quartz, P is Porlandite, C is Calcite, CSH is Calcium silicate hydrate,  
G is Gismondine). 

4. Conclusion 
1. At all ages very slight change can be noticed in compressive strength values of control concrete 

and concrete containing maximum up to 20 % of waste foundry sand. As per results concrete containing 
15 % waste foundry sand shows optimum results. Concrete mixtures cured in sulfate solution showed lower 
compressive strength compared to that of corresponding water cured concrete mixture at the same age. 

2. Charge passing ability of water cured concrete mixtures reduces with the use of waste foundry 
sand at all the ages of curing. Concrete mixtures cured in sulfate solution displayed improvement in 
resistance against chloride ion penetration corresponding to water cured concrete mixtures at the same 
age.  

3. No noteworthy variation in the ultrasonic pulse velocity of cured concrete mixtures in both water 
and sulfate solutions were observed. 

4. Expansion of concrete mixtures cured in sulfate solution up to 56 days was greater than that of 
corresponding normal water cured concrete mixtures. 

5. The Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy analysis validates the presence of sulfate ions in the 
concrete after immersion in a sulfate solution. 
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Abstract. Ettringite binder is widely used in mortars for technical applications such as patching mortars, 
self-leveling screeds, repair mortars thanks to their fast hardening ability and high early strength. However, 
depending on the amount and types of raw materials used in the composition, the properties of these types 
of binder have different behaviors at early-age and at long term. In this work, the influence of the nature 
and dosage of calcium sulfate in ettringite binder on the long-term strength of mortar in different curing 
conditions was determined. The results showed that the increase of calcium sulfate content in ettringite 
binder from 10–25 % improves the strength of mortars regardless of the calcium sulfate nature. In all curing 
conditions (endogenous, drying, outdoor), the strength of ettringite mortars with anhydrite is smaller than 
that of mortars containing hemihydrate. There is no major difference in the porosity of the mortars in 
different types of curing conditions before 28 days. However, after 28 days the porosity of mortar in drying 
condition is about 2–3 % higher than that of the mortars in endogenous and outdoor conditions. 

Citation: Nguyen, N.L., Georgin, J.F.G., Prud'Homme, E.P. Long-term strength and porosity of mortars 
based on ettringite binder. Magazine of Civil Engineering. 2023. 118(2). Article no. 11802. 
DOI: 10.34910/MCE.118.2 

1. Introduction 
Within the last few decades, ettringite-based binders are used in applications that require a high 

compressive strength in a very short period of time to minimize construction times and disruption to the 
traveling public or user [1–5]. The binder system containing Portland cement (OPC), calcium aluminate 
cement (CAC) and calcium sulphate (C$Hx) is often used when fast setting and hardening and high early 
strength development are required [5–7]. 

An ettringite binder is mainly based on the reaction between a calcium aluminate cement (CAC) and 
a calcium sulfate (C$Hx), which lead to the formation of ettringite (C6A$3H32), aluminum hydroxide (AH3): 

3CA + 3C$Hx + (38-3x) H   C6A$3H32 + 2AH3                                               (1) 

3 CA2 + 3 C$Hx + (47-3x) H  C6A$3H32 + 5 AH3                                              (2) 

C12A7 + 12 C$Hx + (137-12x) H  4 C6A$3H32 + 3 AH3                                          (3) 

The rate of the reactions in the mixture in the fresh state is dependent on the ratio CAC/C$Hx, the 
nature of the calcium sulfate and the presence or absence of admixtures [8, 9]. The setting time of  
ettringite-based binder is close to that of OPC, typically around 3 hours, but their hardening rate is in the 
range of 10 MPa to 20 MPa (compressive strength) per hour from setting. This rapidity is compatible with 
applications that require compressive strength from 10 MPa to 30 MPa after 4h to 6h. Therefore,  
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ettringite-based binders from ternary system (CAC – C$Hx – OPC) can be used in self-leveling mortars for 
underlayments and overlayments, screeds and repairing mortar, etc. [10, 11]. 

This combination with special additives makes a fast curing and drying possible, as well as shrinkage 
compensation of the cured mortar [12]. The mechanism is in many cases caused by ettringite formation, 
which is provided by blending CAC with calcium sulfates such as anhydrite, hemihydrate, gypsum or mixes 
thereof [13–15]. The calcium sulfate sources may vary in reactivity and have a large impact on the 
mechanical properties [16–18]. Although there are several papers on the study of these systems at early 
ages in the literature [19, 20], there appears to be a complete lack of studies about these systems as they 
reach older ages [21]. The carbonation of the ettringite binder was also studied, this process depends on 
weather conditions and occurs more or less quickly depending on several factors, especially the 
concentration of CO2 in the weather [22–25]. 

The aim of this work is to clarify the influence of the nature and dosage of calcium sulfate in ettringite 
binder on the long-term strength and porosity of ettringite mortar in different curing conditions. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Materials 

The binder of ettringite mortar consists of the calcium aluminate cement (CAC), Portland cement 
(CEM I) and 2 types of calcium sulfate: anhydrite (A) or hemihydrate α (P). The chemical composition of 
these raw materials is shown in Table 1: 

Table 1. Chemical composition of raw materials in binder. 

Raw material Principal oxides / wt% 
Al2O3 CaO SiO2 Fe2O3 MgO TiO2 K2O Na2O SO3 MnO L.O.I 

CAC 69.68 29.78 0.26 0.16 0.15 0.04 – 0.23 0.27 0.01 – 
CEM I – 42.5 5.30 67.28 20.22 0.20 1.02 0.18 0.26 0.20 2.63 0.06 – 

Hemihydrate α – 38.70 0.27 0.03 0.1 0.003 – – 52.40 – 8.4 
Anhydrite – 42.69 – 0.07 0.05 0.002 – – 56.83 0.006 3.9 

 

The skeleton of ettringite mortars is composed of silica sand, slag and limestone fillers, whose 
average particle size is given in Table 2: 

Table 2. Average particle size of the granular skeleton. 
Raw material Average diameter, D50 (µm) 
Silica sand 88.19 

Slag 11.95 
Limestone fillers 13.17 

2.2. Formulation of ettringite mortars 
The formulation selected for studying ettringite mortars based on CAC and C$Hx is presented in 

Table 3. In order to grasp the influence of the nature of C$Hx (hemihydrate α or anhydrite) and the 
CAC/C$Hx ratio (75CAC/25C$Hx or 90CAC/10C$Hx), the amount of each raw material was kept constant 
excepting for the nature of C$Hx and CAC/C$Hx ratio. 

Table 3. Formulation of ettringite-based mortars in the research. 

Raw materials Percentage composition of raw materials, % 
75CAC/25C$Hx 90CAC/10C$Hx 

SKELETON 

CAC 24.26 29.11 
C$Hx 8.09 3.23 

CEM I – 42.5 3.97 3.97 
Silica sand 

Carbonate powder 
Slag 

33.41 33.41 

ADJUVANTS 
Superplastifier 
Viscosity agent  

Anti-shrinkage agent 
5.46 5.46 

Retarder + Accelerator 0.238 0.238 
Water 24.57 24.57 

Water/Solid (W/S) 0.326 0.326 
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Total  100 100 

2.3. Research methods 
2.3.1. Experimental conditions 

The hydration process and structure of material, in general, depend on both the constituents and the 
conditions of casting and curing (temperature, humidity) where the material is hydrated versus time. In this 
study, the durability versus time of mortar based on ettringite binders in different curing conditions was 
investigated. The test protocol is as follows: after casting, the specimens are kept in endogenous condition 
for 24 hours (20 °C, Relative humidity – HR 100 %), then the mortar specimens are demoulded and stored 
in three different conditions: 

• In endogenous condition (ENDO): the specimens were stored in sealed bags and placed in 
an air-conditioned room at 20 °C, 50 % RH. 

• In drying condition (SEC): the specimens were placed in a temperature-controlled room at 
20 °C and humidity 50 % RH. 

• In outdoor condition (INT): the specimens were placed outdoors, their surfaces exposed to 
environment. Therefore, climatic conditions involve irregular changes of temperature and 
relative humidity (diurnal cycles, seasonal cycles, precipitation, and carbonation). 

At desired age, the strength and porosity of ettringite mortars would be tested to evaluate the 
durability versus time of ettringite binders in different curing conditions. 

2.3.2. Compressive strength and flexural strength 
The freshly mixed mortars were cast into 40 mm×40 mm×160 mm mold for compressive strength 

and 3 point flexural strength tests. After 24 h, these specimens were unmolded and kept in three curing 
conditions mentioned above. The strength tests of ettringite mortars were performed at 1, 28, 90 and 330 
days. 

2.3.3. Mercury intrusion porosimetry test 
Porosity was measured on fragments in the center of specimens (40×40×160 mm), which were first 

stopped hydration by grinding the samples of ettringite mortars at the required ages and putting the pieces 
obtained in an acetone bath for 2 days then filtered in a Buchner and placed in a dryer for 2 days to extract 
excess acetone and limit carbonation.  

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Observation of ettringite mortars 

The main objective of this study is to investigate the influence of the curing conditions on the 
appearance of mortar using ettringite binder after a long-term weathering. Fig. 1 shows the surface of the 
mortars under outdoor exposure for 330 days. 

  
a) 75CAC/25P b) 75CAC/25A 
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c) 90CAC/10P d) 90CAC/10A 

Figure 1. Surface of the ettringite mortars after 330 days outdoors exposure. 
The results showed that cracks appeared at all the specimens except the composition 75CAC/25P. 

Meanwhile, the surfaces of mortars in endogenous condition or in drying condition are almost undamaged. 
It seemed that the cycle 'absorption – evaporation' of water in mortars occurs repeatedly due to outdoor 
weather conditions and is accompanied by dimensional variations that lead to local stresses causing cracks 
in the mortar structure. 

3.2. Impact of curing conditions on the mechanical strength 
Mechanical behavior is a very important property for construction materials. The results of 

compressive strength and flexural strength of the 4 compositions from 1 day to 330 days are shown in the 
Fig. 2: 
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Figure 2. Strength of ettringite mortars in different curing conditions: 

 a) Compressive strength – 75CAC/25P; b) Flexural strength – 75CAC/25P;  
c) Compressive strength 75CAC/25A; d) Flexural strength – 75CAC/25A;  
e) Compressive strength – 90CAC/10P; f) Flexural strength – 90CAC/10P;  
g) Compressive strength – 90CAC/10A; h) Flexural strength – 90CAC/10A. 

The results in the Fig. 2 suggest that whatever the curing conditions, the compressive strength 
increases continuously versus time. Indeed, the compressive strength increases rapidly during the first 28 
days then progress slowly. The strength of the composition 75CAC/25P is always more important than that 
of the other three compositions. In the contrast, the composition 90CAC/10A has the lowest strength, 
whereas the strengths of compositions 90CAC/10P and 75CAC/25A have the same values. 

In the endogenous condition, except for composition 90CAC/10A, all samples achieved compressive 
strength above 30 MPa. For the flexural strength, it raises in the similar manner as compressive strength 
except for the compositions containing anhydrite: From 180 days, the flexural strength of the compositions 
containing anhydrite begin to decrease, the drop of flexural strengths is difficult to understand because 
there was no obvious evidence about the decrease in compressive strength. 

In drying condition, the strength increases sharply during the first 28 days; then from 28 days until 
180 days, it still continues increasing slightly and achieves the values higher than that in endogenous 
condition. The compositions with hemihydrate have flexural strength of about 15 MPa while compositions 
using anhydrite only achive about 12 MPa. Meanwhile, the compressive strength of samples 
75CAC/25C$H achieve 50–60 MPa, but samples 90CAC/10C$H only have compressive strength of  
40–50 MPa. 

The strength of the 4 compositions cured outdoors in Fig. 2 also indicated clearly the influence of 
weathering processes on ettringite mortars in the research. The result shows that the compressive strength 
of the outdoor-exposed mortars evolves in the similar way as other curing conditions (endogenous or drying 
condition) in the following order: 

Rc (75CAC/25P)> Rc (75CAC/25A) ≈ Rc (90CAC/10P)> Rc (90CAC/10A). 

This trend of strength development is consistent with research results in the literature [16]. However, 
there is a drop in long-term flexural strength (the letter F in Fig. 2b, d, f, h is for cases of the micro-cracks 
visible). These micro-cracks are observed from 90 days for composition 90CAC/10A, 180 days for the 
compositions 90CAC/10P and 75CAC/25A. With the composition 75CAC/25P, a small decrease in flexural 
strength was remarked but there was no crack detected on the specimen surface. There may be micro-
cracks in its structure. 
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3.3. Impact of curing conditions on the porosity of ettringite mortars 
Porosity is one of the basic factors influencing durability of mortar and concrete. Fig. 3 shows the 

porosity of the 4 compositions at different curing conditions: 

  
  

   
Figure 3. Evolution of the ettringite mortar porosity depending on the curing conditions:  

a) Composition 75CAC/25P; b) Composition 75CAC/25A; c) Composition 90CAC/10P; 
 d) Composition 90CAC/10A. 

The results indicated that there is no major difference on the porosity of the mortars in endogenous 
condition and outdoor exposure condition. This is explained by the fact that the water is always supplied 
for hydration when it rains for outdoor weathering specimens. Meanwhile, for the samples in drying 
condition (air-conditioned room at 20 °C, HR 50 %) the specimens are not rehydrated. Before 28 days, only 
the water at the surface of mortar specimens evaporates, so the difference in porosity between the different 
types of curing condition is not significant. However, after 28 days the porosity of mortar in drying condition 
is higher than that of the mortars in endogenous and outdoor condition about 2–3 % due to the evaporation 
of water in specimens, which becomes important. Besides, the main hydrates containing many water 
molecules (ettringite or carboaluminate) can lose a few water molecules in its formula because of a long-
term drying period [26]. 

4. Conclusions 
The study on long-term mechanical property and porosity of ettringite mortars leads to some key 

conclusions: 

1. After 330 days, the surface of mortars in endogenous condition or in drying condition is still in 
good condition. In the contrast, the mortars stored outdoor have been discovered some micro-cracks on 
the surface. This phenomenon is more remarked on the compositions containing anhydrite. 

2. Whatever the curing conditions, the compressive strength increases rapidly during the first 28 
days but slightly at long-term age. The strength of the compositions containing hemihydrate is better than 
the strength of the compositions containing anhydrite. 

3. The compressive strength of the specimens stored outdoors is the less important but still close to 
that in endogenous condition and the decrease in flexural strength maybe due to micro-cracks in the 
structure. The strength of mortar in drying condition is higher than that in endogenous condition or in outdoor 
condition although the porosity of mortar in drying condition is higher. 
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4. The difference of porosity at early age between the different types of curing condition is not 
significant. However, at later age after 28 days, the porosity of mortar in drying condition is higher than that 
of the mortars in endogenous and outdoor condition about 2–3 %. 
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Abstract. The object of the research is cement systems, the materials most commonly used in the 
construction industry. Since people interact with construction materials all the time, they should only contain 
harmless components; this requirement applies to modifiers as well. The existing liquefiers are obsolete; 
there is a need for an alternative composition and production technology. The purpose of the research is, 
first, to theoretically design the structure of an environmentally friendly plasticizing additive for cement 
systems based on fragments of natural compounds – lipids and carbohydrates. Secondly, to select a non-
pathogenic microbial culture capable of synthesizing this product and the conditions for its fermentation. 
And finally, to study the properties of cement systems containing the synthesized biomodifier. This paper 
proposes novel modifiers based on fragments of natural compounds. The production process should be 
based on biological synthesis running through the cellular structures of microorganisms growing in a 
synthetic nutrient medium. A non-pathogenic microbial culture was ‘tamed’ to synthesize this product. The 
authors further designed a synthetic nutrient medium and optimized the fermentation parameters. Ten 
hours after the onset of fermentation, a fat-like substrate is added to the nutrient medium so that 
Leuconostoc mesenteroides would be able to synthesize the hypothesized modifier. The output is an 
efficient glycolipid plasticizer. X-ray diffraction analysis, a plastometer, a flow table, a cone, a viscometer, 
a versatile press, and an ionometer were used in this research to find the parameters of the synthesized 
bioadditives and cement systems based on them. The bioplasticizer injection was noted to increase the 
fluidity of cement mixtures by a factor of 3 to 5. The novel modifiers greatly inhibit early cement hydration 
when dosed at >0.8 wt.%. However, while inhibiting early structuring, these liquefiers strengthen the 
material in the long term (3+ months). Injecting these biological additives in the mixture at up to 0.8 wt.% 
produces a material that is 20÷30 % stronger than the additive-free alternative and absorbs less water while 
being as resistant to frost. As per our hypothesis, the microbial synthesis did in fact produce efficient cement 
system modifiers for industrial and residential construction that would be subject to no environmental 
restrictions. 

Citation: Dudynov, S.V. The influence of biological additives on the properties of cement systems. 
Magazine of Civil Engineering. 2023. 118(2). Article no. 11803. DOI: 10.34910/MCE.118.3 

1. Introduction 
All of us are in constant contact with construction materials over the course of our lives. For this 

reason, the environmental safety of such materials is of the utmost importance. 

Although the range of modern construction materials is rather vast, those where Portland cement is 
the binding agent occupy pride of place. Due to their abundance, they are used practically everywhere, 
despite the fact that they have several peculiarities and drawbacks. With regard to the aforementioned, 
cement systems are the object of the research. 
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To attenuate or decrease the defects of the latter, measures of a technological and formulation nature 
are used. The fact that the classic composition, which includes cement, water, sand and gravel only, has 
disappeared from practice for the time being confirms this point. The mandatory component of modern 
cement mixtures includes modifying additives, the quantity of which is rather large, and it is continuously 
increasing [1–10]. 

The additives, as a rule, possess a polyfunctional activity or some additional effect. For example, 
they ensure the hardening process at temperatures below zero, accelerate it, and at the same time improve 
mixture mobility, ameliorate the protective properties with regard to steel reinforcement, etc. However, 
among such a broad range, one effect dominates the rest, and based on it the compound is designated 
into a certain group of modifying agents. 

The products possessing a plasticizing effect – diluting agents, have a special status in the whole 
volume of additives. Such a standing is quite natural, since a small dose of the plasticizer is accompanied 
by substantial changes both in the production technology of the parts, items, constructions, and in the 
construction and technical characteristics of the ready-made material. Moreover, they are very accessible, 
their cost is comparatively low, and they usually belong to the group of surface-active agents (SAA). 

According to the existing gradation, there are plasticizers, superplasticizers and hyperplasticizers. 
And superplasticizers on the melamine and naphthaline-formaldehyde basis, possessing high technical 
characteristics, are widely used in construction. However, the mentioned substances are highly hazardous, 
which makes their use in light of the toughening environmental requirements rather dubious [11–20]. 

From this point of view products based on polycarboxylate or acrylic polymers, which have another 
molecular structure, are more preferable. The serious drawback of such compounds, however, is their high 
cost, low accessibility, and heightened requirements towards qualitative figures of the used cements, which 
inevitably creates limit at ions for their use in mass construction. 

It is also worth mentioning that most efficient diluting agents are produced artificially – by means of 
streamlined chemical synthesis. Such a method naturally envisages the production of the target compound 
using special, often unique equipment, and is based on individual technology, and the chemical processes, 
in any case, result in often dangerous byproducts, the utilization of which is also rather expensive. 

The aforementioned expressly justifies the topicality of the research of cement composites with 
plasticizers, since existing diluting agents have become exhausted, and must be changed both in their 
composition and production technology [21–33]. 

We believe that natural substances or materials produced using their fragments have good potential 
in terms of environmental figures. These are proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, nucleic acids, their derivatives 
and complexes. The method of producing the mentioned compounds – the source of commercial 
production, becomes rather important here. 

In our view, the technological solution of the issue is in using biotechnology for producing the 
compounds with a set structure, and the subsequent (as applicable) task-oriented transformation of the 
produced products using the later ones as the initial raw material. 

Biotechnology is based on the use of live cells – plant, animal ones, including the cells of microscopic 
creatures for certain purposes. In this case we suggest the fermentative cultivation of microorganisms for 
the synthesis and accumulation of desirable metabolites with the set composition and structure, with the 
subsequent use of the produced compounds as modifying agents in the cement compositions. 

The microorganisms synthesize various compounds, some of which possess surface activity. Due to 
the large value of the surface v/s volume ratio, they are promising products capable of considerably 
broadening the range of additives for concretes currently used. 

A live cell may be compared to a very complex system of shops, with a change of containers with 
organic and aqueous media, which contain various reagents. The cellular structures provide the required 
sequence of the successive metabolic reactions, which, if decomposed, are interrupted, and the effect 
begins to be produced only by hydrolytic enzymes. 

The suggested concept is rather logically explained by the circumstance that a set of technological 
advantages is appropriate to the substances of microbial synthesis: 

1. due to complete biological destruction, the products of microbial synthesis cannot contaminate the 
environment; 

2. retain efficiency in a wide range of temperatures, pH; 

3. are renewable resources; 

4. have unlimited resource sources. 
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The use of biotechnology from the technological point of view is quite justified. We will substantiate 
this statement in more detail. 

Alternative production processes always require huge material and financial costs to equip the 
factory with the necessary materials. Moreover, the installed mechanisms, engineering facilities and 
appliances usually cannot be used for producing other products. 

By contrast, biotechnology is based on single-type processes, appliances and devices. The correct 
choice of the strain-producer is the main thing here. The optimization of the cultivation process is not very 
complex and will not take much time. Moreover, if necessary, the whole system may be reset relatively 
easily and quickly for the production of another target product using the same equipment and the analogous 
scheme, when a simple exchange of the microbial population strain and/or growing medium for its 
cultivation is required. 

The main difficulty involves correctly determining the microorganism-producer able to generate the 
target compound, since this synthesis can be produced by various microscopic creatures. This compound 
can be constructed theoretically at the beginning, and then the required conditions for its generation must 
be created using the selected microbial strain. 

In principle, for biosynthesis of the required product there is a theoretical possibility of using a 
producer from any taxonomic group: bacteria, fungi, yeast fungi, microalgae, molds, etc. The unique 
peculiar feature of the biotechnology must be emphasized here, which is represented as follows. 

If the microbial colony does not generate the required fragment, it will be sufficient to introduce a 
specific reagent into the growth medium composition, thus changing the cultivation conditions in the 
bioreactor, forcing the producer to absorb a new substrate. The microorganisms, adapted in their 
development to such an unusual source of nourishment, subsequently start synthesizing it in large 
quantities (in such cases, the term 'accustomed to' is used). 

Furthermore, the conditions required for biotechnological processes differ greatly from those under 
chemical effects. In particular, the main difference is that in such a case the following will not be necessary: 
high temperature; high pressure; catalysts, etc. Moreover, biosynthesis usually takes place at room 
temperature and under regular atmospheric pressure, making the production cycle much safer, easier, and 
making it possible to organize the production of environmentally friendly products in any climate conditions 
with relatively low material costs and investments. 

As a rule, plasticizers are products from the surface-active agents (SAA) group. 

 
Figure 1. Structure of surface-active agents. 

The structure of surface-active agents is composed of a hydrophilic constituent, represented usually 
by the polar group – carboxyl (―COOH), amino- (―NH2), nitro- (―NO2), oxi- (―OH), sulfo- (―SO3H) and 
so on, and a hydrophobic hydrocarbon radical. Such a two-fold nature of SAAs gives to them special 
properties, in particular, the ability to adsorb at the phase boundary. Moreover, with the concentration being 
increased, the molecules of the surface-active agents are united into specific associates – micellae, 
changing their form when the critical micelle concentration (CMC) is reached. 

It is known that the SAA properties are determined by the construction of diphilic components and 
their mutual position in the molecule. The influence of the hydrocarbon radical length and activity of 
functional groups are distinguished here first of all. 

In our view, the compound may demonstrate plasticizing properties when the missing structural 
component is introduced into its composition, thereby transforming the compound into a diphilic one. That 
is, for the reagents having a polar group, the hydrocarbon fragment must be injected; and vice versa, the 
characteristic group must be added to the product containing the hydrocarbon radical. Such changes 
transfer any compound into the category of a surface-active agent. 
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As stated, the surface activity of the SAAs at other equal conditions depends on the properties of the 
diphilic components. Hence, we believe that the surface activity of the substance can be increased by 
substituting the functional groups for more active ones, increasing their number in the compound 
macromolecule, or by injecting additional or longer hydrocarbon radicals. 

Carbohydrates account for a large share of the total number of natural compounds. Studying the 
structure of carbohydrates, it is easy to notice that they have an excess of hydrophilic components. 
However, though the mobility of the concrete mixture after the injection of carbohydrates changes, its value 
in this case is negative. According to our research tests, adding sugars (for example, dextrans and dextrins) 
to the cement mixtures decreases the mobility of the latter, with a simultaneous decrease in the strength of 
the hardened material. 

Therefore, it is rather logical to assume that to produce an efficient sugar-based plasticizer, a 
hydrocarbon chain of lipids must be implanted into the latter, which may consist, for example, of a fatty 
acid. Injection of the hydrophobic link into the carbohydrate molecule will be accompanied by a change in 
the structure and molecular mass of the compound, its lyophilic-lyophobic balance, CMC, which, in turn will 
influence the properties of the final product, and, if the latter is injected into construction mixtures, will 
produce a plasticizing effect. 

The synthesis of bioSAA, in our view, may take place during the development of the microbial colony 
only after the injection into the growing medium at a certain stage of fermentation of special ingredients – 
fatty acids, vegetable oil or other lipoids. This is due to the fact that, after a certain period of time, the 
sufficient quantity of developed cells with accumulated carbohydrates is contained in the producer 
population. Adding the fat-containing substrate to the growing medium composition changes the cultivation 
conditions, breaching the C/N ratio in favor of carbon, thus stimulating the formation of lipids [37–40]. 

It should be pointed out that over the course of various development stages, all types of microbial 
creatures must generate and accumulate carbohydrates as an auxiliary material and source of energy. 
Adding the reagent containing the lipid fraction (vegetable oil, oleic acid, etc.) changes the cultivation 
conditions, forcing the bacteria to absorb the new component. The subsequent generations of 
microorganisms cultivated in such conditions will be 'accustomed to’ synthesizing it. The process of 
intensified accumulation of lipids is further enhanced by the intensive growth in the number of senescent 
cells, which are characterized by an increased fat content. Given the ability to maintain optimal existence 
conditions, the population of microorganisms tends to use the available material to construct new cells. 
Biochemical transformations take place simultaneously in cellular structures, accompanied by the 
integration of fatty acid molecules into the structure of oligomer links in the carbohydrate fragments. New 
glycolipid type molecules, having the following structure, are formed and accumulated during the 
transformation of initial substrates: 

 
Figure 2. Structure of new glycolipid type molecules. 

It is easy to notice that the structure produced is analogous to that of glycolipids. Glycolipids, as is 
known, possess the highest surface activity among natural SAAs [34–40]. 

Based on the proposed theoretical concept, we have successfully synthesized non-hazardous 
biomodifiers for construction mixtures. 

The task of the work is to develop efficient and environmentally friendly plasticizers for construction 
purposes, which include or are composed of the fragments of natural compounds: 1) using the methods of 
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biotechnology, namely streamlined microbial synthesis; 2) modification of the existing ones, without 
producing reagent byproducts. 

To achieve the set task, the following issues must be solved: 

to demonstrate the possibility of transforming the initial compounds into SAAs by means of  
streamlined microbiological reconstruction of their composition and structure; 

to search for substances possessing the surface-active  properties among natural products, i.e. those 
being potential plasticizers for the cement systems; 

to demonstrate the expedience of using biotechnology for the synthesis of compounds with the set 
composition and structure; 

to find strains of microorganisms suitable for cultivation in such processes; 

to study the rheological properties of cement compositions with bioSAAs; 

to examine the construction and technological characteristics of the cement systems with the 
produced biomodifiers. 

2. Materials and Methods 
Cement mixes were prepared using several cements, the technical performance of which is 

demonstrated in Tables 1 and 2. 

Table 1. Cements chemistry. 

Cement No. 
Composition, % 

CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO SO3 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Z1 58.7 28.31 4.21 3.44 1.41 2.3 
Z2  60.27 24.55 4.50 4.05 0.82 2.64 
Z3 63.46 20.58 4.74 4.23 1.74 3.21 
Z4 64.9 20.8 4.2 3.5 1.1 3.0 

 

Table 2. Cements mineralogy. 

Cement No 
Composition, % 

C3S C2S C3A C4AF 
1 2 3 4 5 

Z1  57.73 23.3 5.01 10.46 
Z2  61.6 17.1 4.9 13.3 
Z3  62.99 15.01 5.51 14.35 
Z4 73.0 8.7 5.3 11.6 

 

The specific surface area of the cements is 2370–2850 cm2/g. 

Samples, forms, equipment and test methods comply with EN 12350, EN 12390, CR 13901, EN 196, 
EN 934. 

To study the structural changes in cement systems, an X-ray phase analysis was performed on the 
X-ray diffractometer with X-ray intensity ionization registration. Copper 

1
Kα -radiation and nickel filter were 

used in the study. Powder diagram was taken at room temperature in the following mode: tube current is 
16 mA; voltage is 30 kV; RC time is 2 s; diagram chart speed is 720 mm/hour; recording scale range is 
1000 imp/s. When determining the hydration degree (α) was in the (2Θ) 8–57º range of angles with a 
counter speed of 1 º/min twice with the sample repacking. 

The base cement from which the cement stone of the control composition was obtained, was used 
as an external standard for determination of the degree of hydration of clinker minerals. In this case, α 
clinker of minerals is determined from the formula: 

0
1 100%,J

J
τ 

α = − × 
 

                                                            (1) 
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where 0J  is line intensity of a given phase in the base unhydrated cement; Jτ  is line intensity of the same 
phase in the hydrated cement. 

The cement stone was formed during the hardening of the cement paste prepared with a constant 
water-cement ratio and a corresponding proportion of modifier additive. 

By comparing the intensities of analytical lines selected for each crystal formation in time we 
determined the amount of unhydrated substance of cement clinker minerals. 

The degree of C4AF hydration was not determined. 

To calculate the hydration of clinker minerals, the line of average intensity with d = 2.204 Å was 
chosen as the analytical line for C3A; α-C2S is the line with d = 3.869 Å; β-C2S is the strong line with 
d = 2.189 Å, not overlapping the lines of other minerals; C3S is the strongest line of intensity “100” on the  
100-point scale with d = 2.776 Å. 

The mobility of the concrete mix was determined by the standard cone slump. The comparison was 
made with the control composition. 

The effect of additives on the mobility of cement mortar was made by comparing the spreads of the 
control composition and compositions with the additives obtained from the experiments on the shaker 
apparatus. 

The water absorption of the material was determined by the storage of samples in water during the 
specified time. 

The study of the structure formation process was carried out on a cone plastometer. The method 
consists of determining the mechanical properties of the cement mix and the nature of their change over 
time. Here the controlled item of the system is its plastic strength, which is calculated on the readings 
recorded when the cone is penetrated at the same depth. The plastic strength of the cement paste “ mP ” 
was calculated as per the formula (2) 

2 , MPa,m
m

PP K
hα= ×                                                                   (2) 

where P  is load on the cone, kN; 2
mh  is cone penetration depth, cm; Kα  is cone constant, moreover, 

1 cos cot ,
2 2

Kα
α α

= × ×
π

                                                                 (3) 

where α  is cone-apex angle (in its axial plane). 

During concreting, the process of material hardening can occur both under normal conditions 
(t = 291-–294 K, W = 95–100 %), and in curing. Bearing this in mind, the following curing mode was adopted 
(in hours): preliminary curing + temperature rise + isothermal warming + temperature drop = 2 + 3 + 7 + 4. 
The temperature of isothermal warming is 353±2 K [41–44]. 

Generally, bioadditive production technology includes the following operations: 

• preparation of a sterile synthetic medium; 
• sowing fermentation – inoculum cultivation; 
• fermentation. 
When choosing a producer culture for biomodifiers, not only its ability to synthesize the necessary 

compounds fast and in great numbers, but also their localization is of significant importance. According to 
this indicator, microorganisms can be divided into two groups: 1 – microorganisms that accumulate 
metabolic products inside the cell (intracellular); 2 – microorganisms that get them into the cultural liquid 
(extracellular). It stands to reason that to extract intracellular metabolites, it is necessary to destroy cellular 
structures someway, which naturally complicates the process at the instrument level. Therefore, in some 
cases, less productive cultures that produce extracellular metabolites may be preferable to highly 
productive ones that accumulate biosynthesis products in cellular organoids. Here, the individual 
peculiarities of the microbial population can be crucial in terms of the choice of a particular species  
[45–48]. 

Leuconostoc mesenteroides bacteria cultivated on a synthetic medium were selected as a producer. 
The basis for this decision is the following factors: 
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The first and most important factor is that the microbial culture is not pathogenic. 

Second, biosynthesis compounds formed during the cultivation of colonies are localized not in 
cellular organoids, but outside them. That is, we will not require additional operations for their extraction 
subsequently. Consequently, the process chain becomes much shorter and simpler at the instrument level. 

Third, Leuconosloc mesenteroides accumulates metabolic products encapsulated. Moreover, the 
walls of the capsule consist of structures that are easily destroyed by the exposure of even weakly alkaline 
media. Thus, after fermentation, additional stages for extracting the preparations will not be required, since 
the hydration reaction of the cement clinker is accompanied by the formation of calcium hydroxide, which 
gives the pore liquid pH = 7 or more, which is why the biomodifiers get into the cement system directly. 
Therefore, the additive can be introduced in the form of a cultural liquid at a particular. 

Fourth, the use of a synthetic (artificial), rather than a natural medium for the growth of the microbial 
population ensures the stability of the properties of the synthesized product. 

We used the following composition of the medium: potassium chloride is 0.1 g; magnesium sulfate 
is 0.1 g; potassium phosphate monobasic is 1.0 g; disodium hydrogen phosphate is 2.5 g; ammonium 
chloride is 0.5 g; Mohr's salt is 0.01 g; paraaminobenzoic acid is 0.05 g; peptone is 0.2 g; refined sugar is 
100 g; apyrogenic water (water for injection) is 1000 ml; oleic acid – 0.14 g (for the synthesis of the product 
with the index “O-1”); – 0.18 g (for the synthesis of the product with the index “O-2”). A sterilization stage is 
required to prevent the development of other microbial organisms, including wild ones. Sterilization was 
carried out in one of the temperature conditions: 378 K – 20 minutes or 390 K – 10 minutes.  

To get glycolipid plasticizers, the bacterial culture was grown in flasks with a medium in a shaking 
mode (160 rpm). The culture medium was inoculated as 1 tube with seed per 100 ml of medium. Ten hours 
after the start of cultivation, a specific substrate (vegetable oil or oleic acid) was added to the medium.  

The duration of the cultivation period was 24–48 hours at a temperature of 296–298 K. Considering 
the fact that the number of accumulating lipids in the individual cells of the producer colony increases with 
aging, the preference should be given to processes with a longer duration. After completion of the 
fermentation, the surfactant of the microbial synthesis of the glycolipid base is ready for use as an additive 
in cement systems. If the components containing a fat-like substrate (vegetable oil, oleic acid, etc.) are 
excluded from the composition of the medium, the selected bacterial strain that is not “accustomed” to the 
synthesis of the lipid fraction accumulates only polysaccharides, and the biomodifier is not formed. 

During the experiments on the selection of parameters for fermentation, the following factors 
significantly influence on the indicators of the resulted substances: 

• the oxygen concentration and carbon dioxide in the cultural liquid; 
• stimulating additives; 
• time of specific substrate introduction; 
• cultivation duration; 
• mixer rotation speed. 

Moreover, when introducing the type and dosage of the added reagent have a significant impact on 
the quality indicators of the synthesized biomodifier. 

3. Results and Discussion 
Without insight into metabolic reactions occurring in the course of fermentation, we should note that 

chemically the resulting compounds are typical surfactants. 

Therefore, the operating principle of the resultant biomodifiers can be briefly described as follows. 

By adsorbing on cement system’s components with a polar «head» and an outward-orientated «tail», 
surfactant molecules smoothen sharp edges, angles, and surface roughness, thereby making grains more 
rounded, which in turn makes the mix more flowing. In addition to the above, we should note that with the 
hydrocarbon «tails» being orientated outwards the hydrophobic repulsive forces occur between them that 
hinder the grain aggregation process. I.e., synergism effect is obvious here that intensifies the plasticizing 
effect. 

But an adsorbed surfactant layer has also another effect. 

Hydrocarbon chain “pale fencing” intrinsically hinders water molecules’ penetration to the surface of 
clinker grains, which extends the time of setting and solidifying. This fact is supported by hydration process 
deceleration, which is clearly seen when comparing charts that demonstrate plastic strength changing of 
the reference (plain) cement system and mixes with a biomodifier. 
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Figure 3. Structure formation of a cement paste with a glycolipid additive (% of cement). 
In terms of plasticizing effect comparison, it should be highlighted that this effect is determined by a 

quantitative dosage of the fluxing agent added and is not influenced by a qualitative composition – paste, 
mortar, or concrete mix. That means that developed modifiers increase the flowability of cement pastes, 
cement mortars, and concrete mixes. The same plasticizing technique from the proposed bioadditives 
emerges in systems prepared using the different cements, though their quantitative characteristics vary 
widely. 

 
Figure 4. Bioflux effect on the flowability of systems prepared using the different cements. 

In general, though, greater importance of fluxing is characteristic of poly-cement mixes. 

In-process devices and designs are often exposed to negative environmental factors, specifically – 
to sub-zero temperatures. Moreover, the concrete freeze-thaw resistance is significantly impacted by the 
number of open water penetrable pores. The biosurfactant use in certain dosage appeared to not 
compromise the freeze-thaw resistance. This parameter of a modified concrete in the dosage of 0.2~0.3 % 
of cement mass retains the level of a plain composition, as demonstrated by sample compression test 
results after multiple freeze-thaw cycles (see Fig. 5). 

 
Figure 5. Material strength change with exposure to various biomodifier dosages  

after alternating freezing and thawing. 
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When exposed to sub-zero temperatures, the structure of a construction materials undergoes 
negative changes. Ultimately, developing destructive processes cause material breakage regardless of the 
initial mechanical strength value. With that in mind, one of the most significant features of concrete is its 
porosity [49–51]. In addition, we can have a certain understanding of a pore space within the structure of 
hardened concrete via its water absorption kinetics. The nature of charts shows that the use of an additive 
does not result in a drastic concrete porosity change. 

 
Figure 6. Concrete water absorption kinetics versus different bioadditives’ dosages. 

Lines showing the mass increase of samples formed of concrete mixes with various glycolipid 
modifier dosage and reference (plain) composition are strictly synchronous. It proves that the pore size has 
not changed. However, general porosity of a material with added fluxing agent is lower than in a concrete 
made of similar blank mix compositions, which is evidenced by a higher position of the reference 
composition line. 

There are rather interesting results with changes in strength characteristics of a material with various 
content of biomodifier hardening in normal conditions. 

 
Figure 7. Time variation of the strength of a cement mortar  

with a glycolipid additive under normal hardening condition. 
Apparently, short-term strength of blocks formed of mixes with an additive is more than 0.8 % lower 

than corresponding values of a reference lot (plain). However, this difference gradually fades away over 
time and with the lapse of three months the strength characteristics of samples made of the blank mix no 
longer exceed those of compositions with a plasticizer. 

The findings are a solid proof of screening effect of the adsorbed biosurfactant layer on the surface 
of cement grains. 

On the basis of these findings, we can conclude that it is quite possible to add glycolipid bioadditive 
of up to 0.8 % of cement mass. Such dosages make the modified material strength not only comparable to 
similar parameters of a reference composition, but even higher by up to 25 % at three months. 
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The cement clinker minerals hydration in mixes containing a glycolipid modifier after hygrothermal 
processing may be evaluated by the resulting X-ray phase analysis of diffraction patterns shown on. 

 
Figure 8. X-rays of a cement stone with a glycolipid plasticizer after hygrothermal processing. 

Additivecontent (% ofcement): 1 – 0; 2 – 0.1; 3 – 0.25; 4 – 0.5; 5 – 1. 
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The glycolipid additive compositions show the lower degree of hydration of base minerals than in a 
reference (plain) composition mix with a higher crystalline hydrate content than in any other mixes. 

Thus, the use of biosurfactants hinders the hydration of clinker minerals during hygrothermal 
processing of a material, with the perfectly structured compounds to form. The latter is confirmed by 
predominance of single peaks on powder diffraction patterns of compositions with an additive compared to 
fuzzy apexes on the reference composition X-ray. 

Occurring changes may be the result of additive sorbing on hydration products and hindering 
structure forming processes. Hydration inhibition by an adsorption layer of a modifier has the most 
significant impact on the material strength at early stages of hardening. During this period there are 
significantly less hydrated newgrowths formed in mixes with a bioflux, which means their strength 
characteristics are lower. In the course of time the negative impact of an additive (on strength 
characteristics) weakens. It is quite possibly related to activation of hydration products’ surfaces by 
modifier’s molecules followed by embedding of these molecules into the forming material structure. 

Structure forming inhibition will inevitably affect the cement system flowability as well. Cement agent 
hydration deceleration along with newgrowths forming processes leads to release of a portion of water, 
which is an additional factor for plasticizing effect increase. These are the conditions that are created by 
introduction of glycolipid modifiers into the composition of cement mixes. 

One may evaluate the extent of impact of a fluxing agent dosage on the flowability of a mortar mix 
by the charts shown on Fig. 9. 

 

 
Figure 9. Impact of a modifier on the mortar spread (cement – Z1, mortar:sand = 1:3, W/C = 0.64). 

As we can see, the most significant increase in flowability is observed at the consumption rate of a 
plasticizer of up to 1.5 % of cement mass, while its higher amount is not so effective. In fact, a higher 
additive dosage is not reasonable, as fluxion is disproportionate to its consumption rate. We believe that 
these observations are related to saturation of surfaces of cement paste newgrowths at agent introduction 
of no more than 1.5 % of cement mass. Further concentration of plasticizer molecules in a dispersion 
medium doesn’t lead to its fluxion increase, but only hinders the formation of new phase contacts instead, 
which inhibits the new structure forming [52–55]. 

This fact is especially obvious on the charts of cement paste setting in the presence of bioadditives. 

Therefore, molecules of the fluxing agent in a dispersion system are adsorbed on surfaces of highly-
dispersive components by polar groups, creating a molecular layer with outward-orientated hydrocarbon 
radicals. Due to worsening of hydration conditions the structure forming processes are decelerated, and 
strength development shifts to the long run. 

Notably, the most significant effect of biomodifier’s adsorption layers is observed in mixes with highly-
dispersive grains and anisometric particles with sharp edges, angles, and defective surfaces. In this case 
the grain shape is changed due to smoothening of sharp edges, angles, and surface irregularities by 
adsorbed layers of biosurfactant molecules that simultaneously create a structural-mechanical barrier. 
Cement paste, the most active concrete mix component, is such a system. That is why, additive’s molecules 
adsorbed on surfaces of concrete mix disperse components draw them aside, acting as a kind of lubricant 
as well. In turn, highly-dispersive grains covered with an adsorption surfactant layer along with particles 
that have anisometric shape hinder aggregation of larger components, thereby enhancing cement system 
fluxing. 

This is a general, basic, and brief description of the essence of processes that take place in cement 
systems with added biomodifiers. 
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The existing liquefiers are obsolete; there is a need for an alternative composition and an alternative 
production technology. 

Alternative modifiers should be found among natural compounds or synthesized from their 
fragments; industrial production of such modifiers should use biotechnology. 

The authors theorized upon a cement plasticizer based on fragments of natural compounds, lipids 
and carbohydrates, and theoretically constructed its structure. 

They picked a non-pathogenic microbial culture, Leuconosloc mesenteroides, and ‘tamed’ it to 
synthesize this product. 

The authors further designed a synthetic nutrient medium and optimized the fermentation 
parameters. 

Experiments showed that adding the newly made biological surfactants to the cement composition 
delayed the structuring. Higher doses (>0.8 wt.%) resulted in the most prominent delay in the early hydration 
of crystalline cement formations. The additives would be adsorbed on the finely dispersed components of 
the binder, thus preventing the water-clinker interface. 

Cement systems with these biomodifiers showcased absorption combined with chemical effects, i.e. 
chemisorption. Chemisorption was the first of all of the characteristics of the components in the surficial 
active centers. As a result, the most active components were neutralized early in hydration. 

Thus, the microbially synthesized surfactant had a strong liquefying effect on cement systems of any 
composition regardless of the binder concentration. 

The authors found that a high dosage (>0.8 wt.%) is strongly not recommended for glycolipid 
liquefiers. The reason is that it not only inhibits clinker hydration but also reduces the strength of the cured 
concrete. 

On the other hand, while early structuring may be slower, such biomodifiers do strengthen the cured 
material in the long term. Experiments showed that the optimal dosage of the liquefier (up to 0.8 % wt.%) 
produced a material that was 20÷30 % stronger than its additive-free counterpart. Frost resistance was not 
compromised. In addition, cement composites with the glycolipid additive were noted to absorb less water. 

Based on the theoretical concept put forward, the authors successfully synthesized friendly 
biomodifiers for construction mixes. 

Thus, microbial synthesis produced efficient cement system modifiers that would be subject to no 
environmental restrictions for industrial and residential construction. 
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Abstract. Reliable forecasting of the service life of building materials and products allows you to lay down 
the costs of repair work in a timely manner, which in modern economic realities is undoubtedly an urgent 
task. This paper presents the results of a study on the development and comparison with existing methods 
for determining the thermal fluctuation constants of the generalized Zhurkov equation. A new method is 
proposed for determining the thermal fluctuation constants of the generalized Zhurkov equation. Practical 
application of the methodology will make it possible to reliably predict the service life of building materials. 
The main goal is to develop a method for determining the thermal fluctuation constants of the generalized 
Zhurkov equation, characterized by higher reliability by reducing the number of operations entailing errors, 
while increasing the number of experiments conducted under identical conditions (increasing the sample 
when determining durability under constant operating conditions). To achieve this goal, it is necessary to 
solve a number of tasks: 1) analyze the main provisions of the thermal fluctuation concept; 2) develop a 
method for determining the thermal fluctuation constants; 3) to conduct a comparative analysis of the 
obtained results of determining the thermal fluctuation constants. The object of the study is the constants 
of thermal fluctuation. The subject of the study is a new method for determining thermal fluctuation 
constants. The main methods of scientific knowledge used in the development of the methodology are 
hypothetical (the hypothesis of a linear dependence of the change slope of direct temperatures in the 
coordinates of the logarithm of durability - stress) and experiment (determination of durability of samples 
under transverse bending under specified operating conditions). A new method was developed for 
determining the thermal fluctuation constants of the generalized Zhurkov equation. It allows you to 
determine constants by plotting only one straight line temperature and one control point at a different 
temperature. Application of the proposed technique allows increasing the number of samples tested in 
identical conditions while reducing labor costs for experimental research. An increase in the sample leads 
to an increase in the accuracy and reliability of predicting the service life of building materials. 
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1. Introduction 
The problem of reliably predicting the durability of building materials, which is understood as the time 

before the onset of the limiting state, is one of the complex problems of construction science. The classical 
mechanical concepts of the strength of a material interpret the process of destruction as a critical event, 
the arrival of which is irreversible when the selected criterion of strength reaches its maximum value [1–5]. 
Otherwise, destruction is considered impossible, which contradicts reality [6–8]. In the middle of the last 
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century, many researchers have experimentally established, especially for polymer materials, the effect on 
the strength of the material not only by the time of stress action, but also by the ambient temperature [6,  
9–13]. Thus the destruction occurred at values of stresses lower than the critical ones, however, such 
destruction took time. 

S.N. Zhurkov was able to describe the observed temperature-time force equivalence of the 
destruction process by the formula, which was later named after him [6, 9]: 

0
0 exp .U

R T
− γ ⋅σ τ = τ  ⋅ 

                                                               (1) 

And he was also able to reveal the physical meaning of the constants included in the resulting 
equation [6, 9]: 0τ  is constant, numerically close to the period of thermal vibrations of atoms; T  is the 
absolute temperature; R  is Boltzmann's constant; γ  is structural-mechanical constant characterizing the 

geometric parameters of the material and the mechanical component of the fracture process; 0U  activation 
energy of the destruction process. 

It was they who were proposed to consider the thermal motion of the kinetic units of a solid as a 
decisive factor in the process of destruction, while the mechanical component only ordered the process of 
oscillation of particles. This postulate formed the basis for the formation of first a kinetic and, subsequently, 
a thermofluctuation concept of fracture and deformation of solids. 

S.B. Ratner and V.P. Yartsev modernized the Zhurkov equation (1) by introducing into it the limiting 
temperature of the existence of a rigid body without changing the interpretation of the role of thermal motion 
[14]. The equation is called the generalized Zhurkov equation: 

( )1 10exp ,m m
U T T

R
− −− γ ⋅σ τ = τ ⋅ ⋅ −  

                                            (2) 

where, τ  is the durability of the material or the time until one of the limit states occurs, с; R  is universal 
gas constant, kJ / mol • K; σ  is stress, MPa; T  is temperature, К; ,mτ  0,U  ,γ  mT  are physical constants 
of the material, having the following physical meaning for the classical case of convergence in a straight 
beam (Fig. 1.3, a): mτ  is the minimum time of destruction of a solid, characterized by the oscillation period 

of a particular kinetic unit (atom, group of atoms or segments), с; 0U  is the maximum activation energy of 
the destruction process, which is determined by the energy of bonds that prevents the loss of body integrity; 
moreover, in metals it is close to the sublimation energy, in polymers – to the activation energy of the 
thermal destruction process, i.e. the maximum activation energy of the destruction process is numerically 
close to the value of the activation energy for the decay of interatomic bonds in solids, kJ/mol; γ  is 
structural-mechanical constant characterizing the efficiency of a mechanical field when a load is applied to 
the body kJ/(mol • MPa); mT  is the limiting temperature of the existence of a solid at which it decomposes 
in one thermal vibration, К. 

Thus, it is possible to predict the durability of building materials within the framework of the 
thermofluctuation concept of fracture and deformation using formula (2). To predict the durability, it is 
necessary to know the four thermal fluctuation constants included in the generalized Zhurkov equation, 
which are determined by the graphic-analytical method from the experimentally obtained data on the 
dependence of durability (logarithm of durability) on the acting stresses and ambient temperature. To date, 
these constants have been established for a whole range of building materials [15–20]. However, the 
existing method for their determination is not distinguished by a high degree of reliability. This is due to the 
fact that according to the existing method for determining the constants, it is required to determine the 
durability (logarithm of durability) for each of three temperatures at five voltages. This is also due to the 
need to work in semi-logarithmic coordinates, when even minor deviations of the logarithm of durability in 
the zone of low durability (the range of experiments) leads to significant errors in further calculations of the 
durability of the material. The studies carried out on the example of polyvinyl chloride boards show that the 
values of the constants determined by different methods (graphical, graphic-analytical and mathematical) 
show significant discrepancies [21]. As well as the values of the constants obtained by different researchers 
on an identical array of initial data [22]. 

Thus, the main goal is to develop a method for determining the thermal fluctuation constants of the 
generalized Zhurkov equation, which is characterized by increased reliability due to a reduction in the 
number of operations entailing the appearance of errors, while increasing the number of experiments 
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conducted under identical conditions (increasing the sample when determining the durability under constant 
operating conditions). 

To achieve this goal, it is necessary to solve a number of tasks: 

1) to analyze the main provisions of the  thermofluctuation concept; 

2) to develop a method for determining thermofluctuation constants; 

3) to carry out a comparative analysis of the results of determining the thermofluctuation constants 
obtained. 

The object of study is thermoeluktuation constants. 

The subject of the study is a new method for determining thermoeluctation constants. 

2. Methods 
To achieve this goal, it is necessary to check the hypothesis put forward (a hypothetical research 

method) that in the case of the invariability of the material structure in the entire temperature range, the 
tangent of the slope of direct temperatures in the coordinates lg τ  – σ  obeys a linear relationship. The 
hypothesis put forward is verified theoretically, by the reverse method and experimentally. 

For experimental verification of the hypothesis, polyvinyl chloride plates were chosen as the object 
of the study. This choice is due to the fact that it has a homogeneous structure and the presence of 
temperature-time force equivalence of the destruction process is clearly traced for it. 

The dependence of durability (logarithm of durability) on stress and temperature was determined for 
polyvinyl chloride plates with transverse bending according to the following algorithm: 

1. Determination of the critical load at which the durability is minimal. 

2. Selection of the boundaries of temperature-force conditions based on the obtained critical load. 

3. Determination of the durability of the material in the selected temperature and power conditions. 

The studies were carried out on a six-position stand according to the standard method [20, 23]. The 
temperatures at which the measurements were carried out were 15, 30, 45 °C. For each temperature, five 
voltages are selected in the range from 0.75 to 0.95 of breaking. To obtain each point, at least 8 samples 
were tested under similar conditions. The results obtained were subjected to statistical processing 
according to the method according to Russian State Standard GOST R 8.736-2011 to eliminate gross errors 
and establish the boundaries of the confidence interval. 

Thermofluctuation constants of the generalized Zhurkov equation were determined graphically, 
graphically, analytically, and mathematically according to the standard method [21]. 

3. Results and Discussion 
The dependence of the logarithm of the durability on the effective voltage at constant temperature is 

linear and in general form can be written as follows: 

( )lg ,a bτ σ = ⋅σ +                                                             (3) 

where a  is slope or tangent of the angle of inclination of a straight line, the physical meaning of which is 
the rate of the process; b  is free term of the equation determining the logarithm of the life in the absence 
of stresses. 

The absence of stresses in a solid is physically impossible, since the body's own weight creates 
stress in it. If in the idealized model we neglect the stresses from its own weight, then the value of the free 
term of equation (3) will determine the durability of the body in the absence of other types of stress. 

When the temperature changes, the values of the coefficients of Eq. (3) will also change, and with 
increasing temperature a  it increases, and b  – decreases. With decreasing temperature, they respectively 
decrease and increase. The temperature of a body can vary in the range from absolute zero (0 K), which 
in practice, based on the provisions of thermodynamics, is unattainable, and the maximum temperature of 
the existence of a solid. Thus, the straight line of temperature corresponding to the temperature of absolute 
zero is located parallel to the ordinate of the graph plotted in the coordinates “logarithm of durability – 
stress” (Fig. 1). In this case, the coefficients of equation (3) tend to infinity, which is consistent with one of 
the main postulates of the thermofluctuation concept: the decisive factor in the destruction of a solid is the 
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thermal motion of kinetic units, and at a temperature of absolute zero, the process of motion stops [24]. 
The straight line of the maximum temperature of existence of a solid is parallel to the abscissa axis (stress 
axis) (Fig. 1). Consequently, the value of the logarithm of the durability is a constant value, which is equal 
to the oscillation period of the kinetic unit of a solid, and does not depend on the voltage. Thus, it seems 
logically justified to consider the change in durability between these limiting temperatures, since a negative 
temperature is impossible, and the study of behavior at temperatures above the temperature of the 
existence of a material has no physical meaning: the destruction of a solid requires a minimum time. 

 
Figure 1. Example of a straight beam with boundary conditions. 

If the structure of the material does not change over the entire temperature range under 
consideration, i.e. the thermal fluctuation constants of the generalized Zhurkov equation remain constant, 
according to the hypothesis put forward, the dependence of the change in the coefficient a  of equation (1) 
on temperature or its inverse value is linear: 

a c T d= ⋅ +                                                                       (4) 

or 

1a c d
T

∗ ∗= ⋅ +                                                                      (5) 

moreover, the dependence of the change in the coefficient b  on temperature or its inverse value is also 
linear: 

b k T= ⋅ +µ                                                                          (6) 

or 

1 .b k
T

∗ ∗= ⋅ +µ                                                                        (7) 

Straightness occurs only in the operating temperature range. So, when considering the dependence 
of the coefficient a on temperature at a temperature of absolute zero, the coefficient a tends to infinity 
(vertical asymptote), and at temperatures above the temperature of existence of a solid, the dependence 
has no physical meaning, since the body itself ceases to exist. In the case of considering the dependence 
of this coefficient on the reciprocal temperature, then at absolute zero the coefficient a linearly goes to 
infinity, and at the temperature of existence it crosses the abscissa axis and in the first positive half-quarter 
at temperatures above the temperature of existence of a solid body also has no physical meaning. The 
linear dependence of the coefficient b  on temperature is also valid only up to the temperature of existence 
of a solid, at which it becomes an asymptote 0lg .τ  

The hypothesis put forward is tested, as indicated earlier, in three ways: theoretical, proof from the 
opposite and practical. Let the dependences of the change in the coefficients of equation (3) be linear and 
described by equations (4) and (6), respectively, then substituting them into equation (3) we obtain: 

( )lg c d T k Tτ = ⋅σ + ⋅ + ⋅ +µ                                                             (7) 
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resolving which with respect to a variable T  (temperature), taking into account that the voltage is in this 
case a constant value ( ) ,constσ =  it turns out: 

( ) ( )lg .c k T dτ = ⋅σ + ⋅ + ⋅σ +µ                                                       (8) 

Thus, we have a linear relationship. 

Similar actions with formulas (5) and (7) lead to a similar result: 

( ) ( )1lg .c k d
T

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗τ = ⋅σ + ⋅ + ⋅σ +µ                                                     (9) 

Thus, the resulting equations (8) and (9) are forward stress equations constructed in the coordinate 
system of the logarithm of durability versus temperature (reciprocal temperature), which are obtained by 
rebuilding the graph in the coordinate system “ lg τ −σ ” into the coordinate system “ lg Tτ − ”  

(“
1lg
T

τ − ”) practice. Consequently, the hypothesis put forward is confirmed. 

In the case of proof from the opposite, let the dependences of the change in the coefficients of Eq. 
(3) are not linear, but obey, say, parabolic dependences. Then, solving equation (3) with respect to a 
variable at a constant voltage, the dependence of the logarithm of durability on temperature (reciprocal 
temperature) will not have a linear form, which contradicts the experimental data. 

For polyvinyl chloride boards during transverse bending tests, the following direct temperatures of 
the dependence of the logarithm of durability on stress were obtained:  

T = 15 °C – ( )lg 2.484 15.766;xτ σ = − ⋅ +  

T = 30 °C – ( )lg 1.822 11.366;xτ σ = − ⋅ +  

T = 45 °C – ( )lg 1.68413 10.4504.xτ σ = − ⋅ +  
When constructing straight lines, the approximation method is used [25].  

The change in the coefficient a obeys a linear relationship: ( ) 0.0267 10.077a T T    

 
1 12466.6 6.1573 ,a
T T

             
 whose correlation coefficient is 2 0.8749R = ( )2 0.8932 .R =  The 

change in the coefficient b  also obeys a linear relationship:   0.1772 66.215b T T     

1 116390 41.652 ,b
T T

             
 which confirms the hypothesis put forward. 

The constant mT  can be obtained from the boundary condition, at a  = 0. Thus, the maximum 
temperature for the existence of PVC boards is 380 К (400 К). Substituting the limiting temperature in the 
dependence of the change in the coefficient b  on temperature (return temperature), is determined 0lg .τ  
For polyvinyl chloride boards, it is: 

( ) 0.1772 380 66.215 1.121;

1 116390 41.652 0.677.
400

b T

b
T

= − ⋅ + = −

  = ⋅ − = − 
 

 

The remaining two constants are proposed to be found by solving a system of equations in which 
the operating conditions (set from the operating conditions) and two constants are already known. For 
polyvinyl chloride boards, such a system of equations may look like this: 

( )( )
( )( )

1 10
3

1 10
3

6.37.28 0.076 exp 273 15 380
8.314 10 ;

5.3107.152 0.076 exp 273 45 380
8.314 10

U

U

− −
−

− −
−

 − γ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ + −  ⋅  


− γ ⋅  = ⋅ ⋅ + −  ⋅ 
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( )( )
( )( )

1 10
3

1 10
3

6.37.28 0.215 exp 273 15 400
8.314 10 .

5.3107.152 0.215 exp 273 45 400
8.314 10

U

U

− −
−

− −
−

 − γ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ + −  ⋅  


− γ ⋅  = ⋅ ⋅ + −  ⋅ 

 

 
Whence it follows that 0U  = 409 kJ/mol, γ  = 72.6 kJ/mol MPa when working with a direct 

temperature and 0U  329 kJ / mol, γ  = 50 kJ / mol MPa when considering the reverse temperature. 

The obtained thermal fluctuation constants of the generalized Zhurkov equation by all methods are 
summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. A summary table of the found thermal fluctuation constants. 

Method of determination ,mT  К ,mτ  с 0,U  kJ/mol ,γ  kJ/mol·MPa 

Mathematical method  
[20–22] 400 0.177  313.4  47.15  

Graphoanalytical method 
[20–22] 431 0.011  327.0  48.00 

Graphical method [20–22] 390 0.180 370.0 58.00  
According to the proposed 

method 380 (400) 0.076 (0.215) 409.0 (329.0) 72.6. (50.00) 

 

Analysis of the values in Table 1 shows that the thermal fluctuation constants obtained by the 
proposed method correspond to the constants obtained by the previously used methods, including for other 
materials [7, 14, 15, 18, 19]. The smallest scatter associated with inevitable determination errors is 
observed when calculating the constants using the dependence of the inverse temperature on other 
parameters. The proposed technique allows reducing the errors in determining the constants due to the 
failure of working with graphs, and also simplifies mathematical calculations. At the same time, the high 
number of required experiments, each of which is associated with the appearance and accumulation of 
errors, remains the same. Even in studies that are not the largest in terms of volume, the number of 
necessary experiments exceeds a hundred. This fact does not greatly affect when working with a rapidly 
disintegrating material, but with an increase in the durability of the material, the time for conducting a single 
experiment greatly increases. All this results in many labor costs when receiving input data. Therefore, the 
next step is to reduce the number of experiments required to determine the thermal fluctuation constants 
of the generalized Zhurkov equation while maintaining high reliability of the results obtained. 

The limiting temperature of existence can be obtained from the pole displacement equation: 

2
1 ,
m

c
T A

= +α
⋅ρ

                                                               (10) 

where c  is heat capacity; α  is thermal coefficient of linear expansion; ρ  is density; A  is characteristic of 
the forces of interatomic attraction. 

Dependence (10) was theoretically substantiated by S.B. Ratner. S.N. Zhurkov also established a 
connection 0U  and γ  with the fundamental characteristics of a solid: 

0 0,cU  = ⋅ε α 
                                                                        (11) 

,c k
E

 γ = ⋅ α ⋅ 
                                                                        (12) 

where c  is heat capacity; α  is thermal coefficient of linear expansion; E  is elastic modulus; 0ε  is the 

relative value of the limiting change in the interatomic distance leading to rupture; k  is local link overload 
factor. 
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Determining the characteristics ,A  0ε  and k  in practice, cause difficulties and therefore the use of 
formulas (10), (11), (12) for determining the thermal fluctuation constants is limited. However, the limiting 
temperature of the existence of a solid can be obtained from the derivatogram. 

The derivatogram is constructed in a research method called derivatography. Derivatography is 
based on a combination of differential thermal analysis with physical or physicochemical methods, such as 
thermogravimetry, dilatometry, mass spectrometry and emanation thermal analysis. Along with the 
transformations of the substance, which occur under the influence of the thermal effect, the change in the 
mass [26–28]. 

Thus, knowing the value of the limiting temperature of existence from the derivatogram, it seems 
possible and sufficient to determine the remaining thermal fluctuation constants to experimentally obtain a 
straight line of only one temperature in the “ lg τ −σ ” coordinate system and the coordinates of one point 
at any other temperature. Knowing the values of the temperature (inverse temperature) and the value of 
the coefficient a of equations (4) and (5), as well as the limiting temperature of the existence of a solid, at 
which a  = 0, it is necessary to solve the system of equations for c and c и d (c* и d*): 

,
m

a c T d
dT
c

= ⋅ +


−
=

                                                                      (13) 

when, substituting the obtained coefficients into Eqs. (4) and (5), it seems possible to find the value of the 
coefficient a at the temperature (reciprocal temperature) at which the point is obtained experimentally. Then 
substituting the obtained coefficient into the formula (3), Further, substituting the obtained coefficient into 
formula (3), for which the operating conditions ( lg τ  and σ ) are known, the coefficient b  is determined. 
Thus, the equation of the second line is obtained. The point of intersection of the lines gives the value of 
the coefficient 0lg .τ  The remaining two thermal fluctuation constants are determined by solving the system 
of equations, which was shown earlier. 

The required number of experiments to obtain one point, as well as the condition for the choice of 
the control temperature, at which only one point is determined, requires further study and justification. 

4. Conclusion 
1. A method has been developed for determining the constants of thermal oscillations of the 

generalized Zhurkov equation, based on the construction of only one direct temperature and one control 
point at another temperature. 

2. It was found that the proposed technique allows to reduce the errors in determining constants due 
to the failure of working with graphs. 

3. It is proved that the proposed method allows to reduce the number of experiments by almost 3 
times. 

4. It is established that the developed technique allows to increase the number of studies conducted 
at each point in comparison with the existing method at lower labor costs, which increases the accuracy of 
forecasting the durability of building materials. 

5. It is established that the proposed method simplifies mathematical calculation. 
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Abstract. Glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars have been used in RC structures due to their high 
tensile strength capacity and resistance to corrosion in comparison with steel. However, international 
standards do not recommend their use in RC structure elements subjected to compressive loads. Currently, 
there is no standard method to determine the compressive characteristics of FRP bars. This article presents 
a new type of GFRP bars designed specially to support compressive loads: they have additional winding 
GFRP layers around the longitudinal fibers. An exhaustive experimental study was carried out to obtain 
compressive properties of the bars: compressive strength, Young’s modulus and stress-strain relation. After 
post-processing the experimental results of the study, this paper showed compressive strength between 
50% and 60% of tensile strength, which allows employing the bars as internal reinforcement in RC 
structures. Their obtained Young’s modulus is the same in both tensile and compression, which enables 
the linear stress-strain relation to be extended to the entire range of deformations. This is most 
advantageous for structural analysis procedures in the linear elastic regime. Finally, based on the 
experimental results of failure modes, some limitations about the cross-sectional area or the slenderness 
were proposed for the use as internal reinforcing in RC structures, which helps the researchers in the design 
procedure for members reinforced with FRP bars. 
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1. Introduction 
Rapid technological advances in building materials have contributed to significant progress in civil 

engineering in areas like security, economy, and functionality. They serve society’s needs by improving 
people’s standard of living. One of them has been used since the early 1940s. Still, it has recently drawn 
the engineers’ attention in the construction of civil structures: composite material made of fibers embedded 
in polymeric resin, also known as fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP). 

Conventional concrete structures are reinforced with non-prestressed or prestressed steel. Initially, 
the alkalinity of concrete protects steel and usually results in durable and serviceable construction. 
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However, many structures like bridges, parking garages, and marine structures are subjected to aggressive 
environments with salt, moisture, chlorides, and temperature changes. These conditions reduce concrete’s 
alkalinity and allow corrosion to build up on reinforced steel. Finally, the corrosion process causes concrete 
deterioration and loss of serviceability. 

Composite materials offer considerable benefits if correctly applied, given their cost and durability. 
These materials provide other advantages like high tensile strength, stiffness-to-weight ratio, ability to resist 
corrosion and chemical attack, controllable thermal expansion, damping conditions, and higher 
electromagnetic neutrality compared to other materials. 

The use of fiber-reinforced polymer bars is one technique that enhances conventional reinforced 
concrete structures [1, 2]. In particular, FRP bars offer a very high potential to be used as reinforcement 
under conditions in which concrete reinforced with steel offers unacceptable service conditions [3–7]. 

The study of FRP bar behavior as a reinforcement of concrete structures has undoubtedly evolved 
since 1954, when Brandt Goldsworthy spoke of this material’s high potential for specific construction 
applications. Since that time and until 1970s, only a few studies have analyzed the feasibility of using GFRP 
rods as reinforcement of reinforced concrete. 

Since 1980s and early 1990s, the FRP reinforcement use in civil engineering applications promoted 
the development of scientific research, and methods were tested on bars. Collections of documents and 
published reports describe the research and work done in Europe, the USA, Japan, and Canada. 
International interest in investigating the use of FRP bars as internal reinforcement for reinforced concrete 
has quickly grown and led to an increasing number of publications about hundreds of studies and tests 
conducted in this field [1, 8–11]. 

Table 1. International codes and guidelines FRP design. 

 Codes – Guidelines 

USA 

ACI 440R-07 “Report on Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (FRP) Reinforcement for Concrete 
Structures”, ACI Committee 440, American Concrete Institute, 2007. 

ACI 440.1R-15 “Guide for the Design and Construction of Structural Concrete 
Reinforced with FRP Bars”, ACI Committee 440, American Concrete Institute, 2015. 

ACI 440.5-08 "Specification for Construction with Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Reinforcing 
Bar", ACI Committee 440, American Concrete Institute, 2008. 

ACI 440.6-08 "Specification for Carbon and Glass Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Bar 
Materials for Concrete Reinforcement", ACI Committee 440, American Concrete 

Institute, 2008. 
ACI 440.3R-04 "Guide for Test Methods for Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP) for 

Reinforcing and Strengthening Concrete Structures", ACI Committee 440, American 
Concrete Institute, 2004. 

BDGS-GFRP “AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Guide Specifications for GFRP-
Reinforced Concrete”, 2nd Edition, 2018. 

CANADA 

CSA-S806-12 (R2017) “Design and Construction of Building Components with Fibre-
Reinforced Polymers”, Canadian Standards Association, 2012. 

CSA-S6-06 “Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code” Canadian Standards Association, 
2006. 

CSA S807-19 “Specification for fibre-reinforced polymers”, 2019. 
Design Manual No. 3 “Reinforcing Concrete Structures with Fiber Reinforced 

Polymers”* 

JAPAN 

Japan Society of Civil Engineers (JSCE) “Recommendation for Design and 
Construction of Concrete Structures Using Continuous Fiber Reinforced Materials”, 

Concrete Engineering Series 23, Research Committee on Continuous Fiber Reinforcing 
Materials, 1997. 

EUROPE 
fib Bulletin N° 40 “FRP reinforcement in RC structures”, Technical Report. France, 2007 

CNR-DT 203/2006 “Guide for the Design and Construction of Concrete Structures 
Reinforced with Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Bars”. Italy, 2006 

* The Canadian Network of Centers of Excellence on Intelligent Sensing for Innovative Structures (ISIS CANADA). 
 

This FRP reinforcement behavior knowledge has resulted in several design codes or guidelines 
(Table 1) for FRP-reinforced concrete (FRP-RC) systems. 

These guidelines or standards provide the limit states to design reinforced concrete with FRP. In fact, 
of current design guidelines and codes of practice for FRP-RC systems, only the Japan Society of Civil 
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Engineers (JSCE) has established a design procedure for FRP-RC columns. ACI 440.1R does not 
recommend employing FRP bars in columns, while CSA S806 ignores the compression contribution of FRP 
bars owing to their little compression [12, 13]. In this design of FRP-RC systems, all these standards reach 
the same conclusion when compression reinforcement is required: none considers its contribution to the 
design of these elements. International tests show that the compression strength of GFRP bars is lower 
than tensile. There are many kinds of research on FRP bars used as reinforcement in columns, flexural 
members, and reinforced walls in which GFRP bars are subjected to compressive stresses contribution 
[14–18]. However, they all indicate that the compressive strength of GFRP bars should be neglected, thus 
requiring further research in this area. 

Many studies have shown the effectiveness of using GFRP bars in compression for RC elements 
[19–23]. Researchers describe some attempts made to evaluate the compressive strength of GFRP bars. 
Moreover, no generalizations can be made about the results because different researchers have employed 
a limited number of specimens, a single bar diameter, or a specific slenderness ratio. Further research into 
this and a more systematic approach are needed to examine the compressive behavior of GFRP bars. 
Moreover, the linear behavior of FRP bars until failure creates a significant concern for design engineers 
regarding safety. 

The main objective of this research is to investigate the compressive behavior of new GFRP bars 
and provide technical information to design engineers seeking guaranteed solutions for using GFRP bars 
as internal reinforcement of reinforced concrete. This paper presents an experimental compressive strength 
study for new GFRP bars for RC structures (Fig. 1). This study aims to obtain ultimate compressive 
strength, compressive loads, modulus of elasticity, and stress-strain relation for specimens with different 
diameters. The experimental results show that these bars' specific design regarding compressional 
behavior enables their use as concrete reinforcement with compression loads according to the theoretical 
conditions set by international standards. 

 
Figure 1. RTHp GFRP bars. 

1.1. Case study: new GFRP bars 
FRP bars’ mechanical behavior differs from traditional reinforced steel. FRP bars’ mechanical 

properties depend on several factors: fiber quality, orientation, fabric reinforcement, fiber-resin volume ratio, 
resin type, manufacturing process, curing time, etc. FRP materials are anisotropic due to fibers’ orientation 
in rebars, and FRP bars do not possess plastic behavior (yielding). 

Tested bars are a new-patented technology No. ES2325011B1 [24] was designed specially for 
compressive loads for concrete reinforcement in FRP-RC systems, provided by RTH Pultrusystems (RTHp) 
[25]. 

A pultrusion process manufactures the employed experimental bars with fiberglass and vinyl ester 
resin. They are glass-fiber-reinforced polymers (GFRP). The percentage of fiberglass per volume on the 
core is 77 % and 23 % of vinyl ester, as reported by the manufacturer. 

In the early stages of this research, these bars only had a high tensile strength like more classical 
GFRP rebars. After an exhaustive study, it was eventually possible to design a new GFRP bar to support 
specific compression loads and obtain its performance as compression reinforcement. Fig. 2 illustrates this 
final solution. 
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Figure 2. Configuration RTHp bar: (a) Schematic: (1) central core of fiberglass rovings,  

(2) fiberglass fabrics; (b) Real. 
In this structural solution, not all the fiber is longitudinally arranged. There is a central core of 

fiberglass rovings (1), bonded together through polymeric resins, and a second zone composed of 
fiberglass fabrics (2), which covers the entire surface to act as a blanket and to provide a strapping to the 
longitudinal fibers in the first zone. The employed fabric type is taffeta (very tight mesh). Expressly, this 
woven mesh confers longitudinal rovings stability to work under compression. This is the main contribution 
of these bars to the products on the market. 

Table 2 shows this solution according to the bar’s diameter, which includes a variable number of 
fiberglass rovings, type 4800TEX, arranged longitudinally for the central core, coaxed by woven rovings of 
different widths and grammage for the second zone. 

Table 2. GFRP bar composition. 
 UD Ø 8 Ø 10 Ø 12 Ø 16 Ø 20 Ø 25 Ø 32 

Diameter mm 8 10 12 16 20 25 32 
pultrusion core (kg/m) kg 0.100 0.156 0.225 0.400 0.625 0.975 1.596 
Nº rovings 4800 TEX -- 12 21 29 54 110 136 230 
Weight woven roving gr/m2 220 300 300/220 300/220 300/220 300/300 300/300 
Width woven roving mm 60 80 80/40 80/60 80/60 120/140 140/120 
Nº woven rovings -- 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 

 

Finally, an outer layer of silica-based granules with a variable granulometry bonded using resin to 
the second zone. This outer layer allows the bar to adhere to the reinforced concrete. 

2. Method 
Currently, there is no standard method to determine the compressive characteristics of FRP bars. 

This document provides a model test method to determine the mechanical compression properties of bars. 
The compression test was done according to ISO 5893 [26], UNE 13706-2 [27], and ISO 604 [28]. This last 
European standard is similar to ASTM D695-10 (compression test) [29] but with some modifications 
because this standard is not applicable to round GFRP bars. 

This research aims to determine the critical compressive properties, including modulus of elasticity, 
yield strength, strain beyond yield strength, and compressive strength. The specimen was subjected to a 
compressive load along its longitudinal axis at a constant speed to failure during the test. The evaluation 
and analysis of these values will allow us to know the compressive mechanical characteristics of the bars 
as an internal reinforcement for RC systems, which helps in the design procedure for members reinforced 
with FRP bars. 

2.1. Specimen dimensions 
Using bars as the internal reinforcement of reinforced concrete elements establishes their 

dimensions. For example, limiting bars’ unbraced length is necessary as internal reinforcement of 
reinforced concrete elements.  
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The researchers used various test fixtures to characterize GFRP bars in compression. The free 
length varies from test to test. Deitz studied the effect of the slenderness ratio, with unbraced lengths 
ranging from 50 to 380 mm [30], and another study investigated bars with a low slenderness ratio [31]. 
Chaallal and Benmokrane tested three different diameters with a slenderness ratio of 11 [32]. Khan studied 
GFRP bars with a slenderness ratio of 5 for compression [33]. Bruun varied the unbraced lengths from 
50 mm to 600 mm as the potential unbraced length used in reinforced concrete (RC) columns [34]. 
Khorramian and Sedeghian are considered free length two times diameter as indicated in ISO 604 and 
ASTM D695-10 [35]. AlAjarmeh et al. studied the effects of the bar diameter and the unbraced length-to-
bar diameter ratio for high modulus GFRP bars [36] and under elevated temperatures [37]. 

Standards for the compressive testing of materials define limitations on the free length to the diameter 
or the width ratio to avoid buckling and reach material failure.  

Nevertheless, ACI standards offer no recommendations for compression tests. ACI tensile test for 
FRP reinforcement describes the recommended specimen’s free length according to the FRP bar’s 
diameter, which should be no less than 40-fold effective bar diameter [38, 39]. For FRP-reinforced concrete 
(FRP-RC) systems, when FRP bars in the compression zone cannot be avoided, ACI recommends that the 
transverse reinforcement should have a spacing more minor than the least cross-sectional dimension or 16 
longitudinal bar diameters [12]. 

For Eurocode 2 [40] and Concrete Spanish Code [41], the unbraced length for steel-RC systems 
should be less than 15-fold the bar’s diameter in a typical environmental situation. Still, it should be less 
than 12-fold the bar’s diameter for the structures located in seismic risk zones or exposed to wind effects. 

According to the last recommendations, researchers conducted several tests with different 
slenderness. Finally, they took an unbraced specimen length of 12-fold the tested diameter, 0,L  which is 
the minimum free length between stirrups in reinforcement concrete, conforming with the Spanish code. 

0 12 .L = ⋅φ                                                                                 (1) 

For each diameter, the total length was calculated following the formula: 

1 0 1,TL L L L= + +                                                                          (2) 

where 0L  is the free distance between anchorages, unbraced length, and 1L  is anchor length embedded 
in steel sleeves, whose depth is required to bond the bar to steel tube and was established as 50 millimeters 
[39]. The gap between the bar and sleeves was filled with epoxy resin, and the ends of the sleeves were 
cut facing so they would be parallel and smooth. All these features allowed bars to be placed on 
compression plates. 

Table 3 presents and tabulates bars’ length values (in millimeters) for the compression test. The total 
length of the specimen is the free length plus two times the anchor length (Fig. 3). For the Ø8 mm and 
Ø10 mm diameter rods, two series of different lengths were made: Serie 1 with 0L (fc) length to obtain the 

compression strength values; Serie 2, 0L  (E) length to get Young's modulus, being able to place the 
extensometer (Fig. 4). 

Table 3. Lengths of the GFRP bars in the compression test: Serie 1, Serie 2. 

Ø (mm) L1 
(mm) 

 Serie 1: fc  Serie 2: E 

0L  (fc) TL  (fc) 0L (E) TL  (E) 

8 50  38 138  102 202 
10 50  70 170  102 202 
12 50  102 202  102 202 
16 50  166 266  166 266 
20 50  230 330  23 330 
25 50  310 410  310 410 
32 50  470 570  470 570 
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Figure 3. Length of the GFRP bars. 

 
Figure 4. Bars for the compression test. Serie 2. 

2.2. Test procedure 
According to ISO 5893, a testing machine was used that maintains a constant speed of 5 mm/minute 

as recommended by ISO 604, while recording axial load, strain, and displacement values. To perform the 
compression test, it was necessary to design and build a set of plates for each bar family. These plates 
were made of hardened steel (Fig. 5), with a concentric hole for the required diameter to hold steel sleeves 
in position and align FRP bars properly. These plates are essential and need to ensure that bars are 
subjected to pure compression during tests and, thus, disregard any bending produced by possible 
eccentricity upon load application, which contributes to the consistency of the results. 

 
Figure 5. Compression test plate. 

The testing machine transmits a compression load through these plates, which lies the perpendicular 
plane parallel to the loading axis. Specimen and plates are coupled by a free-rotation joint so that the load 
on the tested bar is entirely axial. Fig. 6 shows the bar’s deformation upon a rupture with the set of plates 
in motion. 
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Figure 6. Compression test. Set of plates. 

According to ISO 604, there were nine test specimens for each diameter, except for Ø8 and Ø10 mm, 
for which there were five. If a tested bar failed, another test was carried out with another bar taken from the 
same lot as the failed specimen. 

 
Figure 7. Curve load/elongation compression test: Ø16 mm. 

The universal press employed to conduct the experimental research has an acquisition system of 
analog data that records the maximum compression load Fu (kN) and the shortening corresponding to 
breakage L∆  (mm). The PC2K software, by SERVOSIS, was used to establish an automatic recording 
system, resulting in the compression test's load/elongation curve (Fig. 7). 

Moreover, researchers employed an extensometer to determine the relative variation of the 
specimen’s reference length in each instant. Its reference length was 50 mm, defined in ISO 5893. The 
extensometer was placed in the test free length’s center (Fig. 8). It was delay-free due to both inertia and 
the specified test speed, and it could measure the variation of the reference length at an accuracy of 1 %. 

Then, with the tested information and geometric data obtained from the bars, namely specimen 
length, nominal diameter (mm), and cross-section (mm2), the researchers were able to determine 
compression strength, modulus of elasticity, and the stress-strain relation for the compression test based 
on brittle materials’ linear elastic mechanical behavior. 
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Figure 8 Extensometer. 

3. Results and Discussion 
In this section, after carrying out the test campaign and the post-processing of the experimental data, 

the results of the compressive tests on the performance of GFRP pultruded bars are presented and 
discussed in detail. 

3.1. Mechanical compression test results 
This performance of glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars subjected to compression loads was 

investigated by repeating the process two times. Table 4 shows the results obtained in the compression 
tests for each tested diameter (Serie 1), where: 

• P (kN) is the compression load applied. 
• fu,c (MPa) is the ultimate compressive strength obtained by dividing the peak compressive load 

by the specimen’s cross-section. 
• Ec (MPa) is the modulus of elasticity in compression, obtained by the linear regression of the 

stress-strain curve between 20 % and 50 % of ultimate stress. 
Table 4. Experimental results of the compression testing of GFRP bars – Serie 1. 

  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 σ SD δ% Fk 

Ø
8 

P  22.63 23.38 24.61 23.00 22.88         

fu,c  467.6 483.1 499.5 469.2 468.0     477.48 11.06 2.32 451.48 

Ec 46753.5 46020.3 41863.1 38748.6 38512.2     42380 3205.90 0.08 34846 

               

Ø
10

 P  34.06 35.47 38.09 34.39 34.51         

fu,c  448.8 461.7 493.8 446.8 449.2     468.9 14.17 3.02 435.61 

Ec 53551.0 47080.9 52450.6 47923.9 42135.5     48628 3497.93 0.07 40408 

               

Ø
12

 P  52.70 49.81 50.40 54.01 51.68 57.32 53.88 57.09 51.20     

fu,c  444.1 452.4 482.4 463.1 515.4 482.0 512.4 457.3 444.1 475.61 19.94 4.19 438.52 

Ec 46237.8 47134.3 40658.8 40027.2 39612.3 40916.3 40139.5 43019.5 46237.8 42351 2311.26 0.05 38052 

               

Ø
16

 P 90.89 92.14 88.45 92.42 91.14 88.24 86.28 91.50 91.54     

fu,c  454.9 461.1 442.7 462.5 456.1 441.6 431.8 457.9 458.1 451.88 8.78 1.94 435.54 

Ec 48358.2 51079.0 48153.7 52558.3 54512.4 53671.3 51735.7 49306.2 50566.1 51105 1791.00 0.04 47773 
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  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 σ SD δ% Fk 
Ø

20
 P  138.03 137.94 140.78 136.62 150.42 130.76 139.52 139.85 140.45     

fu,c  452.8 452.6 461.9 448.2 493.5 429.0 457.7 458.8 460.8 457.26 10.31 2.26 438.07 

Ec 48918.1 49056.8 47253.2 44035.7 44875.9 44229.5 45378.8 47545.6 43606.8 46100 1860.78 0.04 42639 

               

Ø
25

 P  171.97 181.42 184.39 181.69 184.63 186.09 183.52 189.06 180.35     

fu,c  360.4 380.2 386.4 380.7 386.9 389.9 384.6 396.2 377.9 382.56 6.91 1.81 369.71 

Ec 40517.5 46901.1 43393.5 43187.1 42549.4 44782.1 40702.1 44511.2 42687.5 43248 1465.81 0.03 40522 

               

Ø
32

 P  261.45 253.04 266.81 265.46 258.76 247.06 248.34 250.26 180.35     

fu,c  332.3 321.6 339.1 337.4 328.9 314.0 315.7 318.1 329.4 326.28 7.94 2.43 311.51 

Ec 43606.1 44503.2 43974.5 41716.1 41008.7 38270.9 43948.5 41149.2 43126.9 42367 1627.46 0.04 39340 

 

As glass fiber composition differs for each diameter, according to UNE 66040 [42], an estimator was 
used to ensure a minimum value of the tested characteristic, with a 95 % confidence interval (95 % CI) 
determined according to: 

 1(1 )M t ασ δ −= − − ⋅                                                          (3) 

where σ  is the arithmetic mean of the experimentally requested values, δ  is the rate between the 
arithmetic mean, the standard deviation (SD) as %, and 1t α−  is the t-Student coefficient for confidence  
α  = 95 %. 

3.2. Discussion 
Unlike steel bars, FRP bars have no constant value but a variable dependent on the cross-sectional 

area. The characterization process shows that the bearing capacity and modulus of elasticity vary per bar 
diameter, which rose as the diameter decreased. 

Table 5 shows the final rebars’ mechanical behavior values. They can be regarded as mechanical 
characteristic values for designing and checking reinforced concrete sections with this novel GFRP bars. 

Table 5. Characteristic values. 

Ø 

Tensile Compression 

fu (MPa) E (MPa) fu,c (MPa) Ec (MPa) 

Mean Charact Mean Charact Mean Charact Mean Charact 
8 855.8 799.9 38276 36107 463.5 416.9 39934 32713 

10 779.1 731.0 42634 38488 449.5 387.0 46295 38492 
12 637.9 614.5 41125 39573 469.7 397.6 41894 35966 
16 695.5 626.5 42477 40140 449.1 417.5 50804 46302 
20 723.7 691.1 43590 40970 443.6 394.6 44861 40791 
25 722.8 627.3 39929 35453 371.9 342.8 41993 37956 
32 720.1 611.6 39681 33370 319.2 291.9 40766 36590 

 

Table 6 gives a comparison of the mechanical properties of steel [41] and this novel GFRP rebars 
[25]. 

Table 6. Mechanical properties Steel versus GFRP bars. 
Property Steel GFRP 

Yielding strength fy (MPa) 246 – 517  -- 
Tensile strength fu (MPa) 

550 
600 – 800  

Compression strength fu,c (MPa) 290 – 420 
Tensile modulus E (GPa) 

200 
38 – 42 

Compression modulus Ec (GPa) 32 – 45 
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a) Compressive strength 
According to the literature, GFRP bars exhibit meager compressive strength [30], [33], [34], [43], [44], 

and International Standards do not usually recommend their use in RC structures under compression. The 
reported results (Table 5) show that the tested bars’ compressive strength was 50-60% of the tensile 
strength for all the diameters [45]. However, the presented experimental results support their use as 
reinforcement bars in RC structures under compression loads. Thus, tested bars can sustain compression 
loads, and ignoring their compressive contribution to concrete members is not reasonable.  

b) Modulus of elasticity. 
Each specimen was equipped with an extensometer to measure the changes in length as the applied 

load varied. In this way, it was possible to determine the modulus of elasticity, which does not depend on 
specimen length as a material's property (Table 5). No buckling stability problems occurred as the values 
were taken between 20 % and 50 % of the load (Fig. 7). The modulus of elasticity in compression is similar 
to the elasticity modulus of tension, so it should be a material property. 

c) Mechanics of failure 
It is known that crushing is a localized failure mode related to the material’s properties (fiber and 

resin), while buckling depends on these and specimen length [36, 46, 47]. 

Euler's Equation can model the response of a compressed element to predict critical load. 

( )

2

2cr
EIP
L

π
=

α
                                                                        (4) 

Although this formula does not apply to GFRP for being non-homogeneous material, it is a good 
approximation. Given the experimental characteristic values (Table 5), it is possible to obtain Euler's critical 
load. The experimental rupture loads are lower than the critical load for the adopted slenderness ratio, 
except with larger diameters, where failure occurs by buckling ( ),u c Eulerf f>  (Table 7). Fig. 9 shows the 

different failure modes for the compression test. 

Table 7. Comparative Critical Loads. 
Ø (mm) L0 (mm) Ec (Mpa) fu,c (MPa) Pcrit (kN) fEuler (MPa) 

8 38 32713 416.9 91.75 1825.23 
10 70 38492 387.0 77.67 988.91 
12 102 35966 397.6 70.87 626.67 
16 166 46302 417.5 108.88 541.51 
20 230 40791 394.6 121.98 388.29 
25 310 37956 342.8 152.54 310.76 
32 470 36590 291.9 171.73 213.53 
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Figure 9. Different failure modes: (a) Crushing, (b) Splitting1, (c) Buckling. 

d) Spacing/unbraced length 
According to the experimental characteristic values, Table 8 shows the maximum theoretical 

unbraced length ( )max_ theoreticalL  to avoid buckling failures compared to the experimentally used 0.L  

Based on the experimental results, bars with a larger diameter do not comply. 

Also, in the Spanish regulation [41], the maximum allowed unbraced length for steel reinforcement 
is 12-fold the diameter in extreme situations, called normalized.L  As in the previous case, bars with a larger 
diameter do not comply. Likewise, this standard does not recommend employing bars smaller than 12 mm 
for compression reinforced concrete elements. 

Table 8. Comparative Unbraced Length 

Ø L0 
(mm) 

Experimental Values Length 

Ec (Mpa) fu,c (MPa) P (kN) Max. theoretical 
(mm) 

Normalized 
(mm) 

Recommended 
(mm) 

8 38 32713 416.9 21.39 78.70 96 80 
10 70 38492 387.0 31.27 110.31 120 100 
12 102 35966 397.6 47.33 124.82 144 120 
16 166 46302 417.5 85.79 187.00 192 160 
20 230 40791 394.6 128.43 224.16 240 200 
25 310 37956 342.8 172.39 291.60 300 250 
32 470 36590 291.9 241.11 396.65 384 320 

4. Conclusions 
This study is focused on the compression behavior of a novel GFRP bar through experimental and 

theoretical analysis, with the aim of contributing to the experimental database and providing a 
comprehensive understanding on the variables involved. 

An experimental program was planned and carried out to check the new configuration of the GFRP 
bar to predict the compression mechanical characteristics. The material properties (ultimate compressive 
strength, compressive loads, modulus of elasticity, and stress-strain relation) for specimens with different 
diameters were obtained. The experimental results have been compared and discussed. Finally, an 
analytical discussion on unbraced length has been introduced and evaluated. 

After this research, it is possible to affirm that the new tested bars display the correct behavior for 
compression loads. Although it is possible to optimize compression tests, this study and research 
recommend their use as internal longitudinal reinforcement in columns, flexural members, and reinforced 
walls where GFRP bars are subjected to compressive stresses with no loss of other properties. Knowledge 
of these characteristics helps analyze and design structural reinforced concrete elements with GRP bars. 

In addition, this study assumed that bars’ elastic modulus in compression is similar to their elastic 
modulus in tension. The tension and compression behavior of bars are linearly elastic until failure. After a 
detailed examination of failure modes, some limitations were proposed for using as internal reinforcing in 
RC structures, which helps the researchers in the design procedure for members reinforced with GFRP 
bars with safety: 

• cross-sectional area: use a minimum diameter of 12 mm for internal longitudinal reinforcement 
for columns and flexural members. 

• slenderness: the maximum distance of stirrups, unbraced length, must be less than 10-fold the 
bar’s diameter, as recommendedL  (see Table 8). 

This research helps to optimize and standardize the GFRP rebars by maximizing its 
physical/mechanical performance. 
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Abstract. Various engineering structures include lightweight or thin-walled beam structures that are used 
in a complex loading situation which includes restrained torsion of closed or open section. The importance 
of restrained torsion of thin-walled cross-sections is significant as the deformations and stresses caused 
by torsion affect the behaviour of the structures with open as well as closed section. The aim of this study 
is to demonstrate and compare different methods used to develop stiffness matrix for the finite element 
beam calculation of open and closed thin-walled sections with restrained torsion. The beam stiffness 
matrices are presented and graphically compared in order to choose the most convenient method for 
advanced structural analysis of thin-walled 3D beams with restrained torsion. The interpolation functions 
containing hyperbolic and approximate functions are considered, which satisfy the governing differential 
equation for torsion, with different value of characteristic number of torsion (ka). Comparing both methods, 
we can conclude that both are similar for small value of ka and this is commonly considered for open thin-
walled section as their value of ka is small. The percentage of error between the results obtained by two 
methods of element stiffness matrix development for torsion with restrained warping is given graphically. 
Based on this study, numerical examples are considered and compared with results obtained by different 
finite element software. The examples include restrained and free torsion which are nonuniform and uniform 
torsion, respectively. 

Citation: Gebre, T.H., Galishnikova, V.V., Lebed, E.V., Tupikova, E.M. Modelling of thin-walled members 
with restrained torsion considering the section properties. Magazine of Civil Engineering. 2023. 118(2). 
Article no. 11806. DOI: 10.34910/MCE.118.6 

1. Introduction 
Steel members are widely used in civil engineering because of its high strength, excellent ductility, 

fast construction, and effective space partition. Normally steel members are manufactured as thin-walled 
structures. The behaviour of a thin-walled bar in torsion depends strongly on the topology of its section. If 
the network of the section does not contain any loop, the section is called open whereas if the network of 
the section contains at least one loop, the section is called closed. This geometric property is used to 
develop special methods for the computation of their torsion and warping constants. It will be shown that 
the torsion properties of open thin-walled sections differ significantly from those of closed thin-walled 
sections. This difference has an effect for the structural response of the beam, most importantly when it 
comes to shear and torsion behaviour. The importance of restrained torsion of thin-walled cross-sections 
is significant as the deformations and stresses caused by torsion affect the behaviour of the whole structure. 
The present study deals with beam member subjected to torsion and uses different finite element approach. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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The governing equations are solved to calculate displacements and internal forces and moments for the 
structure. 

It is well known that the effect of non-uniform torsion must be considered in structural analysis of 
thin-walled beams with open cross-sections. It was unusual to check the influence of torsion on load 
carrying structural elements, but today it is quite often that the stresses and deformations caused by torsion 
will determine the studs of the structures. The importance of restrained torsion of thin-walled cross-sections 
has grown significantly as the deformations and stresses caused by torsion will affect the behaviour of the 
structures with open as well as closed section [1]. It is well known that the effect of non-uniform torsion 
must be considered in structural analysis of thin-walled beams with open cross-sections. It was unusual to 
check the influence of torsion on load carrying structural elements, but today it is quite often that the 
stresses and deformations caused by torsion will determine the studs of the structures. Thin-walled sections 
do not behave according to the law of the plane sections employed by Euler-Bernoulli-Navier however, the 
general theory of thin-walled section is developed by  Vlasov and In addition, thin-walled structures like 
plates and shells associated with finite element formulations are the most common construction elements 
in nature and technology [2–4]. When a thin-walled beam is undergoing flexure and torsion simultaneously, 
transverse and torsional shear deformations would be coupled [5]. 

If the structures are designed using only the effect of Saint Venant torsion resistance thus the 
analysis may ignore the torsion part in the members and the design may be underestimated. To overcome 
this inaccuracy, several researchers tried to develop stiffness matrix with four degrees of freedom for a 
member subjected to a restrained torsion [6–11]. This additional stiffness matrix considers the warping 
degree of freedom at the ends of the member with thin-walled section. This study deals with the member 
finite element method subjected with torsion and it is done by considering beam element and equation 
which are necessary for the computing deformations will be derived thus to calculate the displacements 
and internal forces and moments for the structures. 

A Number of researchers have dealt with restrained torsion of thin-walled beams with open and 
closed cross sectional types [12–17]. Different thin-walled torsion hypotheses have been developed to 
account for the shear deformation due to restrained torsion of open thin-walled section with the assumption 
in which the derivative of shear stress in middle surface is constant along the length of the member as they 
much used in engineering structures [18–23]. A finite element model is studied  based on mixed variational 
formulation in order to improve convergence and provide an explicit way to calculate internal forces and 
stresses in thin- walled bar [24]. Also, different studies are developed a numerical method of thin-walled 
bar systems design by different theories and formulated matrixes of the stiffness of thin-walled finite 
elements [25–27]. The bending and torsion behaviour of cold-formed steel bars was studied experimentally 
based on the strengths of unbraced cold-formed steel channel beams loaded eccentrically [28–29]. Many 
design methods have been developed to deal with or without restrained torsions. There are different 
commercial softwares commonly consider with two degrees of freedom at each node of a member for a 
space frame without considering the effect of warping restraint at the ends of the members [30–33]. The 
warping part of the first derivative of the twist angle has been considered as the additional degree of 
freedom in each node at the element ends which can be regarded as part of the twist angle curvature 
caused by the warping moment [34–35]. Numerous studies developed the 4×4 member stiffness matrix 
including warping as an additional degree of freedom and commonly with open thin-walled section [11, 36, 
37]. 

In this contribution, which is an extension of previous studies on thin-walled structure different 3D 
finite elements for open and closed sections are compared based on their section properties. Currently, 
many residential, social and sports buildings are being built using a steel frame, the application field of steel 
frame is expanding. Results of this research are applicable for software implementation, that is an 
advantage in respect to analogous jobs. There is lack of papers devoted to numerical solutions of the 
problem, that proves insufficient development of the topic and so that the investigation is relevant. 

So, the first objective of this study is to consider the stiffness matrices including additional degrees 
of freedoms at the nodes and added to member displacement vector, apply these matrices for analysis and 
assess them by considering several examples and validate by comparing different finite element software. 

One more objective is to analyze the effect of changing interpolation function, the same test example 
numerical experiments are conducted. First interpolation function type considered is hyperbolic, it contains 
hyperbolic functions of deflection. Such function satisfies the governing differential equation for torsion 
exactly and use above derivatives of stiffness matrix. The alternative approach is considered too, which is 
using approximate shape function. The second approach has an advantage for varying cross sections and 
non-linear problems and compared results with different studies [20, 38]. 

The last objective of the study is conducting of verification examples by commercial software. The 
examples of open and closed section members under uniformed and non-uniformed torsion are considered 
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and compared to results obtained by the new approaches introduced in this paper. Comparing both 
methods, we can conclude that both are similar for small value of ka  and this is commonly considered for 
open thin-walled section as their value of ka  is small. The percentage of errors between the two methods 
of element stiffness matrix for torsion with restrain torsion are given graphically. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Governing equations for 3D thin-walled beams with restrained torsion 

The differential equation of restrained torsion of thin-walled beams can be obtained by the following 
expression and the total free warping torsion and total restrained torsion are corresponding to uniform 
warping rotation and nonuniform or restrained rotation, respectively. The governing equation for non-
uniform torsion is used to study the behaviour of a bar with restrained torsion and it is derived for bars with 
thin-walled sections with local coordinate systems 1y , 2y ,  3y  as shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1. Prismatic bar subjected to torsion 
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when 1θ  is angle of twist; E,G  are elastic constant; Jω  is warping constant; ka  is characteristic number 

for torsion; tJ  is torsion constant; Tm  is twisting load per unit length of bar; a  is length of the bar. 

The general solution for the homogeneous equation (1) is satisfied by the following assumed twisting 
angle function ( )1 1yθ  and it yields to the exact solutions of the angle of twists of a node as it is defined in 
the following expression: 

1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4c sinhky c coshky c ky c .θ = + + +                                                (2) 

The governing equations for a member and frame are derived by applying the principle of virtual work 
to the beam. The differential governing equations for the generalized member displacements are satisfied 
for arbitrary virtual displacements and expressed as follows: 

11111 111 1 1 0, t , ,EJ GJ m m .ω ωθ θ− − − =                                               (3) 

The sum over the members of the virtual work mWδ  of the inner forces in (1) equals the sum over 

the members of the virtual work mdWδ  of the member loads. 

( ) 11 1 11 111 1
0

md nm , , t , ,

a
MM

m mW W W EI GI dy .ωδ δ δ δψ ψ δθ θ= == + +∑ ∑ ∫                   (4) 

The nodal displacement and corresponding nodal moments vectors can be expressed as follow: 
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where 1M  and Mω  are the torsion moments and the warping moments respectively at the nodal points. 

The positive directions of the member end moments and node rotations are shown in Fig. 2. 

 
a) b) 

Figure 2. Positive nodal displacement (a) and nodal loads (b) of the bar. 

As it is known, the relationship between the generalized force vector mq  and displacement vector 

mv  is established by the stiffness matrix mK  of the element as show below. 

m m m ,= ⋅q K v                                                                         (5) 

where mK  is the stiffness matrix of current torsion element and for non-uniform torsion. 

A trigonometric interpolation and approximation solutions of rotation 1θ  are used as an initial 
parameter and finally compared based on the nature of section type. For non-uniform torsion, a 
trigonometric interpolation of rotation 1β  is used as an initial parameter and finally compared with the 
approximation solution. To consider the warping of the restrained member, additional degrees of freedoms 
are introduced at the nodes and added to member displacement vector. An interpolation function containing 
hyperbolic functions of 1y ,  which satisfies the governing differential equation for torsion considered as 
given below: 
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The interpolation functions are substituted into the left-hand side of (4) and the integration over the 
length of the member is performed for axial and bending loads but separately considered for torsion as it 
developed based on the two different methods. The contribution of torsion to the internal virtual work of the 
governing differential equation is given as the following expressions: 

1 11 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 20
a T

, , t , ,( E J G J ) dA ( )ω ω ωδθ θ δθ θ δ+ = +∫ b K K b  

where 1ωK  is component of stiffness matrix with warping restrained 
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2ωK  is component of stiffness matrix without warping restraint. 

The Stiffness matrices components 1ωK  and 2ωK  are added to the member stiffness matrix mK  
in the usual manner. 
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       (6) 

An alternative to the above derivatives of stiffness matrix can be replaced by using approximate 
shape function and it has an advantage for varying cross sections and non-linear problems. The element 
stiffness matrix for torsion with restrain warping can be used by divided into two matrices. The parameters 

1TK , 2TK ,  6TK  and 8TK  can be replace by approximation as shown below: 

2 2
1 2

2 2
6 8

6 112 6
5 10
2 14 2

15 30

T T

T T

K * ka , K * ka

K * ka , K * ka

= + = +

= + = −
                                            (7) 

Considering the above series expressions, the alternative matrices can express as shown below: 

2 2 2 2

3

2 2 2 2

12 6 12 6 36 3 36 3

6 4 6 2 3 4 3
3012 6 12 6 3 3 36 3

6 2 6 4 3 3 4

T
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ω
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K               (8) 

3. Results and Discussions 
3.1. The assessment of the exact and approximate methods  

for different value of ka 

Comparing both methods, we can conclude that both are similar for small value of ka, and this is 
commonly considered for open thin-walled section as their value of ka is small as shown in Fig. 3. Referring 
equation 6, the components of stiffness matrix are generated based on the trigonometric and approximate 
methods. The percentage of error between the two methods of element stiffness matrix for torsion with 
restrain warping is given graphically as shown below in Fig. 3. 
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a) b) 

  
c) d) 

Figure 3. Evaluation of the exact and approximate methods for different value of ka. 

Referring Fig. 4, for ka =1 and 2 the errors range between 6.7 % to 9.7 % which is considered 
reasonable and both methods are acceptable for open thin-walled sections. So, the lengths of the member 
can be limited based on the section type and should be chosen for small value of ka. 

 
Figure 4. Approximation error graph for the values of KT1, KT2, KT6 and KT8. 

Considering the results of Fig. 3 and 4, the lengths of the member can be limited based on the section 
type and should be chosen for small value of ka = 2 as given below. 
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If the member is free to warp, wC  = 0 and the torsional moment is carried by St Venant’s torsion 
which is considered as uniform torsion. Considering Expression 8, only the second part of the matrix or the 
uniform torsion stiffness matrix can be used as given below. 
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The local element stiffness matrix after formation must be transformed to global coordinate system. 
The transformation is performed by extended transformation matrix and can be formally expressed as 
follow: 

T
mx m m y m ,=K R K R  

where mR  is member rotation matrix. 

The member load vector is transformed by analogy to the member displacement vector: 

mx m my ,=q R q  

where mxq  is member load vectors refereed to the global coordinate system; myq  is member load vectors 

refereed to the member coordinate system. 

A system displacement vector su  and a system load vector sq  are defined for the frame, which 
contain the nodal displacement and load coordinates in an order that is favorable for the solvers of the 
algebraic system equations. The member displacement and load vectors are related to the corresponding 
system vectors with topology matrices :mT  

m m s m m s, .= =u T u q T q  

This study considers several section types, including the I section, rectangular hollow section, and 
channel section. Considering the prismatic bar of Fig. 1 as it is fixed at vertex 1 0y =  and subjected to a 

twisting moment of TM  without warping restraint at vertex 1y a.=  The section properties, displacements, 
rotations, stresses are to be compared for all cases and compared their distribution within the span based 
on the required value of ka. The value of ka for the closed and open sections differs largely, accordingly 
for closed section the shear stress is constant while for open section varies its direction and magnitude 
across the thickness. The section property for open and closed sections varies with respect to torsional and 
warping constants thus the value of ka differs. For small value of ka both torsion mechanisms contribute to 

TM  throughout the beam in both cases but with the increasing of the value of ka the influence of the 
twisting moment differs. For value of ka greater than 10, the total torsional moment is restricted to small 
length (approximately 0.2a) near to the support and its magnitude changes rapidly in both cases. A 
combined graphs for ,TPM  TSM , and Mω  for the values of 1ka =  and 10ka =  are shown in the Fig. 5. 

Referring Fig. 5, the values of ,TPM  TSM , and Mω  differ for 1ka =  and for 10.ka =  For 1ka = , the 
total torsional moment components are extent throughout the span of the beam as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and 
its magnitude changes gradually as the value of ka is small. If the value of ka is small, it is most common 
for open sections. For 10ka = , the total torsional moment is restricted to small length near to the support 
and its magnitude changes rapidly as shown in Fig. 5 (b). If value of ka is large, it is most common for 
closed sections. 
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a) b) 

Figure 5. Combined MTP, MTS and Mω for value of ka = 1 (a), and ka = 10 (b). 

The variation of ,TPM  TSM , and TM  on the axis of the bar are shown in Fig. 6. Both TPM  and 

TSM  contribute to TM  through the span of the beam and the torsional stresses are due to St Venant 
shear stresses and the restraint of warping. The applied twisting moment is resisted entirely by the 
secondary twisting moment at support ( )1 0y =  and entirely by the primary twisting moment at 1 .y a=  In 

addition, the variation of the uniform angle of twist, non-uniform angle of twist, ,TPM  TSM , and TM  on 

the axis of the bar are shown in Fig. 6. The rotation at vertex 1y a=  due to non-uniform torsion is around 

50 percent of the rotation for uniform torsion of an I-section. Both TPM  and TSM  contribute to TM  
through the span of the beam and the torsional stresses are due to St Venant shear stresses and the 
restraint of warping. The applied twisting moment is resisted entirely by the secondary twisting moment at 
support ( )1 0y =  and entirely by the primary twisting moment at 1 .y a=  The distribution of the total 
moment between uniform and non-uniform torsion at intermediate points is shown in Fig. 6. 

 
 

a) b) 

Figure 6. The normalised graphs of θ1, (a) MTP, MTS and MT of restrained I-beam section (b). 

3.2. Numerical Examples 
Based on the studies of the stiffness matrix for finite element procedure, the two methods are 

considered for the analysis of the uniform and non-uniform torsion behaviour of steel beam. The theory of 
restrained torsion is applied to a cantilever beam of length L  subjected to external distributed torque. The 
two approaches of stiffness matrixes for the finite element methods compared in the previous sections, 
several problems of thin-walled beams with external torque applied on shear centre are presented to 
demonstrate the applicability of the methods. Three different sections of thin-walled beams loaded with 
external torque applied on shear centre are considered and compared with different methods as shown in 
Table 1. The accuracy of the presented model is illustrated by three examples using most commonly finite 
element software. The twisting effects and stresses are calculated, and the angle of twisting are presented 
graphically furthermore we considered the axial stress zσ  variation within individual section types. 
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Table 1. Different section types considered in this study 

Section type 

   

h(mm) 400 400 400 

f(mm) 180 180 180 

tf(mm) 11 11 11 

tw(mm) 8 8 8 

6 2 6 2200*10 kN / m 1.0 kN m 77*10 kN / mTE M G= = =  
 

For the above numerical examples, we considered different methods for comparison and validation 
of the results for uniform and nonuniform torsions. The verification of the model was conducted by means 
of FEM software ANSYS, Abaqus, Mathcad and current theory. Six models were created for three 
restrained and three uniformly twisted beams with I-section, Channel, and rectangular sections. The finite 
element BEAM 189 was used for Ansys because it can consider warping by entering special key options. 
Similarly, the non-homogeneous torsion is evaluated in ABAQUS by using of a shell model. A shell model 
is used because a thin-walled spatial beam is investigated and it works with the reduced number of finite 
elements in a way that less equations to solve. The following model is considered using ANSYS software 
and each model consists of 100 linear elements, the section is divided by 10 points in each direction and 
the results for each one is available. Such meshing is sufficient for the purposes of this analysis. One end 
of the cantilever beam is fixed for all degree of freedom and the torque moment is applied at another end 
by TM  command in the shear centre of the beam center. 

  
a) b) 

Figure 7. The load and support scheme for an I section. 
The section properties, displacements, rotations, stresses are to be calculated for all cases and 

compared their distribution with the span based on the required value of ka. The variation of the uniform 
and non-uniform angle of twist (restrained torsion) on the axis of the three section types of the bar are 
shown in Table 2. The rotations at vertex 1y a=  due to non-uniform torsion are around 49, 39 and 95 
percent of the rotation for uniform torsion of the I section, channel section and rectangular hollow sections 
respectively. The rotation at vertex 1y a=  due to uniform and non-uniform torsion is almost the same for 
the rectangular hollow cross section and its magnitude is negligible. 

Table 2. Comparison of uniform and uneven torsion for different types of cross sections. 
Methods Applied torsion I-Section Chunnel Section Rectangular Section 
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Current 
theory 

Restrained  1.09E-01 
47.7% 

9.32E-02 
38.9% 

3.27E-04 
98.2% 

Uniform  2.28E-01 2.40E-01 3.33E-04 

Ansys 
Restrained  1.12E-01 

49.3% 
9.10E-02 

38.7% 
3.36E-04 

91.8% 
Uniform  2.27E-01 2.35E-01 3.66E-04 

Mathcad 
7DOF 
FEM 

Restrained  1.19E-01 
52.4% 

9.21E-02 
38.8% 

3.31E-04 
94.7% 

Uniform  2.28E-01 2.38E-01 3.50E-04 

Abaqus  
Restrained  1.10E-01 

48.1% 
9.21E-02 

38.6% 
3.33E-04 

97.6% 
Uniform  2.28E-01 2.39E-01 3.41E-04 

 

The variation of the non-uniform angle of twist (restrained torsion) on the axis of the three different 
cross-sections of the bar are shown in Table 2. The values of rotation angle in each node of restrained and 
uniformed cases were used for constructing comparison diagram. The rotation at vertex 1y a=  due to 
non-uniform torsion is around 50 percent of the rotation for uniform torsion of an I-section. For I-cross-
section as the value of ka is small and the magnitudes of the angle twist are extent throughout the span of 
the beam and its magnitude changes gradually as the value of ka is small as shown in Fig. 8 and 9. 

 
Figure 8. Variation of angle of twisting for an I-section of thin wall structure. 

 
Figure 9. Rotations along the longitudinal direction of the I-section of thin wall structure. 

For rectangular hollow cross-section as the value of ka  is large and the angle of twist is very small 
in its magnitude. The angle of twist at points nearer to the support has significant magnitude as shown in 
the Fig. 10 and 11 and suddenly drops to a small value at the free end. 
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Figure 10. Variation of angle of twisting for rectangular section of thin wall structure. 

 
Figure 11. Rotations along the longitudinal direction of rectangular section of thin wall structure. 

The variation of the non-uniform angle of twist (restrained torsion) on the axis of the channel section 
of a bar is shown in Fig. 12 and 13. The rotation at vertex 1y a=  a due to non-uniform torsion is around 
40 percent of the rotation for uniform torsion of the channel section. 

   
Figure 12. Variation of angle of twisting for channel section of thin wall structure. 
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Figure 13. Rotations along the longitudinal direction of channel section of thin wall structure. 

The study is compared with different research works which are considered for open thin-walled 
sections. The section properties are considered as the main criteria to compare the two different stiffness 
matrix and presented their comparison graphically. Associating both methods, we can achieve that both 
are similar for small value of ka and this is commonly considered for open thin-walled section as their value 
of ka is usually small and all results are compared with different studies [6, 10, 13, 18, 24, 38, 40]. For 
closed sections, the rotations are very small and are considered negligible but comparing to different 
studies, it shows that the effect of warping must be considered in the case of non-uniform torsion of closed-
section beams [38–39]. 

4. Conclusion 
In this study, two methods of stiffness matrix for the thin-walled structures with restrained torsion are 

used based on the exact and approximate methods. Based on different studies and design practices the 
two methods are successfully applied for the design of thin-walled structures with restrained torsion as part 
of finite element methods. According to this study, it is concluded that: 

1. Comparing both methods, we can conclude that both are similar for small value of ka and this is 
commonly considered for open thin-walled section as their value of ka is small. 

2. The percentage of error between the two methods of element stiffness matrix for torsion with 
restrain warping is negligible for the value of ka less than 2. 

3. As the variation of the total torsional components depends on the value of ka and we can consider 
different section types. For ka = 1 and 2 the errors range between 6.7 % to 9.7 %, which is considered 
reasonable and both methods are acceptable for open thin-walled sections. So, the lengths of the member 
can be limited based on the section type and should be chosen for small value of ka. 

4. For small value of ka both torsion mechanisms contribute to TM  throughout the beam in both 
cases but with the increasing of the value of ka the influence of the twisting moment differs. For value of 
ka  greater than 10, the total torsional moment is restricted to small length (approximately 0.2a) near to the 
support and its magnitude changes rapidly in both cases. 

5. For ka = 1, the total torsional moment components are extent throughout the span of the beam 
as shown in Fig. 4 and its magnitude changes gradually as the value of ka is small. If the value of ka is 
small, it is most common for open sections. 

6. The angle of twist of non-uniform torsion differs from uniform torsion by 50, 1.8, and 41 percent 
for the I-section, rectangular tube, and channel section, respectively. 

7. For ka = 10, the total torsional moment is restricted to small length near to the support and its 
magnitude changes rapidly. If value of ka is large, it is most common for closed sections. 
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Abstract. A preliminary assessment of the strength of earth dams under dynamic loads is one of the most 
important tasks associated with the design of such massive hydraulic structures. The present study is 
devoted to predicting the deformation of earth dams under the influence of strong earthquakes, which are 
possible in the immediate vicinity of the dam location. Recently, a number of large earthquakes have 
occurred in the world, which led to severe destruction and indicate high seismic risks associated with the 
potential instability of existing large earth dams. Under intense seismic impacts, the response of the dam 
depends on various factors, including its geometric dimensions, as well as the type of structure. A number 
of existing dams, which were designed and built according to the normative rules of their time, do not take 
into account modern real operating conditions, in particular, potential seismic loads. This article examines 
the influence of these factors on the stability and strength of earth dams, taking into account the real 
properties of the soils of the dam body and the base of the bottom of the hydraulic structure in accordance 
with the new regulatory requirements. On the basis of the proposed mathematical model, verification 
calculations for the strength and stability of such earth dams located in the seismic zone were carried out. 
To assess seismic safety of high earth dams built and operating in regions of complex climatic conditions, 
including frequent earthquakes, the proof of the method choice capable of reliable and valid results in terms 
of adopted assessment criteria is required. Correct mathematical model choice ensures, on the basis of 
computations, strength indices of the hydraulic structure under study. In particular, comparison and analysis 
of calculated date obtained in case of the plane calculation model and spatial model with the field 
measurements results and spectral analyses of the Sarsang dam accelerograms showed the suggested 
calculation models provided reliable strength indices results for the earth dams in the operating reservoirs. 
The use of more complex models of the physical and mechanical properties of the dams’ soil leads to 
reliable results that are in good agreement with real field tests. 

Citation: Vartanyan, A.A., Sarukhanyan, A.A., Veranyan, G.G., Tokmajyan, H.V. Regularity of natural os-
cillations characteristics change of tall earth dams. Magazine of Civil Engineering. 2023. 118(2). Article 
no. 11807. DOI: 10.34910/MCE.118.7 

1. Introduction 
The subject of this research is verification of earth dam slopes stability of built and running dams, as 

well as adjustment of the safety factor, which are aimed at providing not only solutions to urgent safety 
problems but also are of great economic importance. These problems are especially of vital importance in 
earthquake-prone areas where the loads calculated for the strength and stability of structures are due to 
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seismic alternating-sign dynamic forces. Under these conditions, the discovery of the stress-strain model 
and on this basis the solutions to the problems of strength and stability of earth dams are of significant 
theoretical and economic importance. 

Earth dams are the main hydraulic structures in those territories where their construction with other 
building materials is economically unjustified [1, 2]. This explains the fact that in Armenia and Nagorno 
Karabagh Republic earth dams have mainly been built. Compared to concrete or other types of dams, earth 
dams have not been deeply studied, which is associated with the constant refinement and adjustment of 
earth dams foundation soils and bodies’ physical and mechanical properties [3, 4]. To assess the real state 
of earth dams in terms of strength and stability, the decisive factor is the choice of a mathematical model 
of the current stress-strain state of the soils of the foundation and the body of the dam [4, 5]. However, 
obtaining data on the current physical and mechanical state of soils requires the use of expensive measur-
ing instruments and the availability of highly qualified operating personnel, which ultimately leads to an 
increase in the cost of the structure. 

Due to the high risk of strong earthquakes in seismic zones, much attention is paid to the design, 
construction and operation of hydrotechnical dams in such places, namely, they constantly improve calcu-
lation methods to determine their strength and stability. These tasks are especially relevant in regions 
where, in addition to constant loads, there are alternating seismic loads.  

The issues of stability of dams with vibrational effects of a hydraulic turbine are considered in [1]. 
Recommendations have been received to ensure the safe operation of dams with hydro-turbine units that 
cause strong vibrations. The influence of environmental vibrations on concrete dams with very diverse 
geometric characteristics has been studied. Methods have been developed for calculating the strength of 
concrete dams, taking into account the vibration of the environment [2]. The well-known finite element 
method for calculating the stability of slopes is sufficiently accurate and universal. Slope destruction occurs 
through zones in which the shear strength of the soil is insufficient to resist shear stresses. In [3], on the 
basis of the finite element method, an analysis of the stability of slopes was carried out in comparison with 
other methods. Finite element method and slope stability analysis is claimed to be a more accurate method. 

The paper [4] considers methods for calculating buried structures for overall stability, taking into 
account arbitrary dynamic loads acting on an elastic herd. Methods for determining the mechanical prop-
erties of soils in the field under the action of static and dynamic loads, as well as the results of some 
experiments, are outlined. 

Based on the results of experimental studies of the strength and deformation properties of soils in a 
complex stress state, a mathematical model has been developed, on the basis of which a complex method 
for calculating dams from soil materials under static and dynamic loads and a comparison of natural and 
calculated data are given [5].  

Seismic characteristics of existing hydraulic structures can be determined by destructive and non-
destructive methods. In [6], the seismic behavior of these structures is studied. In particular, by conducting 
a non-linear analysis, it is possible to calculate displacements, damages and stress distributions, on the 
basis of which it is recommended to develop engineering measures to preserve these structures. 

In [7], an assessment of the stress state of earth dams in a three-dimensional formulation is pro-
posed. To assess the stress-strain state and dynamic characteristics of earth dams, mathematical model, 
methodology and calculation algorithm have been developed based on finite elements. To ensure the re-
quired accuracy in assessing the stress state and dynamic characteristics of earth dams, it is proposed to 
carry out calculations using a three-dimensional model. 

When designing and, especially, building earth dams, all technical requirements provided for by reg-
ulatory documents must be met. Only with strict observance of all requirements during the operation of 
earth dams can we expect their reliable and safe operation. Often, in order to increase the strength of soils, 
composite materials are used, a mixture of which with local materials provides high strength necessary for 
the construction of the core of earthen dams or the foundation of buildings and roads [8]. In [9], a review of 
the literature on assessing the state of earth dams under the influence of earthquakes was carried out. 
Using soft computing methods, two models have been developed to predict the slope deformations of earth 
dams during various earthquakes. 

A technique has been developed to identify the patterns of the stress-strain state of soils based on 
the results of standard triaxial tests, including primary loading, unloading and repeated loading [10]. The 
impact of seismic loads on historical monuments located in the Imperial Valley was studied in [11], where 
the authors performed a deformation analysis using the finite element method.  

The monograph [12] is devoted to the improvement of the basic concepts of seismic action, methods 
of calculation, design, erection and reinforcement of buildings and structures, as well as the development 
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of methods for predicting accelerograms of strong soil movements depending on the seismic characteristics 
of the terrain. 

According to the theory of random fields and the autocorrelation function, a modeling method was 
proposed to study the stress-strain state of the parameters of gravity dams, taking into account their spatial 
variability [13]. The modulus of elasticity and ultimate tensile strength are chosen as random variables. 
Based on the plasticity model of concrete damage, the influence of spatial variability of parameters on the 
dynamic characteristics of gravity dams in terms of damage development, residual displacement and en-
ergy dissipation was studied. The influence of the average value, coefficients of variation and seismic ef-
fects on structural damage was studied. 

The attenuation of peak acceleration near the source according to the accelerograms of strong earth-
quakes that occurred from 1957 to 1993 is given in the materials of the Fifth US National Conference on 
Seismic Stability Issues [14]. 

In some special structures, when calculating seismic loads on structures, in addition to the three 
translational seismic excitations along the coordinate axes, rotational components around the axes should 
also be taken into account. The paper [15] presents the results of numerical calculations of seismic loads 
on a mine derrick. 

To determine the dynamic characteristics of the arch dam, the optimal locations of the sensors were 
identified by testing for environmental vibration using a large number of acceleriometers. Based on the 
analysis of these dynamic characteristics, the optimal number of sensors was determined to reveal the 
dynamic characteristics of a structure [16]. 

The stress-strain response observed in monotonic and cyclic tests is captured by an elastoplastic 
critical state model used as a virtual simulation of experiments to determine the effect of the initial state on 
soil response. This dependence is introduced in equivalent linear elastic-ideally plastic models as a function 
of the state variable to study the propagation of shear waves through horizontally layered dumps and em-
bankments. Seismic actions on dams with different soil densities and geometries are analyzed to see the 
role of these factors in soil response and embankment slip resistance. The study revealed the exceptionally 
high resistance of gravel, which allows embankments with steep abutments to withstand strong earth-
quakes [17]. 

The effects of strong forced vibrations through the railway embankment and natural soil are trans-
ferred to the structure of surrounding buildings, causing deformation and inconvenience to residents. In 
[18], methods have been developed to mitigate these vibrations by pumping drilling fluid during strong 
ground movements. 

The study of the characteristics of polymer impervious layers of earthen dams under the influence of 
seismic loads is of great practical importance. The results of the seismic performance of an earth dam with 
a polymer impervious wall, together with a comparison of the response characteristics of earth dams with 
a concrete core, show that such an earth dam has good resistance to seismic failures [19, 20]. 

Under strong seismic actions, the response of the dam depends on various factors, including the 
geometric dimensions and type of the dam. In [21], the influence of these factors is studied by comparing 
the seismic characteristics of two idealized earth dams: homogeneous and with a core. The seismic re-
sponse of the dams was evaluated using a non-linear dynamic analysis that used the same real-time ground 
motion input. It is shown that for strongly inelastic systems, such as those under consideration, in addition 
to the compatibility criteria with the calculated elastic response spectrum, it is necessary to take into account 
the duration of the input motion. The article highlights the features in the behavior of such earth dams, gives 
recommendations for a rational assessment of their seismic characteristics. 

What are the reasons that lead to the assumption that the stress-strain state of the dam's body and 
as a result the necessity of carrying out investigations on verification of the dam body strength and stability 
and formation of appropriate conclusions. 

First, during the design phase on the basis of calculation techniques were used simplest models 
which did not fully reflect running in reality processes. 

Second, to perform calculations the basic equations were linearized and their some members were 
simplified, and influence of static and dynamic loads were considered as constants. 

Third, in case of forced vibrations the dam was considered as an elastic body, hence, as a result 
plastic deformations occurring in the body were neglected. In consequence of this the degree of the dam 
stability reliability was artificially increased. 
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On the basis of insufficient substantiations of described model of the problem study, a method was 
suggested which allows to obtain reliable calculation criteria. Structures designed applying these criteria 
will have guaranteed strength and stability. 

Methods for earth dams’ slopes stability calculation have been developed under dynamic loading 
conditions of the soil [10, 11]. However, in the above mentioned calculation methods the stress state of the 
soil is considered under linear regularity. During earthquakes due to Earth crust fluctuations [12, 13], the 
change of the soil stress-strain state differs from the linear regulation [14], therefore, calculation of the earth 
dams’ slopes stability and strength under nonlinear regularity conditions [4, 5] is not only of practical im-
portance but also pursues the goal of precise determination of such structures dimensions. 

In recent decades, strong earthquakes have occurred, resulting in a high seismic risk associated with 
the potential instability of existing earth dams. Under intense seismic impacts, the response of the dam 
depends on various factors, including the spatial geometric dimensions of the dam. In addition, regulatory 
requirements for taking into account seismic loads, due to various circumstances, often increase and it 
becomes necessary to check the strength and stability of existing dams. From this point of view, the task 
of developing a methodology for calculating the stability of existing earth dams under new, more stringent 
regulatory conditions is relevant. To obtain reliable results, it is necessary, in addition to seismic character-
istics, to take into account also the physical and mechanical properties of the soil under the influence of 
dynamic loads and the geometric dimensions of the structure. 

The proposed method enables to reveal the stress-strain state of the earth dam body, taking into 
account the actual stress state of the soil, can provide more accurate data. 

2. Theoretical Basis 
The earth dams under design and construction, in accordance with the current regulatory require-

ments for recording and assessment of man-made and natural disasters, corresponding to real indicators, 
have sufficient strength and stability ensuring their long and safe operation lifetime [15, 16]. However, most 
of the existing hydraulic structures, which were designed and built according to regulatory documents that 
do not take into account the real dynamic loads arising during earthquakes, were in an indefinite state [17, 
18]. Thus, dams built on the territory of Armenia and Nagorno Karabakh Republic, according to the old 
regulatory documents, have been designed for seismic loads corresponding to a horizontal acceleration of 
0.2 g. 

However, after the 1988 Spitak earthquake, this normative indicator was significantly changed and 
increased to 0.43 g. It is clear that with a sharp deviation from this indicator, no active earthen structure can 
remain unharmed. 

To check the real state of the existing eart dams according to the new regulatory requirements, the 
authors, on the basis of the proposed mathematical model, carried out verification calculations for the 
strength and stability of earth dams built on the territory of the Nagorno Karabakh Republic. The purpose 
of the calculations was to identify the real state of these structures, if necessary, to develop preventive 
measures to increase their reliability. An extremely unique structure is the Sarsang Dam, which is the tallest 
earth structure on the European continent [19, 22]. 

The Sarsang Dam is the most important strategic object in the Republic of Nagorno Karabakh and 
ensuring the requirements for its safe operation is of particular importance for the national economy. Based 
on the need of identifying the technical state of the Sarsang Dam, a 3D model of the relief of the dam 
foundation and lateral prisms was developed and to carry out computations of natural oscillations, spatial 
and flat design models were developed [23–25]. By numerical expansion of the DWG (drawing), the general 
plan of the structure was adjusted and the horizontals were restored, using new topographic data (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. Corrected master plan of the Sarsang dam. 

To estimate the real values of the accelerations of the propagation of elastic waves on the territory 
of platinum, experiments were carried out, the results of which are shown in the Table 1. 

Table 1. Results of the Sarsang dam’s area microzoning. 

Site name Oscillation 
period, s  

Maximum expected horizontal acceleration A 
Engineering-geological 

analogy 
Acoustic 
stiffness  Impact Final 

Foot of the dam 0.09 – 0.28 0.4 0.45 0.45 0.45 
Left-bank site 

0.1 – 0.3 0.4 
0.432 0.419 

0.434 
Right-bank site 0.434 0.421 

 

In the calculations, the mechanical parameters of the soil were obtained by the dynamic method [12], 
and the densities and physical and mechanical properties of the soil of the dam body and foundation were 
obtained making use of the results of laboratory studies of prototypes delivered from different depths of the 
dam body and the bottom of the hydraulic structure. The results of laboratory studies are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 2. Physical-mechanical properties of the dam body’s soil and base. 

N Layer name γnat, 
KN/m3 

Vе, 
m/s 

Vs, 
m/s 

µ E, 
MPa 

G, 
MPa 

Logarithmic 
decrement 

1 
Loam and gravel mixtures up to 
10–15% (from the core base to 

the mark 670m) 
20.85 500 200 0.4 700 25 0.20 

2 Loam and gravel mixtures (dam 
core, mark 670–726.0m) 20.3 450 190 0.39 600 22 0.22 

3 Gruss-sandy soil  
(transitional prism) 17.5 550 300 0.29 1200 450 0.25 

4 Gravelly-pebble soils  
(retaining prisms) 20.6 650 400 0.2 2300 950 0.26 

5 Rock fill (body of the dam) 22.0 700 450 0.15 3000 1300 0.27 

6 Tuffbreccia, detritus, weakly crum-
bling (base of the dam)  24.0 1450 800 0.28 11000 4500 0.3 

7 Sediment 20.6 650 400 0.2 2300 950 0.24 
 

To achieve the set goal, quantitative relationships of natural oscillations were identified depending 
on the relief forms and their comparative assessment was given using spectral accelerograms recorded by 
strong earthquakes. 

3. Materials and Methods 
First, a flat calculation model of the dam was built (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2. Design cross-section of the dam divided into finite elements. 

From the master plan (Fig. 1) of the site and using the ArcGis program, a survey of the raster relief 
was built, placed in the computational grid (Fig. 3). Cartesian coordinates are defined in the center of each 
cell. By these coordinates and using the Mathematica program, triangular elevation models were built 
(Fig. 4). Further, the relief with triangular cells was entered into the AutoCAD program and a spatial site 
model was built (Fig. 5), on which the dam model was also built (Fig. 6), as well as the calculated plane 
model of the dam, taking into account the two most dangerous cross-sections, as a result of which the dam 
has the greatest height. 
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Figure 3. Raster grid by the middle points. Figure 4. Triangular spatial model of the relief. 

  
Figure 5. Spatial model of the site. Figure 6. Spatial model of the dam and the 

site. 
Since the building codes are based on elastic linear soil models [12], the proposed calculations was 

based on the methods of the theory of elasticity in order to be able to compare the calculation results with 
the results obtained according to regulatory documents. 

A comparative analysis was carried out of the periods of natural oscillations, calculated by spatial flat 
models with the data of field measurements. It is important here to compare the results of spectral analyzes 
of accelerograms of strong earthquakes with the parameters of natural oscillations of earth dams. Acceler-
ograms were used as accelerograms of strong earthquakes that occurred in Spitak (Armenia, 1988) (Fig. 7) 
and Izmir (Turkey, 1999) (Fig. 8), the scales of which are estimated at 0.45 g [10]. 

 
Figure 7. Accelerogram of horizontal accelerations  
of the 1988 Spitak earthquake on a scale of 0.45g. 
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Figure 8. Accelerogram of horizontal accelerations  

of the 1999 Izmir earthquake at a scale of 0.45 g. 
Accurate estimation of hydraulic structures stability is especially important from seismic impacts con-

siderations. Toward this end it is necessary to solve a dynamic equilibrium equation in matrix form 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { } ,M a D a K a F+ + =                               (1) 

where [ ] { } { }T

s
M N N dS= ρ∫  is the matrix of the mass, ρ  is the specific mass, [ ] [ ] [ ]D M K= α +β  

is the damping matrix representing resistance of the material (extinction forces), [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]T

s
K B C B dS= ∫  

is the stiffness matrix { } { } { } { } { }b L n gF F F F F= + + +  is the force vector at the node, { }gF  is gravi-

tation force, { }a  is the acceleration vector at the node, { }a  is the velocity vector at the node, and { }a  
is the node displacement matrix [14]. 

In case of elastic linear problems the constructive matrix [ ]( )C  is calculated according to Eq. (1.4) 

[15, 20]. Since real soils have non-linear properties, then the constructive matrix is calculated for each 
loading stage. 

[ ] ( )( )

1 0
1 0

.1 01 1 2
10 0 0

2

EC

−ν ν ν 
 ν − ν ν 

=  ν ν −ν+ ν − ν  − ν 
  

                        (2) 

Dynamic (cyclic) loading increases porous pressure leading to the effective stress-strain state 
change of the body. That change is conditioned by respective change of mechanical properties of the ma-
terial, i.e. the strength of soil material in case of dynamic loading acquires kinematic properties [11, 21]. 

The periods of natural oscillations of the dam and their shapes are determined by numerical integra-
tion of equation (1). However, in the case of considering the dam as an elastic body, Eq. (1) is modified in 
the form 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } 0.M a K a+ =                                    (3) 

To integrate Eq. (3) by a physicomechanical method, taking into account the longitudinal and trans-
verse components of the wave propagation velocity, Poisson's ratios (m) and Young's modulus ( )E  were 

determined. Using the data of the experiments carried out by formula (2), the stiffness matrix [ ]G  is cal-
culated. The dynamic characteristics of soils are obtained from the reference book. Soil slip modulus and 
Poisson's ratio are determined by empirical formulas 

2,sG V= ρ×                                         (4) 
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2

2
0.5 , ,
1

v s
v

pv

V
V

− γ
µ = γ =

− γ
                                  (5) 

if zσ  > 0.2 MPa, then the value of sV  and pV  is determined by the following formulas 

0 0
0

1
6

, ,1.3 ,z
p s p s

z
V V

 σ = × ×
 σ
 

                            (6) 

0
0

1
3

21.7 ,z
s

z
G V

 σ = × ×
 σ
 

                                 (7) 

where zero values of 
0sV  and 

0pV  are given in Table 2. 

4. Results and Discussions 
Equation (3) was integrated for the plane and spatial problems at various modes of oscillation, char-

acteristic of the structure under consideration. However, the recommended forms of oscillation clearly do 
not correspond to the nature of the passing processes [20, 21]. In order to identify the true form of oscilla-
tions, calculations were carried out to determine the periods of oscillation. 

As a result, oscillation periods were obtained for 20 different modes of oscillation (Fig. 8). Fig. 9 
shows one of the modes of oscillations of the dam in the case of a plane problem, and in Fig. 10 – the same 
in the case of a spatial problem. 

 
Figure 9. Graphs of periods of natural oscillations for different modes of oscillation:  

the graph above is the periods of natural oscillations for the plane problem,  
the graph below – the same for the spatial problem. 

Fig. 10–13 show the results of calculations of natural vibrations for 4-puzzle flat design sections. 

 
Figure 10. The form of natural oscillations of the dam  
in the design section for the plane problem. Form 1. 
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Figure 11. The form of natural oscillations of the dam  
in the design section for the plane problem. Form 2. 

 
Figure 12. The form of natural oscillations of the dam  
in the design section for the plane problem. Form 3. 

 
Figure 13. The form of natural oscillations of the dam  
in the design section for the plane problem. Form 4. 

 
Figure 14. The form 1 of natural oscillations of the dam for the spatial problem. 
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Figure 15. The form 2 of natural oscillations of the dam for the spatial problem. 

 
Figure 16. The form 3 of natural oscillations of the dam for the spatial problem. 

 
Figure 17. The form 4 of natural oscillations of the dam for the spatial problem. 

The results of spectral analyzes of the Spitak and Izmir earthquakes accelerograms, carried out by 
the method of discrete Fourier transforms, are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. The calculations were carried 
out at different values of the logarithmic decrement, which correspond to the values of the soil properties 
of the dam body and foundation. 
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Figure 18. Spectral analysis of the asceliogram of the Spitak earthquake  

with an acceleration of 0.45g in the interval of the logarithmic determinant 0.2..0.4. 

 
Figure 19. Spectral analysis of the asceliogram of the Izmir earthquake  

with an acceleration of 0.45g in the interval of the logarithmic determinant 0.2..0.4. 
The analysis of the results obtained shows that the maximum horizontal accelerations are obtained 

in the interval of the oscillation period of 0.3 ... 0.4 s. 

5. Conclusions 
Comparison of calculated and measured data reveals the essence of dynamic phenomena and gives 

comparable results. In the case of an approximate plane problem, an excessively large range of periods of 
natural oscillations is obtained, which indicates an excessively elastic property of the structure. The spatial 
model gives more approximate values of the periods of natural oscillations. However, here we also neglect 
the nonlinear properties of the soil and the decay coefficient. It should be noted that in elastic models, where 
the effect of the decay coefficient is neglected, the value of natural oscillations becomes close to their 
maximum values. 

The results of in-situ measurements by natural oscillations are obtained less than their calculated 
values. This means that, in reality, the properties of the soil are non-linear, and the process has a damping 
character. 

The results of spectral analysis of accelerograms have shown satisfactory agreement with the results 
of natural oscillations field measurements, but there are some risks of resonance. 
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Abstract. Experimenting to acquire the optimum result for producing a product in a real environment takes 
a long time and has various costs. Numerical simulations help save time and improve accuracy in 
implementing numerous complex tests. The present study exploits neural networks in MATLAB to calculate 
the mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced lightweight concrete under different fractions of silica fume 
and Nano silica, steel and polypropylene fibers, cement, and scoria. Concrete specimens were constructed 
under different mix designs and subjected to 7- and 28-day compressive, tensile, flexural, and initial and 
ultimate water absorption tests. Then, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) was used as the neural network. 
Furthermore, 70 % of the specimens were utilized as the training data samples, 15 % were exploited as 
the validation data samples, and the remaining 15 % were employed as the testing data samples. The MLP 
was trained for seven inputs, one hidden layer, and 20 neurons. The model training, testing, and overall 
accuracy were 100 %, 97.3 %, and 99.5 %, respectively, indicating the model is efficient and effective. 

Citation: Moradi, H.R., Hashemi, S.A.H. Neural prediction of mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced 
lightweight concrete containing silica fume and nano-silica. Magazine of Civil Engineering. 2023. 118(2). 
Article no. 11808. DOI: 10.34910/MCE.118.8 

1. Introduction 
As the upper structures became lighter, the foundation volume and construction time will be reduced, 

leading to lower costs. By using natural or synthetic lightweight aggregates in the concrete, the concrete 
weight and thus, the foundation dimensions would be reduced, less bars would be needed, forming and 
bracing would cost less during section construction, better thermal isolation and sound absorption would 
be achieved, the transportation costs would decrease, the fire resistance would increase, and the 
freeze/thaw cycles would improve, compared to conventional concrete. Fiber-reinforced concrete can be 
used for a wide range of applications due to its high ductility, profound strength, high energy absorption 
capacity, and high cracking resistance. 

Nowadays, technology has come to the aid of humans to perform their tasks faster, with higher 
accuracy and lower cost. Here, we intend to employ an artificial neural network (ANN) and experimental 
experience to take a step in that direction. ANN and experimental data are used in this study to predict the 
mechanical properties of lightweight fiber-reinforced concrete. 

The use of lightweight concrete (LWC) has been a feature of construction for the past several 
decades. LWC has higher seismic resistance particularly for buildings located in the seismic regions. A 
recent study in Iran shows that destruction of most buildings is due to great inertial force and lack of 
structural tolerance for the load [1]. Therefore, lightweight concrete is employed in light of its unique 
properties in several applications, including high-rise structures, large multi-span bridges, and buried 
military structures for energy absorption and dissipation [2]. Lightweight concrete can be fabricated using 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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various methods, including removing fine-grained aggregates and creating air bubbles through chemical 
foam admixtures. Lightweight aggregates (LWAs) are the most common method of fabricating lightweight 
concrete [3, 4]. Scoria is a porous igneous rock with an edged appearance resulting from volcano eruptions 
and rapid cooling in the air, typically appearing in red to brown [5]. Structural lightweight aggregate concrete 
[SLWAC] criterion of ACI standard requires a 28-day cylinder compressive strength of 17 MPa and air-dry 
unit weight of less than 1840 kg/m3. However, maximum unit weight of SLWC in some European standards 
such as DIN-4219, PN-91, ENV92 is defined as 2000 kg/m3 and in PREN 206 is taken to be 2100 kg/m3 
(Euro light concrete 1998) [6]. Silica fume (also known as micro-silica) is an amorphous micro-scaled 
material, which improves the stability and strength of concrete. Shannag [7] demonstrated that the addition 
of silica fume at a fraction of 15 % enhanced concrete strength. Moreover, nanosilica may react with 
Ca(OH)2 crystals and produce the calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) gel, increasing the early strength of 
hardened cement paste and concrete [8]. Qing et al. [9] compared nanosilica to silica fume in strength 
enhancement and reported that nanosilica had much higher pozzolanic activity than silica fume at early 
ages. Li [10] showed that a small fraction of nanosilica enhanced concrete compressive and flexural 
(bending) strengths and abrasion resistance. Ji et al. [11] found that the simultaneous use of silica fume 
and steel fibers enhanced the concrete compressive strength. Gesog˘lu et al. [12] concluded that the 
combined effect of SF and steel fibers may increase the compressive strength. Mahoutiyan et al. [13] 
studied the effects of steel and polypropylene fibers on concrete and found that polypropylene fibers had 
lower contributions than steel fibers to compressive strength enhancement. Hajmohammadi Baghba et al. 
[14] evaluated the effects of polypropylene fibers on self-compacting concrete (SCC) with recycled 
aggregates and reported a rise in polypropylene fibers enhanced impact strength, tensile strength, and 
energy absorption. In addition, soft computing can be employed to accurately predict the strength of asphalt 
mixtures. Accordingly, Zehtabchi et al. [15] employed fuzzy logic and predicted the marshal stability of 
polymer-modified asphalt mixtures with an error below 5 %. The type, quality, and amount of materials in 
concrete fabrication strongly influence its compressive strength. For example, the water-cement ratio and 
chemical and/or mineral admixture types and fractions are influential parameters. Since these parameters 
can cover relatively wide ranges, it is difficult to predict the concrete behavior. Therefore, advanced 
modeling is required to cope with this challenge. Artificial neural network (ANN) models are efficient 
instruments inspired by the biological neural network as a complex nonlinear regression model for 
minimizing the cost of predicting concrete behavior. Computers have enabled computational algorithms in 
the past several decades. Numerous studies have been conducted by computer scientists, engineers, and 
mathematicians on the computational behavior simulation of the human brain, which are classified into 
artificial intelligence (AI) and ANN sub-branch. Ruslan Ibragimov et al. [16] conducted a case study on 
construction material titled "The effect of metal and polypropylene fiber on technological and physical-
mechanical properties of activated cement compositions" to study the effect of the fiber of various materials 
and sizes on the rheological properties of concrete mixtures and the physical and mechanical properties of 
self-compacting concrete and mortar obtained by the activation of Portland cement in the vortex layer 
device. According to the results, the metal fiber increases the shear stress of the concrete mixture obtained 
from activation by 1.56 times, which is higher than the polypropylene fiber (up to 1.34 times). In addition, 
Polypropylene fiber increases the crack resistance by 1.57 times, but metal fiber increases the impact 
strength of fine-grained concrete by 2.6 times. Oguzhan Yavuz Bayraktar et al. [17] studied the impact of 
recycled coarse aggregate (RCA) and fly ash (FA) on the mechanical properties and durability of 
polypropylene fiber-reinforced concrete exposed to freeze-thaw cycles and MgSO4 with artificial neural 
network (ANN) modeling experimentally. It was found that the combined use of 50 % RCA and PPF 
exhibited the best performance in terms of abrasion resistance. The principal result of this study is that 
using RCA, FA, and PPF in concrete can provide better mechanical and durability performance compared 
to conventional concrete. They also suggested that mixing ratios of concretes with RCA, FA, and PPF could 
be reliably determined by using Bayesian regularized ANN models. Based on this model, the mixing ratios 
of concrete can be determined based on the desired properties. Alaa M. Morsy et al. [18] conducted a case 
study named "predicting mechanical properties of engineering cementitious composite reinforced with PVA 
using artificial neural network". They designed an artificial neural network (ANN) to predict the mechanical 
properties of engineered cement composites (ECC), such as compressive strength, flexural strength, and 
direct tensile stress-strain curve. The used data set was 151, 76, and 44 test results for compressive 
strength, flexural strength, and direct tensile stress-train curve collected from recently published research. 
Based on the results, which include regression of all data, 98.4 % for compressive strength, 97.7 % for 
compressive strength, 98.4 % for tensile strength, relative minimum error of (0.15:9.40٪) for compressive 
strength, (0.05:4.71٪) for flexural strength, and (1.40:5.00٪) for tensile strength, the artificial neural network 
can predict these parameters with great proximity. Al-Shiri et al. [19] evaluated the strength of lightweight 
concrete in a structure using neural networks. They used lightweight expanded clay aggregate (LECA) to 
reduce the weight of the concrete. The experiments were conducted for 3, 7, 14, and 28-day specimens, 
and they were able to provide a good approximation of lightweight concrete strength using sand, 
water/cement ratio, lightweight fine aggregate, lightweight coarse aggregate, silica fume used in solution, 
silica fume used in addition to cement, superplasticizer, and curing period as the input. They employed one 
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input layer, two hidden layers, and one output layer for their network. The hidden layers are composed of 
14 and 6 neurons, sequentially, and the output layer is composed of four neurons. The neural network 
prediction results indicate that the experimental data were measured and estimated by the network with an 
appropriate accuracy. Alton and his colleagues [20] used a neural network to estimate the strength of the 
steel fiber-contained lightweight concrete. A total of 126 specimens of 150×300 mm were made in the 
laboratory. The input parameters of the neural network were steel fibers, water, water/cement ratio, sand, 
and superplasticizer. They used multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP) in their study. They also used 
multiple linear regression (MLR) method, a statistical technique to estimate data, to compare the results 
with MLP. The algorithm used in this experiment is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LM). The results 
showed that the neural network offered a good estimation of the data. In case of better neural network 
training, the results could even improve in their estimation. Regarding the high correlation coefficient and 
the diversity of parameters, it can be expected that the neural network can offer a wider range of solutions 
than complex statistical techniques. In a research, Saudi and his colleagues [21] tried to predict the creep 
deformation of asphalts modified with polymer, using an artificial neural network. They suggested that a 
proper neural network architecture with an error correction approach can predict the output parameter (i.e., 
creep rate) with a small error using various input parameters (e.g., temperature, rubber contents, loading 
stress, and compactness). Abdullah [22] studied the application of artificial neural networks to predict 
concrete properties. The selected network input parameters are water/cement ratio, aggregate/cement 
ratio, and slump values. According to the results, the average absolute error (AAE) value was found to be 
less than 3.46 % for the proposed model and the NRMSE value was the lowest 0.0011, indicating that 
artificial neural networks are an invaluable modeling technique. In a research, Ofrikhter and his colleagues 
[23] employed artificial neural networks to estimate the mechanical parameters of soils based on known 
physical characteristics. As a result of this research, an artificial neural network has been obtained that 
makes it possible to predict the angle of friction and the specific cohesion of clay soils with reasonable 
accuracy. 

ANNs were proposed by Yang (1903) [24]. The inception of artificial neurons can be traced back to 
1943 when Warren McCulloch, a neuroscientist, and Walter Pitts, a mathematician, put forth a model of a 
neuron in their article entitled "A Logical Calculus of Ideas Immanent in Nervous Activity." Their proposed 
model was a simplistic computational framework grounded on propositional logic that offered a blueprint 
for how neurons operate to accomplish intricate tasks. Their work demonstrated that a network of neurons 
has the capability to compute any mathematical or logical function [25]. The initial scientific application of 
neural networks began to take shape during the latter part of the 1950s. In this epoch, Frank Rosenblatt 
formulated the concept of perceptron networks and their associated learning rules. In 1957, Rosenblatt 
introduced an algorithm that initializes parameter values and subsequently updates them toward optimal 
parameters by analyzing distinct input values. Moreover, Rosenblatt and his colleagues conducted 
experiments that showed that perceptron networks have the ability to recognize patterns. In essence, 
perceptron acquire a set of input signals and if their linear combination surpasses a predetermined 
threshold value, the perceptron becomes activated, while if it falls below this value, the perceptron remains 
deactivated [26]. Civil engineers started using ANNs in 1990. Rajasekaran et al. [27] published papers on 
utilizing fuzzy neural networks in civil engineering. Lai et al. [28] estimated the concrete compressive 
strength using neural networks in 1996. Basma et al. [29] and Oh et al. [30] employed backpropagation 
neural networks to estimate the mix design of typical concrete and the cement hydration degree. 
Mousavinejad et al. [31] explored the effects of micro-silica (MS) and Nano silica on the mechanical 
properties of fiber-reinforced lightweight concrete. The present study used the data of Mousavinejad et al. 
[31], as reported in Tables 1 and 2. 

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the performance of the artificial neural network (ANN) 
approach to predict the mechanical properties of lightweight fiber-reinforced concrete with adequate 
precision. The ANN was composed of 7 input layers and 1 hidden layer, and it was trained using 20 neurons. 
The estimations were reasonably accurate, indicating the proper efficiency and accuracy of the chosen 
network. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Mix designs and specimen fabrication 

Initially, a water-cement ratio of 0.3 was applied to all the specimens, with 10% and 15% silica fume 
fractions. Then, hooked steel (50 mm) and polypropylene (12 mm) fibers were used, and some water was 
mixed with dry LWAs for 30 min pre-wetting to fabricate the specimens. In the following procedure, sand 
was added and mixed with LWAs before adding cement. Finally, water and the superplasticizer were added 
to the mixture. The concretes were molded and cured in the laboratory at 20–25 °C for 24 h. Table 1 shows 
the mix designs [31]. 
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Table 1. Mix designs [31]. 
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Control 500 0 0 150 705 676 2.5 0 0 

MS 10 450 50 0 150 705 661 4 0 0 

MS10 PP2 450 50 0 150 705 657 4 1.8 0 

MS10 PP2 S4 450 50 0 150 705 649 5 1.8 31.4 

MS10 PP2 S8 450 50 0 150 705 641 6 1.8 62.8 

MS 15 425 75 0 150 705 653 5 0 0 

MS15 PP2 425 75 0 150 705 650 5 1.8 0 

MS15 PP2 S4 425 75 0 150 705 641 6 1.8 31.4 

MS15 PP2 S8 425 75 0 150 705 633 7 1.8 62.8 

MS10 Na3 435 50 15 150 705 646 5 0 0 

MS10 Na3 PP2 435 50 15 150 705 643 5 1.8 0 

MS10 Na3 PP2 S4 435 50 15 150 705 635 6 1.8 31.4 

MS10 Na3 PP2 S8 435 50 15 150 705 627 7 1.8 62.8 

MS10 Na5 425 50 25 150 705 638 5 0 0 

MS10 Na5 PP2 425 50 25 150 705 635 5 1.8 0 

MS10 Na5 PP2 S4 425 50 25 150 705 627 6 1.8 31.4 

MS10 Na5 PP2 S8 425 50 25 150 705 618 7 1.8 62.8 
 

Table 2. Compressive, flexural, and tensile strengths and water absorption [31]. 

Specimen 

7-Day 
Compressive 

Strength 
(MPa) 

28-Day 
Compressive 

Strength 
(MPa) 

Initial 
Water 

Absorption 
(%) 

Ultimate 
Water 

Absorption 
(%) 

Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Flexural 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Control 19 22 2.21 3.89 2.49 3.78 
MS 10 24 29 1.58 2.31 3.11 4.8 

MS10 PP2 23 27.8 1.62 2.37 3.3 5.28 
MS10 PP2 S4 26 31.3 1.77 2.51 3.72 6.06 
MS10 PP2 S8 25.8 32 1.89 2.65 3.97 6.66 

MS 15 22.5 26.5 1.79 2.66 2.79 4.44 
MS15 PP2 21.2 25.8 1.84 2.74 2.98 4.74 

MS15 PP2 S4 23.8 28.5 1.97 2.82 3.16 5.58 
MS15 PP2 S8 25 29 2.09 2.98 3.41 6.06 

MS10 Na3 26.8 31.5 1.42 1.95 3.31 5.16 
MS10 Na3 PP2 25.5 30 1.44 2 3.57 5.64 

MS10 Na3 PP2 S4 28.8 34 1.58 2.11 3.85 6.78 
MS10 Na3 PP2 S8 29 35 1.76 2.3 4.08 7.26 

MS10 Na5 24.5 28 1.74 2.53 2.88 4.56 
MS10 Na5 PP2 23.2 27 1.75 2.62 3.07 4.92 

MS10 Na5 PP2 S4 26 30 1.91 2.78 3.41 6.12 
MS10 Na5 PP2 S8 26.5 30.8 2.02 2.83 3.62 6.48 
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2.2. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
ANNs consist of simple parallel operation elements inspired by the biological neural system. Neural 

Networks function is determined through the connection of elements in nature. Therefore, it is possible to 
construct an artificial structure based on natural networks where the connections are weighted to determine 
the relationships of its elements. A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a basic neural network model that 
simulates the transmission process of the human brain and focuses on the network behavior and signal 
propagation of the human brain. Therefore, MLPs are sometimes known as feedforward ANNs since two 
or more neurons can be combined into a layer. A neural network may consist of several layers with a unique 
weight matrix, bias vector, and output. The layers positioned between the input and output layers are the 
hidden layers. Fig. 1 depicts a schematic of a feedforward ANN. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of a feedforward ANN. 

 

2.3. Model description and training 
2.3.1. Dataset 

An efficient ANN requires sufficient and detailed data of the critical parameters. Thus, the present 
study employed 17 experimental concrete specimens of various mix designs. The cement, Silica Fume, 
Nano-silica, scoria, superplasticizer, and polypropylene and steel fiber quantities were used as the inputs, 
whereas the 7- and 28-day compressive strength, initial and ultimate water absorptions, tensile strength, 
and flexural strength were assumed to be the outputs (Table 1 and Table 2). 

An ANN seeks to learn through variations in the weights and biases performed via iterations. In other 
words, a training dataset is introduced several times to the algorithm, which recognizes differences in the 
training data by changing the weights and deviations. Backpropagation is one of the most commonly used 
iteration approaches in neural networks consisting of feedforward and backpropagation stages. The input 
data are multiplied by the corresponding weights and summed up with the biases. Then, the output, which 
is likely to differ from the actual output, is obtained to calculate the error in the first iteration. Once the error 
has been found through the weights and deviations, the algorithm moves to the second stage in one 
iteration, updating the weights and biases to diminish the error in the next iteration. These iterations 
continue until the output approaches the actual output for all the training data. 

2.3.2. Optimal ANN structure 
The networks with two hidden sigmoid and linear output neurons were investigated to identify the 

optimal ANN topology. The performance of ANNs was evaluated for different numbers of neurons, and the 
numbers of neurons were set based on trial and error. This study adopted the root-mean-square error 
( )RMSD  as the evaluation criterion, which is calculated as: 
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where iX  presents the actual data point, X  represents the estimated data point, and N  denotes the 
number of data points. 

The MLP model with seven inputs, one hidden layer, and 20 neurons was trained, as shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Figure 2. MLP architecture with inputs, output, and neurons in MATLAB. 

Bayesian neural networks are a method based on neural networks in modeling nonlinear and 
complicated problems through specific algorithms and statistical methods. It can be used to model cause 
and effect relationships of a process, analyze the circumstance, and predict the future status of a system. 
Bayesian regularization was used to train the MLP model and determine the coefficients. Furthermore, the 
data were divided into training (70 %), validation (15 %), and testing (15 %) dataset, respectively. Table 3 
summarizes the ANN parameters. 

Table 3. ANN parameters. 
ANN  MLP 
Type Feedforward 

Training algorithm TRAINLM 
Error algorithm Backpropagation 

Optimization function Bayesian regularization 
Training data 70 % 

Validation data 15 % 
Testing data 15 % 

3. Results and Discussion 
The correlation coefficient R was used for evaluating the model. The optimized trained model 

accurately predicted the 7- and 28-day compressive strengths, flexural strength, tensile strength, and initial 
and ultimate absorptions. In this context, testing (simulation) was carried out on 3 data never used in ANN. 
From these results, the model yields sufficient reliability as the training regression was 100 %, testing 
regression was 97.3 % and all data regression was 99.5 %. Fig. 3 compares the actual and predicted 
regression values of the training, validation, and testing datasets. As can be seen, the model was found to 
have high performance. 
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Figure 3. Actual versus predicted regressions for the training, validation, and testing datasets. 

The data (Table 1and Table 2) were normalized and introduced to the model as: 
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where x  is the input values of Table 1 and Table 2. Thus, the normalized outputs should be decoded and 
compared to the actual values in Table 2 using Eq. (2). Table 4 provides the decoded outputs. 

Table 4. MLP predictions. 
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Control 19.00 22.00 2.21 3.89 2.49 3.78 
MS 10 24.00 29.00 1.58 2.35 3.11 4.80 

MS10 PP2 23.00 27.80 1.62 2.41 3.30 5.28 
MS10 PP2 S4 26.00 31.30 1.77 2.55 3.72 6.06 
MS10 PP2 S8 25.80 32.00 1.89 2.68 3.97 6.66 

MS 15 22.50 26.50 1.79 2.69 2.79 4.44 
MS15 PP2 21.20 25.80 1.84 2.77 2.98 4.74 

MS15 PP2 S4 23.80 28.50 1.97 2.85 3.16 5.58 
MS15 PP2 S8 25.00 29.00 2.09 3.00 3.41 6.06 

MS10 Na3 26.80 31.50 1.42 2.00 3.31 5.16 
MS10 Na3 PP2 25.50 30.00 1.44 2.05 3.57 5.64 

MS10 Na3 PP2 S4 27.85 32.43 1.60 2.16 3.89 6.47 
MS10 Na3 PP2 S8 29.00 35.00 1.76 2.34 4.08 7.26 

MS10 Na5 25.19 29.09 1.71 2.56 2.85 4.52 
MS10 Na5 PP2 23.20 27.00 1.75 2.65 3.07 4.92 

MS10 Na5 PP2 S4 24.72 27.95 1.87 2.71 3.40 5.64 
MS10 Na5 PP2 S8 26.50 30.80 2.02 2.86 3.62 6.48 
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The differences between the experimental and numerical were measured to evaluate model 
performance further (Table 5). According to Table 5, the differences were minimal, suggesting that the 
proposed model had an excellent and reliable performance. 

Table 5. Differences between the experimental and numerical quantities. 
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Control 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
MS 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.76 0.00 0.00 

MS10 PP2 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.65 0.00 0.00 
MS10 PP2 S4 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.42 0.00 0.00 
MS10 PP2 S8 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.21 0.00 0.00 

MS 15 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.19 0.00 0.00 
MS15 PP2 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.08 0.00 0.00 

MS15 PP2 S4 0.00 0.00 0.00 –0.98 0.00 0.00 
MS15 PP2 S8 0.00 0.00 0.00 –0.79 0.00 0.00 

MS10 Na3 0.00 0.00 0.00 –2.56 0.00 0.00 
MS10 Na3 PP2 0.00 0.00 0.00 –2.44 0.00 0.00 

MS10 Na3 PP2 S4 3.28 4.62 –0.98 –2.50 –1.05 4.55 
MS10 Na3 PP2 S8 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.78 0.00 0.00 

MS10 Na5 –2.81 –3.88 1.68 –1.29 1.09 0.96 
MS10 Na5 PP2 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.25 0.00 0.00 

MS10 Na5 PP2 S4 4.94 6.82 2.17 2.41 0.26 7.82 
MS10 Na5 PP2 S8 0.00 0.00 0.00 –0.97 0.00 0.00 

 

Fig. 4 compares the model outputs to the actual values. As can be seen, the estimates and actual 
values were in good agreement, suggesting that the proposed ANN is efficient and effective. 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of experimental and numerical quantities. 
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4. Conclusion 
(1) This study employed an ANN model to estimate the mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced 

lightweight concretes containing silica fume (MS) and Nano silica. 

(2) The inputs included the fractions of cement, Silica Fume, Nano-silica, scoria, superplasticizer, 
and polypropylene and steel fibers, whereas the outputs involved the 7- and 28-day compressive strengths, 
initial water absorption, ultimate water absorption, tensile strength, and flexural strength. The experimental 
data of 17 concrete specimens were adopted from.  

(3) Using an ANN requires determining the optimal number of hidden layers and neurons in a trial-
and-error process to obtain the most accurate outputs. 

(4) Although the predictive performance of an ANN model is limited to the training data, the model 
can be re-trained using new training algorithms to cover a broader range of inputs. 

(5) The model estimates were in good agreement with the experimental data, suggesting that the 
model was efficient and produced reliable outputs. 

(6) The maximum error was calculated as much as 4.94 %, 6.82 %, 2.17 %, 2.56 %, 1.09 %, and 
7.82 % for the 7-day compressive strength, 28-day compressive strength, initial water absorption, ultimate 
water absorption, tensile strength, and flexural strength, respectively. 

(7) Future studies are suggested to evaluate different coarse- and fine-grained aggregates and 
reinforcement fibers and incorporate a more significant number of specimens to obtain more 
comprehensive results. Furthermore, using recycled aggregates, e.g., rubber and asphalt aggregates in 
concrete fabrication is crucial to avoid environmental degradation. 
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Abstract. Production process rate is the most important thing in industrial engineering of concrete and 
reinforced concrete products, which heavily depends on duration of concrete handling strength 
development. One of the methods of processes’ intensification of concrete structure formation is steam 
treatment. However, destructive processes developing in concrete in some instances during its long steam 
treatment at the temperatures above 40°C necessitate reducing its duration. This is achieved through the 
use of methods of further intensification of concrete structure formation processes, one of which is 
hydromechanical activation of binder. Research results of joint effect of hydromechanical activation of 
cement binder and following steam treatment on kinetics of heavy-weight concrete strength development 
are presented in the paper; special aspects of hydration and structure formation of cement stone are 
studied. We found an increase in strength development rate of heavy-weight concrete during isothermal 
warming temperature increment. Technological parameters of steam treatment of concrete based on 
cement binder under hydromechanical activation are determined for preparing В30–В60 grade concretes 
using components for В25 heavy-weight concrete. Received results are of substantial interest to 
construction industry and can be used in prefabricated concrete and reinforced concrete technology, which 
gives the opportunity to reduce energy intensity of production and end product cost. 

Citation: Pimenov, S.I., Galautdinov, A.R. Heavy-weight concrete with increased early strength. Magazine 
of Civil Engineering. 2023. 118(2). Article no. 11809. DOI: 10.34910/MCE.118.9 

1. Introduction 
Improvement of the effectiveness of manufacturing processes of construction materials and products 

can be rated by how much the production duration is reduced and the costs are cut while maintaining or 
increasing the quality and marketability of the finished products in comparison with analogs. The research 
on rational combination of certain task components at hand is currently of great interest with respect to 
manufacturing process of concrete and reinforced concrete products [1]–[3]. 

Production process rate is the most important thing in production management, which heavily 
depends on duration of concrete handling strength development. The reason for this is that duration of 
concrete curing under normal conditions as per Russian State Standard GOST 10180-2012 until attainment 
of its handling strength far exceeds duration of all other manufacturing processes and necessitates increase 
of production area. 

Processes’ intensification of concrete structure formation is possible due to the use of technologic, 
chemical and thermal methods [4]–[9]. These methods provide different rate acceleration of processes of 
concrete structure formation and hardening, for which reason applicability of each of them is specified by 
conditions of production [10]–[15]. 

At the present time thermal methods of processes’ intensification of concrete structure formation and 
hardening have widespread application in concrete and reinforced concrete production [16]. One of these 
methods is steam treatment (ST) that helps to get handling strength of products in a short time frame. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-2636-2822
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-9999-6925
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Moreover, ST mainstreaming into manufacturing process of concrete and reinforced concrete production 
makes it possible to largely increase form reuse. 

However, it should be noted that apart from constructive processes that are conditioned by 
acceleration of structure formation and corresponding hardening of concrete structure under ST, destructive 
processes can also be initiated by volumetric changes of constituents of concrete, by internal deformations, 
by capillary pressure and moisture movement [17], [18]. Moreover, the effectiveness of ST is relatively not 
too high as a consequence of low performance coefficient of curing rooms that is within 45 %, which 
contributes to high cost of end products and lower market competitiveness. 

Based on the aforesaid the question about ST duration reduction by the way of intensifying concrete 
structure formation processes is growing more urgent. One of the effective ways to increase concrete structure 
formation kinetics is mechanical activation of binder in water medium, or hydromechanical activation (HMA) 
[5], [10]. Intensification of concrete structure formation processes at early period of hardening during HMA of 
cement binder is conditioned by increase of mix contraction and also by accelerated primary phase ionic yield 
into mortar [19]–[23]. 

Another way to increase the rate of concrete strength development is introduction of plasticizing 
agents [24]–[26] into concrete composition that provide additional duration reduction of initial period of 
hydration that defines element formation of primary structure (crystalline hydrates and gel) [15], [27]–[29]. 
Besides, reduction of induction and crystallizing periods of concrete structure formation during HMA in the 
presence of chemical admixtures becomes agent for negative effect deficiency of binder hydration 
retardation by chemical admixtures. In this regard, HMA of cement binder in the presence of chemical 
admixtures provides a massive scale-up of ultimate bending and compression strength of concrete and 
reinforced concrete products in early period of hardening. 

The question about combined influence of HMA processes of cement binder and following concrete 
ST on its structure formation kinetics is of great practical interest calling for substantial research. 

The purpose of the present study is development of heavy-weight concrete with increased early 
strength by the way of HMA of cement binder including in the presence of chemical admixtures and further 
ST. 

2. Materials and Methods 
During experimental investigations we used the following raw components of concrete: 

− Portland cement CEM II/A-P 32.5N produced by Ul'ianovskiy plant as per Russian State 
Standard GOST 31108-2016; 

− fine aggregate: enriched sand of Kamsko-Ust'inskoe mineral assets with fineness modulus 2.7;  
− coarse aggregate: granite macadam of Urals mineral assets 5–20 mm in size; 
− water: plumbing potable water as per Russian State Standard GOST 23732. 
For experimental research, we used B25 grade heavy-weight concrete with slump of concrete cone 

equal to 7–9 cm; the mixture ratio of cement : sand : granite macadam was 490 : 555 : 1315. 

We chose “Relamix T-2” superplasticizer based on sodium salts of 
polymethylenenaphthalenesulfonic acids and formaldehyde with accelerating curing effect produced as per 
technical conditions 5870-002-14153664-04. Its content in concrete mix composition was 1 % by weight of 
cement. 

HMA of cement binder was made in rotary-pulsed equipment (RPE) RPE-0.8-55A-2.2UZ produced 
as per technical conditions 5132-001-70447062. 

For preparation of concrete mix at the first stage, we combined the required quantity of “Relamix T-
2” additive and estimated quantity of gauged water. Then we mixed 50 % by total mass of cement and 
exposed the received mix to HMA in RPE for 2 minutes. After that we added the remaining portion (50 %) 
of cement, fine aggregate and coarse aggregate into the received suspended mixture and mixed in job 
mixer for 5 minutes. With the received concrete mixtures, we made test cube specimens with the 
dimensions of 10×10×10 cm.  

To experimentally investigate the influence of isothermal warming temperature of concrete test cubes 
on their compression strength development kinetics during ST, we prepared four compositions: 

− No.1 – reference specimen (unmodified composition without HMA of cement binder); 
− No.2 – specimen based on cement binder under HMA in RPE; 
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− No.3 – specimen based on cement binder modified by “Relamix T-2” additive (without HMA of 
cement binder); 

− No.4 – specimen based on cement binder under HMA in RPE in the presence of “Relamix T-2” 
additive. 

Hereafter concrete specimens were exposed to ST as follows: 

− curing of specimens for 2 hours at a temperature of 20 °С; 
− temperature increase for 2 hours in curing room equipped with a microprocessor-based two-

channel temperature controller, in accordance with set of rules SP 130.13330.2018; 
− isothermal warming for 10 hours at different temperatures (30 °C, 40 °C, 80 °C) in according to 

SP 130.13330.2018 in curing room; 
− temperature decrease for 2 hours. 

Ultimate compressive strength of concrete specimens at 1, 3 and 28 days after ST was defined 
according to Russian State Standard GOST 10180-2012. 

Special aspects of hydration and structure formation of cement stone were measured by the way of 
X-ray diffraction analysis (XRDA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA). During X-ray diffraction analysis 
diffractometer “D2 Phaser” produced by “BRUKER” company (Germany) was used. Powder mounts 
according to Bragg–Brentano geometry with the use of monochromated CuK-α radiation (λ = 1.54178 Ǻ) 
in step SCAN mode were studied at the following measurement modes and factors record: 

− tube tension – 30 kV; 
− current – 30 mA; 
− scan step – 0.02°; 
− scan rate – 1°/min; 
− angular range of scan according to Bragg–Brentano (BB) geometry – 3-60°. 

Diffractograms received on the results of experimental investigations were compared with reference 
diffractograms. To do so, we accessed an international card-index database of powder diffractograms, 
PDF-2 ICDD. 

During differential thermal analysis derivatograph SDT Q600 produced by MOM company was used. 
Platinum lidded crucibles were used in a form of sample-holder, incinerated aluminium oxide – in a form of 
master sample. The analysis was carried out in helium that was pumped under quartz glass closing thermo-
couple of sample and master sample. During the analysis we registered differential thermal curve. Samples’ 
mass was 150–250 mg, sensitivity of balance – 100–200 mg, sensitivity of DTA-channel – 250–500. 
Specimens were heated in the temperature range from 20 °C to 1000 °C, the heating rate was 25 °C/min. 

For carrying out experimental investigations of special aspects of cement stone hydration and 
structure formation we prepared specimens of 4 compositions: 

− No.1/S – reference specimen (unmodified composition without HMA of cement binder); 
− No.2/S – specimen based on cement binder modified by “Relamix T-2” additive (without HMA); 
− No.3/S – specimen based on cement binder under HMA in RPE in the presence of “Relamix T-

2” additive. 
− No.4/S – specimen based on cement binder under HMA in RPE in the presence of additive 

“Relamix T-2” with the following ST at isothermal warming temperature equal to 80°C. 

3. Results and Discussion 
Table 1 shows experimental results of the influence of isothermal warming temperature of concrete 

specimens No.1–4 during ST according to the mode received in Materials and Methods section on kinetics 
of concrete compressive strength development. There is ultimate compressive strength of heavy-weight 
concrete specimens in the numerator and increase of ultimate strength (%) relative to the specimens, 
hardening of which took place under normal conditions as per Russian State Standard GOST 10180-2012, 
in the denominator. 
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Table 1. Influence of isothermal warming temperature of concrete specimens during ST on 
kinetics of concrete compressive strength development. 

No. of 
composition  

Isothermal warming 
temperature, °C 

Ultimate compressive strength, MPa 

Day 1 of hardening Day 3 of hardening Day 28 of hardening 

No.1 

Standard curing 8.5 26 44.3 

30 
10.2 
20 

27.3 
5 

46.07 
4 

40 
11.5 
35 

30.2 
16 

50.1 
13 

80 
14.7 
73 

33.1 
27 

50.5 
14 

No.2 

Standard curing 14.2 29.8 52.8 

30 
18.6 
31 

31.7 
6 

54.4 
3 

40 
19.6 
38 

33.6 
13 

57.3 
9 

80 
28.5 
101 

39.4 
32 

60.7 
15 

No.3 

Standard curing 18.4 35.1 60.8 

30 
22.08 

20 
39.8 
13 

63.2 
4 

40 
27.1 
47 

40.4 
15 

65.0 
7 

80 
44.5 
142 

50.0 
42 

66.9 
10 

No.4 

Standard curing 30.6 41.4 70.3 

30 
36.1 
18 

46.7 
13 

72.4 
3 

40 
41.0 
34 

51.2 
24 

73.2 
4 

80 
50.5 
65 

59.6 
44 

74.5 
6 

 
As we can see from Table 1, an increase of kinetics of concrete strength development during 

isothermal warming temperature increment can be observed for all compositions. The attained results 
analysis is illustrative of the largest increase (in relation to the specimens hardened under normal 
conditions) in ultimate compressive strength at day 1 for the specimens No.3 modified by “Relamix T-2” 
additive. The highest absolute values of ultimate compressive strength at days 1 and 28 can be observed 
in composition No.4 (compressive strength is increased by 13 % at day 1 and by 11 % at 28 days in 
comparison with No.3 specimens at isothermal warming temperature of 80°C). The attained results show 
the effectiveness of HMA of cement binder in the presence of superplasticizer in cooperation with the 
following ST upon criterion of increase of heave-weight concrete strength development.  

The attained results helped to define dependences of curing time of heavy-weight concrete until its 
attainment of required strength grade on the concrete ST temperature of composition No.4 according to 
the mode received in part 2. The results of experimental investigations are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Curing time of heavy-weight concrete until its attainment of required strength grade 
on the concrete ST temperature of composition No.4. 

Concrete grade 
Curing time for attainment of required concrete grade at isothermal  

warming temperature during ST (°C) 
Standard curing 30 °C 40 °C 80 °C 

B30 2 day 1.5 day 1 day – 
B40 7 day 4 day 2 day 1 day 
B50 22 day 19 day 14 day 10 day 
B60 – – – 28 day 
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As we can see from Table 2, curing time of heavy-weight concrete until its attainment of required 
strength grade can be drastically reduced by increasing isothermal warming temperature during ST. For 
example, the time of concrete strength grade attainment equal to B40 can be reduced by 6 days, strength 
grade attainment equal to B50 – by 12 days. 

Substantial reduction of curing time of heavy-weight concrete until attainment of required strength 
grade is conditioned by increase of kinetics of concrete strength development and connected with special 
aspects of structure formation and hydrated formation of new growths. To detect such special aspects, 
XRDA and DTA of cement stone specimens were made. Fig. 1 shows diffractograms of cement stone 
specimens at day 1 (vertical axis – Bragg angles in degrees, horizontal axis – relative diffraction reflection 
of minerals in pulses per second). 

 
Figure 1. Diffractograms of cement stone specimens made  

of compositions No.1/S–4/S at day 1 (numeration bottom-up) 

Symbol legend:  – SiO2;  – Ca6Al2(SO4)3(OH)12*26H2O;  – Ca2SiO4α-Ca2SiO4; 

  – Ca3SiO5;  – Ca(OH)2;  – Ca2(Al, Fe+3)2O5;  – Ca2SO4*2H2O. 
According to the findings most of ettringite is formed in specimen No.1/S, minimum – specimen 

No.4/S. Minimum of initial minerals of clinker Ca2SiO4α-Ca2SiO4 and Ca3SiO5 (alite and belite) and 
maximum of hydrated calcium silicates (CSH) can be observed in the cement stone specimen made of the 
composition No.4/S, which is illustrative of fuller binder hydration providing high concrete strength. In the 
compositions No.1/S and No.2/S equitable quantity of initial minerals of clinker can be observed, which is 
illustrative of negative effect deficiency of “Relamix T-2” admixture on cement hydration kinetics and on 
structure formation processes of cement stone.  

In Table 3 quantitative mineral composition of the cement stone specimens No.3/S and No.4/S is 
shown. 

Table 3. Quantitative mineral composition of the cement stone specimens  

No. of specimen 

Quantitative mineral composition, % 

Su
m

, %
 

Si
O

2 

C
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2(
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C
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O
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C
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O
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C
a 2

SO
4*

2H
2O

 

3/S 4.91 10.12 16.85 13.78 9,52 44.82 – – 100 

4/S 5.83 8.18 10.08 21.11 24.97 29.83 – – 100 

 

Data analysis shown in Table 3 provides evidence of intensification of binder hydration processes in 
the cement stone specimen No.4/S under curing in comparison with the specimen No.3/S, which agrees 
with research results [30], [31]. For instance, quantity of alite reduction by up to 1.5 times can be observed 
along with quantity increase of calcium hydroxide by a factor of 2.6. 
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Thermograms of the cement stone specimens of compositions No.3/S and No.4/S are shown in 
Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2. Thermograms of the cement stone specimens of compositions No.3/S  

and No.4/S at day 1 (numbering scheme from up to down). 
Substantial increase of endothermic effect in the interval of temperatures 440–480 °C that describes 

removal of chemically combined water from compounds of calcium hydroxide according to the formula: 
Ca(OH)2 → CaO + H2O, provides evidence of its significant content in the cement stone specimen No.4/S. 
This confirms the results received during XRDA and agrees with research results [30]. 

4. Conclusion 
1. The authors revealed an increase in kinetics of strength development in heavy-weight concrete 

test specimens during isothermal warming temperature increment. The findings are comparable with the 
results of fundamental investigations about the influence of curing temperature on kinetics of concrete 
strength development. The highest absolute values of ultimate compressive strength at days 1 and 28 can 
be observed in the concrete specimen received with previous HMA of cement in RPE together with “Relamix 
T-2” additive. 

2. The synergistic effect of HMA of cement binder in the presence of “Relamix T-2” additive with the 
following ST was established, which makes it possible to significantly increase the early strength of 
concrete. As the result, at 80°C of isothermal heating on the first day of hardening, the concrete specimens 
obtained corresponded to B40 grade, which is justified by the lowest content of ettringite and initial clinker 
minerals (Ca2SiO4α-Ca2SiO4 and Ca3SiO5), as well as the largest amount of calcium hydrosilicates (CSH) 
and hydroxides calcium (Ca(OH)2). This indicates a more complete hydration of the binder causing an 
increased strength of heavy concrete. 

3. The required isothermal warming temperature during ST of concrete based on cement binder 
under HMA in RPE in the presence of “Relamix T-2” additive was found, and duration of this cement binder 
hardening for concrete with B30 to B60 grades was also found while using components suitable for B25 
grade heavy-weight concrete production. 

4. As the result, positive influence of HMA of cement binder in the presence of superplasticizer 
followed by ST of the specimens based on it on processes of structure formation and on kinetics of heavy-
weight concrete strength development was determined, which is of increased practical interest for the 
building materials industry. 
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Abstract. The study is devoted to the stress-strain state (SSS) of various earth dams analyzed using a 
spatial model. The article provides a detailed review of well-known scientific publications on the SSS 
assessment of dams. In this article, a mathematical model was developed to assess the SSS of earth dams 
using a spatial model based on the Lagrange variational equation, considering real geometry, properties of 
the material, and non-homogeneous design features of structures. A technique was developed for solving 
spatial problems to assess the SSS of earth dams by the finite element method using the program 
developed by the authors and the ABAQUS software. The adequacy of the mathematical model and the 
accuracy of the results obtained were verified by solving test problems. The SSS of the Ghissarak 
(H = 138.5 m), Sokh (H = 87.3 m), and Pachkamar (H = 70.0 m) earth dams under the action of body 
forces and hydrostatic water pressure was studied. It was established that the greatest displacements were 
observed on the crest and in the zone of the dam core; an account for nonhomogeneous design features 
significantly affects the resulting displacement field in the core zone; a spatial deformed state of the 
structure occurs near the banks; positive stress (not considered in a plane model) arises in a small area in 
the upper part of the core near the crest, caused by the crest indentation by the lateral surcharge. 

Citation: Jurayev, D.J., Vatin, N., Sultanov, T.Z., Mirsaidov, M.M. Spatial stress-strain state of earth dams. 
Magazine of Civil Engineering. 2023. 118(2). Article no. 11810. DOI: 10.34910/MCE.118.10 

1. Introduction 
When designing earth dams in seismic regions, the problem of choosing a computational model for 

studying their SSS (SSS), and the dynamic behavior, in general, arises. In most cases, when studying such 
types of structures, simplified plane calculation models are used. 

Simplified calculation models cannot describe many of the effects of the spatial work of real 
structures. This causes an overrun of the material and the inability to provide the required margin of safety 
and reliability of the structure. 

The solution to this problem, considering the above factors, can be most fully and accurately obtained 
using numerical methods, for example, the finite element method (FEM) or the finite difference method 
(FDM) [1–6] using a spatial model of structures. 

To date, there are a number of scientific papers devoted to the risk of damage and the assessment 
of the SSS of earth dams in plane and spatial settings. 

Despite the increased requirements for dam safety in the process of design, construction, and 
operation, there is a certain risk of accidents in earth dams. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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It was noted in [7] that the risk factors for earth-rock dam breach change with time during the 
operation period. At that, a static risk analysis limited to a certain time cannot satisfy the needs of a 
comprehensive assessment and early warning. Therefore, in this article, a model of a dynamic Bayesian 
network was developed to study the dynamic characteristics of the probability of the breach of earth dams. 

In [8], the risks associated with the failure of a rock-earth dam were analyzed from two points of view: 
the probability of a dam failure and the associated loss of life. To calculate the probability of dam failure, an 
analysis based on fuzzy event tree method was proposed. The proposed method and model were applied 
to a dam of the reservoir in Jiangxi Province. 

In [9], the results of studies on numerical modeling of the process of earth-rock dams breach were 
summarized. However, there is still a significant gap in the versatility of computer software and technology 
for visualizing the breach process of a dam. It is expected that more efforts should be made in the future to 
investigate a detailed, physically based numerical model of a rockfill dam, and more attention should be 
paid to the application of visualization technology in simulating the process of dam failure. 

In [10], the assessment of deformations of a compacted embankment dam partially supported by a 
tailing dam was considered using a two-dimensional and three-dimensional finite element model with 
PLAXIS and TOCHNOG programs, respectively. The modelling was done to simulate the complete stage 
of dam construction with compacted embankment and filling of the dam reservoir from a tailings dump. The 
results obtained made it possible to present and understand the deformation mechanisms that occur during 
the construction of the overpass and the filling of the reservoir. 

In [11], using a specially developed computer program, a study was conducted on the impact of the 
stressed state of the dam on the stability coefficients of its slopes under the main and special combination 
of loads. The method of circle-cylindrical sliding surfaces was used. The study was conducted for a rock-
earth dam with a height of 133 m. It was found that under high seismic impacts due to the formation of 
zones of soil decompaction, the stability margin of the upper slope was lower than the normative one. 

In [12], an attempt was made to give an insight into the 3D probabilistic analysis of a dam by 
examining the reliability of a real earth dam using field measurements and comparing the 3D results with 
the 2D ones. It was established that the use of a three-dimensional computational model in a probabilistic 
analysis could give smaller estimates of the probability of dam failure compared to an analysis based on a 
two-dimensional model. The results showed that the use of a coarse mesh could lead to an underestimation 
of the failure probability, especially for 3D cases. 

In [13], a new method for analyzing the failure risk caused by surges, landslides, and coast instability 
was proposed, taking into account the spatial variability of material parameters. Based on the theory of 
random fields, a method for modeling the spatial variability of material parameters was proposed and the 
most dangerous sliding surfaces of the slope of the reservoir banks with a minimum value of safety factors 
were determined. 

Reference [14] analyzes the data of time measurements of the horizontal and vertical displacements 
of the dam under its own weight and water pressure in the reservoir at Ikpoba River dam. The calculation 
and adjustment of each measurement were conducted at different time points and separately. Analysis of 
the results showed that nine points of the dam moved to a horizontal position, while at 10 points the 
horizontal displacements did not change. Vertical displacement occurred in seven points, while in 13 points 
the vertical displacements did not change, both outside and along the crest of the dam. 

In [15], the seismic response of the Pacoima dam site was estimated by performing a three-
dimensional analysis using the boundary element method. The nature of the displacement and force 
caused by the scattering of seismic waves in the dam section was assessed. The calculation results were 
compared with the registered ground motion. A 4.3-magnitude earthquake recorder was used to analyze 
site response at Pacoima Dam in 2001. Estimation of the displacement of various points of the dam on both 
sides of the canyon in time showed a decrease in the amplitude of motions with an increase in the height 
of the points under consideration. The results obtained showed that the spatial nature of the dam point 
motion with time was due to the effect of the relief along the canyon. 

The results of studies of the stress state in the longitudinal and transverse directions of various 
sections of a concrete dam, taking into account the sequence of dam erection, were presented in [16]. The 
purpose of the study was to search for the optimal SSS of the dam in terms of the formation of the minimum 
stress state of concrete. 

In [17], on the basis of detailed monitoring data of the project of the high arch dam, the characteristics 
of the spatiotemporal evolution and the relationship of deformation of the valley and the dam were analyzed. 
The effect of valley narrowing deformation on dam deformation was modeled using the 3D Finite Element 
Method (FEM). A model for monitoring the safety of the deformation of an arch dam was developed, 
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considering the impact of the deformation of the valley. At the same time, the deformation of the dam was 
expanded into components of water pressure, temperature, valley deformation, and time effect. 

In [18], the models of the global system of the Koyna dam were constructed using the ABAQUS 
software, considering dam-reservoir-foundation interaction. Results of uncoupled models showed 
overestimated predicted stability and damage detection parameters in the dam. The effect of clay and stone 
foundations on the resistance to crack propagation in the dam was assessed. 

In [19], the SSS and dynamic characteristics of models of two different earth dams were studied. The 
studies conducted have shown that for some types of earth dams it is possible to use a plane model for the 
preliminary assessment of the stress state. Some features of the stress state in the spatial case were 
revealed, indicating dangerous areas with the highest stresses, and the nature of eigen oscillations that 
cannot be described using a plane model.  

In [20], the SSS of earth dams under the action of harmonic load was numerically studied. A two-
dimensional problem for the cross-section of a dam was studied using the equation of state, considering 
structural changes in the moisture properties of soil. The problem was solved numerically – by the method 
of finite differences. The results were presented in the form of graphs and were analyzed. 

The study in [21] presents a comparative method for assessing the SSS of earth dams under the 
action of static load using plane and spatial models. The results of the assessment of the SSS of earth 
dams using these models were presented. Some features of the stress state in the spatial case were 
revealed, which cause the emergence of dangerous zones with the highest stresses. 

Articles [22, 23] give a detailed analysis of well-known publications devoted to various models and 
methods, and the results of studying the stress state of earth dams, taking into account the elastic-plastic 
properties of soil. A mathematical model, methods and algorithm were constructed to assess the SSS of 
earth dams in a plane statement under various impacts, with account for the elastic-plastic properties of 
soil, non-homogeneous structural features and the level of reservoir filling. The strength of earth dams with 
a height of 195 m was estimated using the Coulomb-Mohr strength theory. 

The paper [24] presents the results of studies of natural oscillations and harmonic responses of the 
elements of the Kenyir dam power station in Terengganu (Malaysia). Dynamic characteristics of the power 
plant were determined using the ANSYS software. The amplitude-frequency response for the points of the 
structure was obtained in a large frequency range by applying a force to the structure. A real-scale 3D 
model of the Kenyir dam power station was built using Solid Works software and ANSYS software. The 
maximum deviation of 0.90361 m in the z direction was obtained at a resonant frequency of 5.4 Hz. 

The results of explosive tests of the highest Masjed Soleiman earth dam in Iran were presented in 
[25]. During the in-situ tests, 23 eigenfrequencies and 16 dam vibration modes were determined. Along 
with this, a numerical analysis was conducted, and the comparison of its results with the test results showed 
that the best matches were obtained at low vibration modes for a dam model with a massive foundation, 
and at higher vibration modes, the best results were obtained for a dam model with a massless foundation. 

In [26], for numerical simulation of the SSS of the impervious element in the body of the dam of the 
Gotsatlinskaya HPP, a mechanical model of soil materials taking into account the elastic-plastic properties 
of soil was used. Various numerical studies were conducted to assess the SSS of the systems under 
consideration. 

The study in [27] presents the analysis data of methods for modeling the SSS of hydro-technical 
structures using computer systems. Quantitative evaluation was performed using the RSCI database in 
terms of both the number of publications and their citation, a qualitative analysis of abstract information, 
and full-text publications. 

The study in [28] presents the results of the numerical simulation of the SSS of the diaphragm of a 
rock-fill cofferdam made of concrete by the method of bored piles. A feature of the operation of the 
diaphragm in the body of the cofferdam, which distinguishes it from the working conditions in the body of 
the dam, was revealed. The greatest danger to the strength of the concrete diaphragm is the bending strain. 
It was established that hydrostatic pressure causes displacement in the diaphragm, which, in turn, causes 
tensile stresses that are dangerous for concrete. 

The research performed in [29] is devoted to the results of numerical studies of the SSS under 
seismic impact of an intensity of 9 points on a 16-m-high rock-fill cofferdam, the impervious element of 
which is a concrete diaphragm made of bored piles. It was revealed that the presence of a rigid concrete 
diaphragm in the center of the dam worsens the seismic resistance of the cofferdam and leads to the 
stability violation of the upper slope of the cofferdam. 

The above review of studies on the SSS and dynamic behavior of earth dams in a spatial setting is 
very limited. 
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Despite their shortcomings and advantages, all these publications have their scientific and practical 
significance. 

Therefore, the study and assessment of the SSS of earth dams in a spatial formulation, taking into 
account various features of the structure and comparison of the results with the ones obtained in a plane 
formulation, and determining the possibility of their use in assessing the strength of dams, are urgent 
problems. 

The purpose of this study is to develop a mathematical model and methods for solving spatial 
problems and studying the SSS of various earth dams and assess the possibility of using a plane model of 
a structure, which can adequately describe the SSS of earth dams. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Mathematical model 

A non-homogeneous spatial system is considered, i.e. an earth dam (Fig. 1a) occupying the volume 

1 2 3.V V V V= + +  The surfaces of the lower slope 3∑  and the crest 2∑  are stress-free. This system 

(Fig. 1a) is under the action of body forces ;f


 hydrostatic water pressure p  is applied to surface 1∑  on 

site .pS  

It is necessary to determine the components of the displacement vector, the strain and stress tensors 
in the body of the spatial system occurring under the action of its own weight and hydrostatic pressure of 
the reservoir water (Fig. 1a). 

a)  

b)  
Figure 1. Non-homogeneous system: a) a spatial model of the mid-section of the dam;  

b) a plane model of the mid-section of the dam. 

Here: ``
4∑  is the area of foundation, 1∑ , 3∑  are the areas of upper and lower slopes, 

respectively, 2∑  is the crest area, `
4,∑  ```

4∑  are the area of a dam connected to the mountain range, 

pS  is the area where the hydrostatic water pressure ,p  acts, 1,V  3V  are the volumes of the upper and 

lower prisms, 2V  is the volume of the core, 0L  is the length of the dam crest, b  is the width of the crest, 

0B  is the width of the foundation along the alignment, L  is the width of the foundation cross-section, 1,m  

2m  are the upper and lower slope ratios, respectively, 1 ,cdm  2cdm  are the slope ratios of upper and lower 
parts of the core. 
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To simulate the SSS occurring in a spatial system (Fig. 1a), the principle of virtual displacements is 
used; according to it, the sum of virtual works of all active forces acting on the system during virtual 
displacements is zero [5], i.e.: 

0, , 1, 2, 3ij ij
V V S p

A dV f udV p ud i jδ = − σ ⋅δε + ⋅δ + ⋅δ = =∑∫ ∫ ∫


  

                    (1) 

Physical properties of the body are described by the relations between stresses ijσ  and strains ijε  
in the following form [30] 

2ij kk ij ijσ = λε δ + µε                                                             (2) 

and the Cauchy relations [30] 

1 ,
2

ji
ij

j i

uu
x x

 ∂∂
ε = +  ∂ ∂ 

                                                             (3) 

kinematic boundary condition is also used: 

` `` ```
4 4 4 : 0,x u∈ + + =∑ ∑ ∑

 

                                                     (4) 

Here ,u  ,ijε  ijσ  are the components of displacement vector, strain and stress tensors; ,uδ  ijδε  

are the isochronous variations of the components of displacement vector and strain tensors; ρ  is the 

density of the body material; f


 is the vector of body forces; p  is the hydrostatic water pressure acting on 

the surface ;pS  λ  and µ  are the Lame constants; kkθ = ε  is the volumetric strain; 

{ } { }1 2 3, , , ,u u u u u v w= =


 are the components of displacement vector of the body point; 

{ } { }1 2 3, , , ,x x x x x y z= =


 are the coordinates of the body point for solving spatial problems 

, , 1, 2, 3,i j k =  and plane problems , , 1, 2.i j k =  

It is necessary to determine in the body of the dam (Fig. 1a) the functions of displacements ( ) ,u x   

strains ( )ij xε


 and stresses ( )ij xσ


 arising under the action of body ( )f


 and surface ( )p  forces that 

satisfy equations (1)-(3) and boundary conditions (4) for arbitrary virtual displacements .uδ  

The purpose of solving this problem is to determine how adequately the solution to the problem for 
a plane strain state for a given system (Fig. 1b) reflects the processes occurring in spatial systems (Fig. 1a). 

The considered variational problem (1)–(4) is solved by the finite element method [31]. To solve the 
spatial problem, a finite element in the form of tetrahedra with 68493 degrees of freedom is used, and for 
the plane problem, triangular finite elements with 5734 degrees of freedom of the system are used. 

The procedure of the finite element method allows us to reduce the considered variational problem 
(1)-(4) to a system of non-homogeneous high-order algebraic equations, i.e.: 

[ ]{ } { } ,K u P=                                                                       (5) 

Here: [ ]K  is the stiffness matrix for the considered body (Fig. 1); { }u  are the sought-for components 
of displacement vectors in the nodes of the finite element (after partitioning the body into finite elements); 
{ }P  are the components of external (body and surface) forces acting on the nodes of the finite element. 

When solving the above tasks, the computer calculation program developed by the authors was used 
for solving plane problems, besides, the well-known ABAQUS software was used to solve both plane and 
spatial problems. 

3. Results and Discussion 
To check the adequacy of the mathematical model and the accuracy of the results obtained, a test 

problem was solved using plane and spatial models. 
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The stress state of a rectangular long parallelepiped (Fig. 2) is considered under the action of 
distributed load .P  The parallelepiped rests on an absolutely rigid and sliding base: 0;y =  0;u =  

12 0;σ =  13 0.σ =  

 
Figure 2. Deformable parallelepiped located on a sliding base. 

It is necessary to determine the components of displacement vector ( ), ,u v w  and the components 

of stress tensor ( )11 22 12 23 33 13, , , , ,σ σ σ σ σ σ  at any point of the body (Fig. 2). 
The exact solution to this problem in a plane formulation is given in [32], and the solution has the 

following form: 

( ) ( )2

22 12 21 11

11
; ; ; 0.u x v y P

E E

−νν + ν
= = − σ = − σ = σ = σ =  

The numerical solution to this problem was obtained using the computer program developed by the 
authors and the ABAQUS software using plane and spatial models, the results obtained were compared 
with exact solutions [32]. 

When solving this problem, the following initial data were used: 
1.0; 1.0; 1.0; 0.25.P a b E v= = = = =  A comparison of the numerical and exact solutions obtained 

using a plane model is given in Table 1, and the solutions obtained using spatial models are given in 
Table 2. 

Table 1. Comparison of numerical and exact solutions of plane problems for some points of 
the body. 

№ 
Coordinates of the point  Exact solution [32] Numerical solution obtained by the 

authors 

x y u v u v 
1 0.25 0.0 0.07812 0.000 0.07750 0.000 

2 0.50 1.0 0.15625 –0.9375 0.15600 –0.9290 

3 0.50 0.375 0.15650 –0.3515 0.15300 –0.3650 

4 0.50 0.75 0.15650 –0.7031 0.15500 –0.7100 

5 –0.375 1.0 –0.11718 0.9875 –0.09975 –1.000 

6 –0.375 0.0 0.11718 0.000 –0.09375 0.000 

7 0.840 0.66 0.02667 –0.6191 0.02651 –0.6184 

8 –0.058 0.64 –0.01843 –06017 –0.01847 –0.6017 
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Table 2. Comparison of numerical and exact solutions obtained using spatial models. 

№ Name σ11 σ22 σ33 σ12 σ13 σ23 
1 Exact solution [28] 0 –1 0 0 0 0 

2 
Numerical solution 

obtained by the 
authors 

-55 E-18 –1 -222 E-18 -44 E-18 -266 E-18 -310 E-18 

 

A comparison of the results obtained (i.e. numerical and exact solutions) given in Tables 1 and 2 
shows that the numerical solutions in both cases were obtained with high accuracy. Consequently, the 
results obtained with these models and techniques make it possible to estimate the stress state of various 
bodies not only of a simple structure but also of rather complex structures with sufficiently high accuracy. 

The SSS (SSS) of three different dams under the action of body forces and hydrostatic water 
pressure was studied using plane and spatial models: Ghissarak, Sokh and Pachkamar earth dams located 
on the territory of the Republic of Uzbekistan. When studying the effect of water on the SSS of the dams, 
various levels of reservoir filling were considered. 

The SSS of these dams was studied using the above mathematical models and methods under the 
action of hydrostatic water pressure in the upstream head, the own weight of the structure, considering the 
actual physical and mechanical characteristics of soils and design features of the dams under 
consideration. 

The hydrostatic water pressure in the upstream head of the dam was taken as an external influence, 
according to the following formula [33]: 

0 ,p g h= ρ ⋅ ⋅


                                                                     (6) 

Here, 0ρ  is the density of water; h  is the level of reservoir filling. 

The study is conducted for three dams, built on the territory of highly seismic regions of Uzbekistan, 
with the following main geometric and design parameters: 

1. Ghissarak dam. Rock-earth dam with a height of H  = 138.5 m is located on the Aksu River in 
the Kashkadarya region of Uzbekistan. The laying of the upstream slope is 1m  = 2.2, and of the downstream 

slope 2m  = 1.9; the slope ratio of the loamy core is 1cdm  = 2cdm  = 0.15. 

Retaining prisms are laid from rock mass with the following physical and mechanical parameters:  
E  = 3600 MPa, specific gravity of soil γ = 1.9 tf/m3, Poisson's ratio v  = 0.3. The core is laid from loam 
with physical and mechanical parameters: E  = 2400 MPa, specific gravity of soil γ  = 1.7 tf/m3, Poisson's 
ratio v  = 0.35. The transition zone is laid of sandy-gravelly soil. The width of the dam crest is b  = 16 m 
and length 0L  = 660 m, the width of the foundation is L  = 634 m, and the width of the foundation along 

the alignment is 0B  = 140 m. 

2. Sokh earth dam ( H  = 87.3 m high) was built on the Sokh River in the Fergana region, with the 
slope ratio 1m  = 2.5, 2m  = 2.2. 

Retaining prisms are laid from pebbles with the following physical and mechanical parameters: 
E  = 3550 MPa specific gravity of soil γ  = 2.1 tf/m3, Poisson's ratio v  = 0.35. The core is laid from loam 

with the slope ratio 1cdm  = 2cdm  = 0.25 and with physical and mechanical parameters: E  = 2400 MPa, 

specific gravity of soil γ  = 1.75 tf/m3, Poisson's ratio v  = 0.35. The dam crest is b  = 10 m wide and 

0L  = 487.5 m long; the width of the foundation is L  = 530 m, and the width of the foundation along the 

alignment is 0B  = 210 m. 

3. Pachkamar earth dam with a height of H  = 70 m was erected in the Kashkadarya region, with 
slope ratio 1m  = 2m  = 2.25. 

Retaining prisms are laid from sand-pebbles with physical and mechanical parameters: 
E  = 3600 MPa, specific gravity of soil γ  = 2.25 tf/m3, Poisson's ratio v  = 0.3. The core is laid from loam 
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with slope ratio 1cdm  = 2cdm  = 0.5 with physical and mechanical parameters: E  = 2400 MPa, specific 

gravity of soil γ  = 1.78 tf/m3, Poisson's ratio v  = 0.35. The crest of the dam is b  = 8 m wide and 

0L  = 573 m long; the width of the foundation is L  = 634 m, and the width of the foundation along the 

alignment is 0B  = 217 m. 

The calculation results for these dams are the estimation of the components of displacement vectors 
, , ,u v w  the components of strain ijε  and stress ijσ  tensors for all points of the structure. 

The problem is solved using a spatial model and the results obtained are compared with the results 
of the problem obtained for a plane model in the case of a plane-deformed state of the central cross-section 
of the structure. 

For the convenience of result analysis in the characteristic longitudinal and transverse sections of 
the dam, isolines (i.e., lines of equal values) of the components of displacements, strains, and stresses are 
plotted. 

Figure 3 shows lines of equal values of horizontal (Fig. 3 a, c) and vertical (Fig. 3 b, d) displacements 
of the Ghissarak dam, obtained using the plane model under the action of its own weight and hydrostatic 
pressure of reservoir water, with completely filled reservoir (Fig. 3 c, d) and with empty reservoir  
(Fig. 3 a, b). 

a) u, m c) u, m 

  

b) v, m d) v, m 

  

 

Figure 3. Lines of equal values of displacement fields (u and v) of the Ghissarak dam  
with completely filled reservoir (c, d) and with empty reservoir (a, b) obtained using a plane model. 

An analysis of the results obtained in a plane formulation (Fig. 3 a, b) shows that the displacements 
(absolute strain) of points in the body of the dam are approximately symmetrical with respect to the center 
of the dam. In the core of the dam, the values of horizontal displacements are close to zero, and their values 
increase towards the centers of the upper and lower retaining prisms. In this case, the displacement of the 
point in the vertical direction prevails. This is explained by the fact that the calculations were made 
considering only the own weight of the dam (Fig. 3 a, b). At the points located in the upper levels of the 
structure, the displacement values are greater than the ones at the points of the lower levels. The highest 
displacements are observed on the crest and in the zone of the dam core. Consideration of design features, 
namely the presence of a loam core significantly affects the displacement field only in the core zone. 

The value of displacements (absolute strain) of the points of the Ghissarak dam profile (Fig. 3 c, d) 
in the case of consideration of hydrostatic pressure and body forces significantly changes the strain pattern 
in the upstream head. At that, the symmetrical distribution of strain relative to the center of the dam is 
violated in the body of the dam, and the absolute strain of the dam significantly depends on the level of 
water filling; this is especially evident when calculating the completely filled reservoir (Fig. 3 c, d). The same 
characteristic pattern was observed in the study of the SSS of the Sokh and Pachkamar dams. 

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of equal values of vertical displacements (i.e., isolines) 2u  (along the 

2x -axis) in the longitudinal section of the Ghissarak (a), Sokh (b), and Pachkamar (c) dams, obtained using 
a spatial model under the action of body forces. 
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a) v, m 

 
b) v, m 

 
c) v, m 

 
Figure 4. Isolines of equal values distribution of vertical displacements v – (along the y-axis)  

in the longitudinal section of the Ghissarak (a), Sokh (b), and Pachkamar (c) dams,  
obtained using a spatial model under the action of body forces 

Analysis of the results obtained shows that, in all dams, the values of vertical displacements from 
the foundation of the dam to the upper levels gradually decrease, and the amplitude values of these 
displacements depend on the height of the dam. 

Along with this, the results in Fig. 4 show that the distribution of equal values of vertical displacements 
in the longitudinal section of the dam in the Ghissarak dam (Fig. 4 a) differs significantly from the distribution 
of the same displacements in the Sokh (Fig. 4 b) and Pachkamar (Fig. 4 c) dams. 

Having analyzed the distribution of vertical displacements along the length of the longitudinal section, 
we can see that in the Ghissarak dam the displacement changes dramatically from the middle of the 
longitudinal length to the left and right banks (Fig. 4 a). This shows that the banks have a significant 
influence on the dam strain since the geometric parameters of the dam are more consistent with a three-
dimensional body. 

As for the Sokh (Fig. 4b) and Pachkamar (Fig. 4 c) dams, the banks do not have a significant effect 
on strains (in the figures this is shown in blue color), i.e. here the use of a plane design model for 
calculations can be considered justified. 

It can be concluded that when modeling the strain state of various dams, a plane calculation model 
does not always lead to a reliable result. 

Figure 5 shows lines of equal values of horizontal 11σ  (a), vertical 22σ  (b) and tangential 12σ  
stresses of the Ghissarak dam under the action of its own weight and hydrostatic water pressure when the 
reservoir is completely filled. These results were obtained for all earth dams under consideration using 
plane and spatial models at different levels of reservoir filling with water. 

a) 11,σ  MPa 
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b) 22 ,σ  MPa 

 

c) 12 ,σ  MPa 

 
Figure 5. Lines of equal values of horizontal σx (a), vertical σy (b), and tangential τxy stresses  

for the Ghissarak earth dam according to a spatial model at completely filled reservoir. 
The results obtained using the spatial model show that in the central part of the Sokh and Pachkamar 

dams, the conditions of plane strains of the theory of elasticity are observed since in this part there are only 
three strain components 11,ε  22,ε  12ε  and they depend only on the coordinates of the point in the x0y 
plane. 

A comparison of the results obtained for the central cross-section of the Ghissarak dam using a 
spatial model (Fig. 5) with the results obtained by a plane model shows that both statements give an almost 
similar qualitative pattern of the stress state, but the difference lies in the quantitative overestimation of the 
stresses obtained with the spatial model, namely, stresses 11,σ  22σ  increase by more than 30 %, the 
overestimated value of shear stresses σ12 is up to 10 %, compared with the plane calculation. At that, 
calculations by the spatial model show the value of stresses 11,σ  22σ  in the upper part of the dam with a 
positive value (Fig. 5 a, b), not observed using the plane model. The distribution of stresses along the 
longitudinal axis of the dam, obtained by the spatial model, shows that a more complex character takes 
place in the crest and near the end parts of the dam. 

For example, in the Ghissarak dam, under the action of body forces, the upper part of the core near 
the crest rises, i.e. tensile strain occurs. This is apparently explained by the following process: the upper 
and lower surcharges of denser material and rigidity, press on the cores composed of less rigid material, 
this, in turn, intends the core and the upper part of the core near the crest rises (in Fig. 5, the positive value 
of the stress shows this phenomenon). 

To verify this phenomenon, a test problem was solved, i.e., this problem was solved using a spatial 
model for two options of characteristics of the dam core material with modified Poisson's ratios v  = 0.499 
and v  = 0.001. The result was as follows: at v  = 0.499, the indentation of the upper part of the core near 
the crest increased considerably and at v  = 0.001 no such indentation was observed. 

In a certain part of the core near the crest of the Ghissarak dam, we observe the process of bulging 
of relatively soft soil of the core upwards, apparently due to the fact that the dam is located in a narrow 
alignment, the left and right banks of the alignment actively affect the SSS of the central part of the dam 
and soft soil of the core is pressed in. 

This phenomenon manifests itself only when using a spatial calculation model. In contrast to the 
Sokh and Pachkamar dams, the Ghissarak dam is a three-dimensional body in terms of geometric 
dimensions. Therefore, such a pronounced effect is manifested only in the Ghissarak dam. 

In the dams considered in the study, all components of the strain and stress tensor are manifested 
in the end parts; this shows a spatial SSS of the structures in this part of the dam. 

This means that the use of a plane model to assess the SSS of earth dams does not always lead to 
an adequate description of the SSS occurring in them. 
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4. Conclusions 
1. A detailed review of scientific publications devoted to the assessment of the SSS of various dams 

was given. 

2. A mathematical model and methods were developed for assessing the spatial SSS of earth dams 
under various static effects, taking into account structural non-homogeneities and the actual geometry of 
structures using the variational principle and the finite element method. 

3. The adequacy of the mathematical model and the accuracy of the results obtained were verified 
by solving a test problem and the spatial SSS of the Ghissarak, Sokh, and Pachkamar earth dams was 
studied using a spatial model under the action of body forces and hydrostatic water pressure. 

4. It was stated that: 

− the greatest displacements were observed on the crest and in the zone of the dam core; an 
account for the non-homogeneous features of the structure significantly affected the resulting 
displacement fields in the core zone, and a spatial deformed state of structures occurred near 
the banks; 

− the SSS of real earth dams significantly depends on the commensurability of geometric 
dimensions of the retaining prisms and the slope ratios, and on the slopes of the dam banks; 

− in the upper part of the core (in the central cross-section) of the Ghissarak dam calculated by the 
spatial model, the distribution pattern of vertical stresses yσ  and strains yε  changes 

significantly, compared with the results obtained by the plane model. 
− in a small area in the upper part of the core near the crest of the Ghissarak dam, positive stress 

arises due to the indentation of the core by side surcharges; this is apparently due to the fact 
that the dam is located in a narrow alignment, the left and right banks of the alignment actively 
affect the SSS of the central parts of the dam. 
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Abstract. Fiber-reinforced plastic composites are one of the most widely used composite materials 
because they balance well between properties and cost. Despite their widespread use in the aviation and 
automotive industries, there is currently a lack of effective mathematical models for their calculation under 
various dynamic loads. The research object of this work is an anisotropic viscoelastic fiber-reinforced simply 
supported rectangular plate. Two dynamic problems are considered: vibrations of the plate under the 
influence of a uniformly distributed static load; stability of the plate compressed in one direction. Within the 
Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis framework, a mathematical model was built in a geometrically nonlinear 
formulation, taking into account the tangential forces of inertia. By the Bubnov-Galerkin method, based on 
a polynomial approximation of the deflection and displacement, the problem was reduced to solving 
systems of nonlinear ordinary integro-differential equations. With a weakly singular Koltunov-Rzhanitsyn 
kernel with variable coefficients, the resulting system was solved by a numerical method based on 
quadrature formulas. By using experimental studies, considering the directions of the fibers, the values of 
the rheological parameters of some plastic materials (KAST-V and EDF) were obtained. The plate's 
dynamical behavior was investigated depending on the plate's geometric parameters, viscoelastic and 
inhomogeneous material properties. Results show the importance of taking into account the viscoelastic 
properties of the material when solving dynamic problems of anisotropic reinforced plates made of 
composite materials. In particular, when studying the problem of dynamic stability of an anisotropic 
reinforced plate made of KAST-V, the results obtained in elastic and viscoelastic formulations in some 
cases differ from each other by more than 20 %. 
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1. Introduction 
Mechanics of composite materials has made great progress in recent years. The application of 

composite materials in engineering structures considerably improved structures' operational characteristics 
and, in several cases, create structures that could not be realized with traditional materials. Polymer 
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composite materials are widely used in diverse engineering fields. A large class of engineering structures 
relies on the use of composite materials and ceramics (for example, operating under conditions of high 
temperatures, contact pressures, etc.). Therefore, developing efficient algorithms for solving nonlinear 
problems of dynamis stability of shells, panels, and plates made of composite materials is important in 
today's industry. 

The development of high-modulus and high-strength boron and graphite fibers joined together in 
plastic or metal binders arouses great interest in structural elements made of layers, each of which has 
different mechanical properties. In most cases, these composite materials include many layers of fibers 
with specific stacking sequences. The dimensions of the structural elements are such that each layer can 
be adequately modeled as a homogeneous anisotropic layer. Due to the unique characteristics of modern 
composite materials, interest in the problems of studying the dynamic behavior of anisotropic reinforced 
layered structures has not weakened in recent years. 

An overview analysis of the using various natural fibers to form composites with various matrix 
materials and the effect of fiber length, chemical processing, and compositions on the dynamic mechanical 
characteristics of composites is available in [1]. 

An overview of works related to the study of typical functional capabilities of composites reinforced 
with natural fibers, including thermal insulation properties, biodegradable properties, and vibration damping 
properties, are given in [2]. This article concludes that composite materials that fully utilize their functionality 
rather than mechanical characteristics are important for the future development of composites reinforced 
with natural fibers. The analysis of some published literature on vibration damping applied to composites 
reinforced with natural fibers by experimental and numerical methods was carried out here. The effect of 
reinforcement with natural fibers on the thermosetting and thermoplastic polymer matrix vibration response 
was considered. 

The article [3] investigates the effect of transverse normal and shear deformations on fiber-reinforced 
viscoelastic beams resting on two-parameter (Pasternak's) elastic foundations. The results were obtained 
using the refined theory of the sinusoidal shear deformation beam theory and compared with the results 
obtained using the simple theory of the sinusoidal shear deformation beam theory, the Timoshenko first-
order shear deformation beam theory, and the classical Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. 

The characteristics of free vibration of rectangular plates reinforced with continuous grading fiber 
(CGFR) based on elastic bases were studied based on the three-dimensional linear theory of elasticity and 
the theory of small deformations [4]. The foundation was described by the Pasternak model or a two-
parameter model. The CGFR plate was simply supported at the edges and was assumed to have an 
arbitrary change in the volume fraction of the fiber in the direction of thickness. Displacement functions that 
satisfy simply supported boundary conditions were used to reduce the equilibrium equations to a set of 
coupled ordinary differential equations with variable coefficients, which in turn have been solved by 
differential quadrature (DQM) to obtain natural frequencies. Studies have shown that this method has a 
high convergence rate, stable numerical performance, and accuracy. The results for a CGFR plate with an 
arbitrary change in the volume fraction of the fiber in the thickness of the plate were compared with a 
discrete layered composite plate. They also showed that the use of CGFR plates with graduated volume 
fractions of fibers has advantages over traditional discretely laminated plates. 

The static response of an inhomogeneous fiber-reinforced viscoelastic multilayer plate was 
investigated in [5] by using the first-order shear deformation theory. Several types of sandwich plates were 
considered, taking into account the symmetry of the plate and the thickness of each layer. In addition, two 
cases were considered depending on the viscoelastic material that enters the core or the surface of 
multilayer plates. To solve equations determining the bending of simply supported inhomogeneous fiber-
reinforced viscoelastic multilayer plates, the effective modules method and Ilyushin's approximation method 
were used. Numerical calculations were carried out to study the effect of the time parameter on deflections 
and stresses at different values of the aspect ratio, the ratio of sides to the thickness, and the constitutive 
parameter. 

Amabili [6] investigated the dynamic stability of orthotropic thick plates subjected to periodic uniaxial 
stress and bending stress, considering the inertia of rotation and transverse stress. Based on Bolotin's 
method, the regions of dynamic instability of plates reinforced with graphite and fiberglass were estimated 
by solving eigenvalue problems. The influence of material properties and load parameters on the instability 
region and the index of dynamic instability of orthotropic plates was discussed. 

The distorted modes in geometrically nonlinear forced oscillations of angular layered circular 
cylindrical shells were investigated using the highest order Amabili-Reddy's shear deformation theory [7]. 
Harmonic forces were applied in the radial direction and simply supported boundary conditions were 
assumed. The equations of motion were obtained using an energy approach based on Lagrange equations, 
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which preserves dissipation. Numerical results were obtained using the method of pseudo-arc continuation 
and bifurcation analysis. 

Anisotropic composite plates were evaluated with nanofiber-reinforced matrices (NFRM) [8]. Seven 
different loading conditions were considered: three for uniaxial loading, three for paired combined loading, 
and one with three combined loads. The anisotropy had a complete stiffness matrix of 6 by 6, which was 
satisfied and solved using the Galerkin algorithm. 

The influence of some geometric and material parameters on the free vibrations of FML plates 
(fibrous metal laminates) was studied in [9]. For the analytical solution of the governing equations of the 
composite plate, the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) and the Fourier series method were used. 

In combination with the elastic constitutive model and fiber direction, a plastic square plate with two 
materials (orthotropic and anisotropic) was simulated [10]. Anisotropic characteristics of the thermal field, 
pressure field, and vibration characteristics of fiber-reinforced PA66 were analyzed using simulation 
comparisons. 

A new nonlinear model of vibrations of reinforced composite thin plates in a thermal environment 
was proposed [11] by introducing nonlinear thermal and amplitude fitting coefficients. Based on the classical 
laminated plate theory, the complex module approach, the power function, and the Ritz methods, dynamic 
governing equations in high-temperature environments for solving nonlinear natural frequencies, vibration 
characteristics, and damping parameters were obtained. Experimental tests of thin plates made of carbon-
epoxy composite CF130 were carried out to test this model. 

The article [12] presents a new nonlinear model of vibrations of composite plate structures with 
amplitude-dependent properties, taking into account the nonlinear characteristics of stiffness and damping 
by introducing the nonlinearity of the material into the dynamic modeling of fiber-reinforced composite thin 
plates. In this model, the elastic modulus and loss coefficients were expressed as a function of the strain 
energy density based on the nonlinear Jones-Nelson material model. These elastic moduli and loss 
coefficients were characterized as a function of the maximum dimensionless strain energy density using 
specific parameters at different excitation amplitudes. The power function fitting method was then used to 
determine the model's nonlinear stiffness and damping parameters. The nonlinear natural frequencies, 
vibration characteristics, and damping coefficients of the TC300 carbon-epoxy composite thin plate were 
calculated and measured in a case study. 

A Fourier series method based on Mindlin theory and Hamilton's variational principle was proposed 
[13] for modeling and analyzing the vibration of composite multilayer plates with arbitrary boundary 
conditions, in which vibrational displacements were sought as a linear combination of a double series of 
Fourier cosines and auxiliary series functions. Three types of springs with constraints were introduced, and 
a vibration model was created by combining the Hamilton energy principle to create a general structural 
model of composite layered materials. The influence of boundary conditions, the laying angle, and the 
laying layer on the vibration characteristics were analyzed. 

The nonlinear dynamic model in a thermal environment was established for modeling a reinforced 
composite structure made of thin plates [14]. This model uses Hamilton's principle in combination with the 
classical theory of layered plates, the complex modulus method, and the strain energy method. Nonlinear 
dependences between elasticity modules, Poisson coefficients, loss coefficients, and temperature change 
were expressed by the polynomial method. Dynamic equations in a high-temperature environment were 
derived to solve the inherent characteristics, dynamic characteristics, and damping parameters, considering 
temperature-dependent properties. The principle of identification of the corresponding fitting coefficients in 
the theoretical model was illustrated. An experimental test of a thin plate made of carbon-epoxy composite 
TC500 was carried out to substantiate the correctness of the obtained results. The results of the developed 
model and experimental tests showed good consistency. 

The buckling of a multilayer composite reinforced plate, with porosity effects, was analyzed according 
to the theory of first shear deformation plates [15]. The properties of the plate material were considered 
orthotropic properties. Three different models were used considering the effect of porosity in a multilayer 
composite plate. The Navier procedure was used to solve the problem for a simply supported plate. The 
influence of porosity coefficients, porosity models, fiber orientation angles, and layer sequences on critical 
buckling loads was discussed. 

Othman, Abouelregal, and Said [16] analytically studied the influence of variable thermal conductivity 
and initial stress on a reinforced transversely isotropic thick plate. A model of the problem of generalized 
thermoelasticity with phase delays in an isotropic elastic medium with temperature-dependent mechanical 
properties was developed. It was assumed that the upper surface of the plate was thermally insulated with 
a given surface load, and the lower surface of the plate rested on a rigid base. Normal mode analysis was 
used to obtain analytical expressions of displacement components, power voltage, and temperature 
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distribution. The results obtained in the presence and absence of initial stress and reinforcement were 
compared. 

The nonlinear Jones-Nelson theory combined with the classical theory of layered plates by Yadav, 
Amabili, et al. [17]. The polynomial fitting method, the strain energy method, and a damping model of a 
fiber-reinforced composite thin plate were used. The methods and model were created considering the 
amplitude-dependent properties. The elastic modulus was expressed as the strain energy density function 
in this model. The loss coefficients in the longitudinal, transverse, and shear directions were expressed as 
functions of the excitation amplitude. Three plates made of carbon-epoxy composite TC300 were taken as 
research objects for the case study. One of them was used to determine the amplitude-dependent 
coefficients of loss coefficients in fiber-reinforced composites by combining the least-squares method with 
the polynomial fitting method. The other two plates were used to verify the correctness of the theoretical 
model. The developed model results, taking into account the amplitude dependence and experimental 
verification, showed good consistency. 

The strict polynomial of a higher order in the thickness coordinate was introduced to develop a theory 
for doubly curved multilayer composite shells, considering the thickness and shear deformations [18]. By 
applying the condition of zero transverse normal and tangential stresses on the upper and lower surfaces 
of the shells, the theory of thickness deformation and shear of the third order with six kinematic parameters 
was derived. At the same time, the nonlinear terms in all kinematic parameters were preserved. The 
accuracy of the proposed theory has been tested for static and dynamic reference cases. The results 
obtained based on the proposed theory were compared with the results obtained using a more complex 
and computationally time-consuming nine-parameter theory. Isotropic and cross-layered circular cylindrical 
shells under the action of radial forces and pressure and nonlinear forced oscillations of the cross-layered 
shell under harmonic radial excitation were considered. 

The vibrations of circular cylindrical shells made of a carbon nanotube (CNT) fiber-reinforced 
composite (CNT-FRC) were studied in a geometrically nonlinear formulation [19]. Vibrations were created 
due to radial harmonic force, and the process itself was considered viscous structural damping. Elastic 
properties of randomly distributed CNTs in a polymer matrix (i.e., hybrid matrix) were calculated according 
to the Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka/Voigt scheme to account for the effect of CNT agglomeration in a hybrid matrix. 
The resulting hybrid matrix was reinforced with aligned fibers to prepare the CNT-FRC shell plate; its 
effective properties were evaluated using the Halpin Tsai homogenization approach. The CNT-FRC shell 
was modeled using von Karman geometric nonlinearity and first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). 
According to the Hamilton principle, nonlinear control partial differential equations (PDEs) of CNT-FRC 
shells were derived. These PDEs were discretized into ordinary differential equations (ODES) using the 
Galerkin method. The ODES were solved by the incremental harmonic balance (IHB) method combined 
with the arc length extension method to obtain the frequency-amplitude characteristic of the shell. The 
influence of various types of CNT agglomeration models, CNT mass fraction, agglomeration parameters, 
and the sequence of laying layered materials on frequency-amplitude curves corresponding to forced and 
free nonlinear oscillations of the CNT-FRC shell was studied in detail. 

The main purpose of the study [20] was to determine the effect of fiber orientation on the reduction 
of applied voltage for modeling the structure of a dielectric elastomer and improving its mechanical 
characteristics. Based on the nonlinear continuum mechanics and large inelastic deformations, the defining 
relations and equations determining the behavior of viscoelastic dielectric elastomers under harmonic 
electrical load were extracted and analyzed in various states. The obtained numerical results, such as 
phase diagrams, frequency amplitudes, and oscillations, illustrate the dynamic behavior of an anisotropic 
dielectric elastomer with different fiber orientations. Hyperelastic and rheological models were used to 
consider the viscoelastic properties of the material in combination with electrical coupling. 

The analysis of many experimental and fundamental studies shows that most composite materials 
have clearly pronounced viscoelastic properties [21–23]. 

Most researchers who have attacked the class of problems mentioned above have considered the 
solution of problems with such a mathematical statement in an elastic case. In these works, only some 
properties of construction materials were taken into consideration: the problems were solved either in a 
linear context or in elastic wave propagation was not taken into account. Even if the problems were solved 
using a viscoelastic formulation, in many cases, the viscoelastic characteristics of the material were only 
taken into account in a restricted context. In these cases, viscoelastic properties were addressed by 
employing the Voight model or by using exponential relaxation kernels. However, mathematical models of 
problems of viscoelastic systems based on these assumptions cannot describe real processes occurring in 
shell constructions in early times [21, 23]. The choice of an exponential kernel in calculations was not 
incidental. The systems of integro-differential equations obtained from the calculations were, by way of 
differentiation, reduced to the solution of ordinary differential equations, which in most cases used to be 
solved by the well-known Runge-Kutta's numerical method. To the present day, none of the existing 
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methods has allowed one to solve such problems with weakly singular kernels of the type of Koltunov's, 
Rzhanitsyn's, Abel's, Rabotnov's, and others [21, 23]. 

Badalov, Eshmatov, and Yusupov [24] developed the numerical method based on the use of 
quadrature rules, which makes it possible to solve a system of nonlinear integro-differential equations with 
weakly singular kernels of the type of Koltunov-Rzhanitsyn's, Abel's, and Rabotnov's. Verlan, Abdikarimov, 
and Eshmatov [25] modified this method. The method provides reasonably high accuracy of results, is 
universal, enables one to solve a wide class of dynamic problems in viscoelasticity, and is economical from 
computer time consideration. Based on this method, many numerical results have been obtained by 
Eshmatov, Mukherjee [26], Mirsaidov, Abdikarimov, Khodzhaev [27], and other researchers [28–31] that 
are in a general agreement with evaluable experiments' data. 

This work aims to study the influences of the viscoelastic and anisotropic properties of a material on 
the dynamical behavior of the plate. For the first time, an integral model is used to consider the viscoelastic 
properties of materials of an anisotropic structure. The integral mode correctly describes the rheological 
processes occurring in the studied structure during the entire time. The presented mathematical model 
makes it possible to obtain sufficiently accurate solutions that are well combined with experimental results. 

2. Materials and Methods 
The classical Kirchhoff-Love theory is used to construct a mathematical model of the dynamic 

behavior of a plate made of a material having anisotropic viscoelastic properties under the influence of 
various external loads (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1. Anisotropic fiber-reinforced rectangular plate. 

In this case, following [32–34], the stress and moment resultants have the form: 
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where ,ijA∗  ,ijB∗  ,ijD∗  , 1, 2, 6i j =  are the operators having the following form: 
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Here K  is the number of plate layers, 1,E  2E  are the elastic moduli, 12G  is the shear modulus, 

12,µ  21µ  are the Poisson ratios, θ  is the angle characterizing the direction of the fibers relative to the 

axis ,OX  ∗Γ  is the integral operator with the relaxation kernel ( ).tΓ  

The relationship between the strains in the median surface ,xε  ,yε  ,xyγ  ,xχ  ,yχ  xyχ  and 

displacements ,u  ,v w  in directions ,x  ,y  ,z  written by considering the von Kármán type of geometric 
nonlinearity, in the form [32–35]: 
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By substituting (1) and (3) into the equations of motion 
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the system of nonlinear integro-differential equations in partial derivatives that satisfies the boundary 
conditions of the problem (the edges are hinged) is obtained. The solution of this system is sought in the 
form: 
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where ( ) ,mnu t  ( )mnv t  and ( ) ,mnw t  , 1, 2, 3,m n =   are the unknown functions of time. Note that 
eq.(5) gives just an approximation of the in-plane displacements u  and v  for the given boundary 
conditions since additional functions should be retained. Substituting the approximating functions (5) into 
the resulting system of equations and performing the procedure of the Bubnov-Galerkin method, a system 
of nonlinear ordinary integro-differential equations is obtained. Further, this system is integrated using the 
numerical method based on the use of quadrature formulas [24, 25]. 

3. Results and Discussion 
The calculations use the simplest and, at the same time, quite common weakly-singular Koltunov-

Rzhanitsyn kernel having the form ( ) ( )1 0 1tt Ae t−β α−Γ = < α <  as the relaxation kernel, where ,A  ,α  

β  are the rheological viscosity parameters determined from the experiments [21, 23]. Experimental studies 
have shown that weak singular functions most accurately describe the rates of relaxation processes [21, 
23]. One of the difficulties of using singular kernels in numerical calculations is their singularity at t  = 0. 
A detailed description of the numerical method based on the use of quadrature formulas is given in [24, 
25]. The method allows solving systems of nonlinear integro-differential equations, preliminarily 
transforming singular kernels into regular ones. 

In the calculations, the following parameters for plastics: KAST-V ( 1E  = 25.5 GPa, 

2E  = 14.91 GPa, 12G  = 4.41 GPa, 12µ  = 0.2, ρ  = 1900 kg/m3) and EDF ( 1E  = 24.5 GPa, 

2E  = 18.04 GPa, 12G  = 4.1 GPa, 12µ  = 0.18, ρ  = 1830 kg/m3) have been used. To determine the 
rheological parameters of the viscosity of these materials for different directions of reinforced fibers, the 
results of experiments given in [36] have been used. In this paper, based on the experiments, the 
rheological parameters of the viscosity for some glass-reinforced plastics, such as Textolite, KAST-V, 
SVAM, and EDF have been obtained. The parameters given in the paper correspond to the samples with 
directions of reinforced fibers of 0, 45, and 90 degrees relative to the OX  axis. The values of the 
rheological viscosity parameters for samples with an arbitrary fiber orientation were obtained in [37] from 
experimental results by using interpolation formulas. 

The problem of buckling of the anisotropic fiber-reinforced rectangular plate of thickness h  with the 

sides a  and ,b  subjected to dynamic compression along with one of the sides by force ( ) 0P t P t=   

( 0P  is the loading rate) was considered as follows. A problem with a similar mathematical formuation 
(elastic problem) was considered in [29]. 
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Hereinafter, the following parameters of the plate are used in the calculations (unless otherwise 
specified): 0.5 ,a b m= = 0.5 ,h sm= 45 ,θ = 

0 2 / .P MPa s=  

As a criterion determining the critical time, it is assumed that the sag of the deflection should not 
exceed a value equal to the thickness of the plate [35]. In shell structures, the greater the critical time, the 
more stable it is to dynamic loads. 

The following graphs correspond to the results obtained for the midpoint of the simply supported 
plate. On the graphs, m  (meter) is the dimension for the deflection, and s  (second) is for time. 

Fig. 2 shows the influence of the material's viscoelastic properties on the behavior of anisotropic 
reinforced plates made from KAST-V and EDF. In general, KAST-V and EDF are materials with different 
viscoelastic properties. It is evident from the figure that considering viscoelastic properties results in a 
decrease of the critical time. Especially, it is apparent for plates from KAST-V ( A  = 0.0208), which have 
more viscoelastic properties than EDF. The difference in critical times for plates from elastic and viscoelastic 
KAST-V reaches up to 21 %, whereas this difference is about 2.4 % for plates from EDF. This result shows 
that it is crucial to consider viscoelastic properties in solving this type of problem. 

 
Figure 2. Effect of viscoelastic properties on the behavior of anisotropic reinforced plate 

from KAST-V (1 – viscoelastic, 2 – elastic) and EDF (3 – viscoelastic, 4 – elastic). 
Fig. 3 shows a graph of the changes in the deflections of the midpoints of the plates of various 

thicknesses. The results show that an increase in plate rigidity due to increased plate thickness leads to a 
proportional increase in the critical time value. 

 
Figure 3. Dependence of the deflection on time for various values of the thicknesses  

of the plate: 1 – h = 0.3 sm; 2 – h = 0.4 sm; 3 – h = 0.5 sm. 
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Fig. 4 shows the analogous results for λ  = 1; 1.2; 1.4. Here λ  is the ratio of plate edges. Therefore, 
if λ  = 1, then the plate is square-shaped. As it is clear from the graph, the increase in one of the edges of 
the plate increases the critical time. 

 
Figure 4. Dependence of the deflection on time for various values of the parameter  

( = a/b) 1 – = 1; 2 – = 1.2; 3 – = 1.4. 

The various curves in Fig. 5 correspond to cases of changes in the deflections of the midpoint of a 
reinforced rectangular plate at different loading speeds. It should be noted here that in all cases, at the 
initial moments of time, the changes in the deflections are oscillations that are harmonic in shape, which 
begin to increase rapidly at certain points in time. 

 
Figure 5. Dependence of the deflection on time for various values of the velocities of loading 

1 – P0 = 2 MPa/s; 2 – P0 = 2.5 MPa/s; 3 – P0 = 3 MPa/s. 

Fig. 6 shows the influence of changes in the direction of the fibers of the reinforced plate on the 
dynamic process. As the angle of direction of the fibers increases from 0 to 45 degrees, an increase in the 
critical time is observed. The difference between the critical time values for single-layer plates with fiber 
directions of 0 and 45 degrees is 12 %. 
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Figure 6. Dependence of the deflection on time for plates with different fiber orientations 

1 – 0°; 2 − 15°; 3 − 30°; 4 – 45°. 
As mentioned earlier, reinforced composites are a set (composition) of several reinforced layers, 

each with its own mechanical properties. Thus, by changing the composite structure, it is possible to create 
contractures, the behavior of which can be predicted in advance. 

In this regard, the study of the behavior of laminated reinforced plates with different fiber orientations 
under the influence of axial compression is of particular interest. Fig. 7 shows the changes in the deflections 
of the midpoints of laminated reinforced plates made of KAST-V. Moreover, although all these plates have 
different fiber directions, their thickness is the same. The results show that for two-layer plates with fibers 
located at an angle of –45 degrees relative to the OX  axis in one layer and 45 degrees in another, the 
critical time values are higher than the others. The layered fiber plate, parallel and perpendicular to the 
OX  axis, has a lower critical time (i.e., it is less stable) than other plates with similar mechanical properties. 
The difference between the critical time values for the above two-layer plates is 13.3 %. 

 
Figure 7. Dependence of the deflection on time for sandwich plates 

with different fiber-orientated layers 1 – 0°/90°; 2 – 15°/-15°; 3 – 30°/-30°; 4 – 45°/-45°. 
The results of studies of the behavior of reinforced plates for a wide range of changes in their 

mechanical, physical, and geometric parameters under dynamic compression of one of their sides are 
shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Critical time values for various geometric and physical parameters of anisotropic 
fiber-reinforced plates from KAST-V. 

№ 

Geometrical 
parameters of the 

plate 

Physical 
parameters Number 

of layers 
Fiber 

orientations 

Critical time values 

a, m b, m h, sm q, Pa v, 
MPa/s 

Elastic 
problem 

Viscoelastic 
problem 

differ. 
(in %) 

1 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2 1 45° 3.2798 2.7117 21 
2 0.6 0.5 0.5 100 2 1 45° 3.3358 2.7338 22 
3 0.7 0.5 0.5 100 2 1 45° 3.5262 2.8604 23.3 
4 0.5 0.5 0.4 100 2 1 45° 2.0238 1.6522 22.5 
5 0.5 0.5 0.3 100 2 1 45° 0.9192 0.7680 19.7 
6 0.5 0.5 0.5 200 2 1 45° 3.2110 2.5986 23.6 
7 0.5 0.5 0.5 300 2 1 45° 3.1422 2.4982 25.8 
8 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2.5 1 45° 2.6268 2.1806 20.5 
9 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 3 1 45° 2.1858 1.8248 19.8 

10 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2 1 0° 2.5984 2.3884 8.8 
11 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2 1 15° 2.7640 2.4038 15 
12 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2 1 30° 3.1046 2.6044 19.2 
13 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2 2 0°/90° 2.5984 2.3830 9 
14 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2 2 15°/-15° 2.7860 2.4152 15.4 
15 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2 2 30°/-30° 3.1396 2.6344 19.2 
16 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2 2 45°/-45° 3.3242 2.7496 20.9 
17 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 2 3 45°/-45°/45° 3.2900 2.7168 21.1 

 

 

The numerical results in the table show that taking into account the viscoelastic properties of 
structural materials leads to a significant decrease in the critical time value. In some cases, the differences 
in the results obtained by solving elastic and viscoelastic problems differ from each other by more than 
20 %. It is also shown that the direction of the fibers in the structures also significantly affects the value of 
the critical time. For example, in two-layer plates, the fibers of which have directions at an angle of 45 and  
–45 degrees, the critical time values are greater than in a single-layer plate of the same thickness, the fibers 
of which are located at an angle of 45 degrees. This means that by changing the structure of the composite 
material, it is possible to create structures more resistant to dynamic loads. 

4. Conclusions 
The study of the dynamic stability of viscoelastic anisotropic reinforced plates, subjected to dynamic 

compression along with one of their sides, shows: 

− It is important to consider the viscoelastic properties of the construction material. The results 
indicate that the difference in the critical time of elastic and viscoelastic problems is 21 % for 
plates made from KAST-V. 

− The critical time values mainly depend on the direction of the reinforced fibers in each layer. In 
single-layer and double-layer plates, the difference in the critical time values depending on the 
direction of the reinforced fibers in places is 12 % and 13.3 %, respectively. An analysis of the 
results shows that the most resistant to these loads are double-layer plates with fibers located at 
an angle of –45 degrees relative to the OX  axis in one layer and 45 degrees in another. 

The results obtained in the work and the conclusions drawn on their basis allow us to accurately 
predict the dynamic behavior of plates made of reinforced plastics. 
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